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Abstract

Surface modification of silicon with organic monolayers tethered to the surface by different linkers is an important process in realizing future (opto-)electronic devices. Understanding the role played by the nature of the linking group and the chain length on the adsorption structures and electronic properties of these assemblies is vital to advance this technology. This Thesis is a study of such properties and contributes in particular to a microscopic understanding of induced changes in the work function of experimentally studied functionalized silicon surfaces.

Using first-principles density functional theory (DFT), at the first step, we provide predictions for chemical trends in the work function of hydrogenated silicon (111) surfaces modified with various terminations. For nonpolar terminating atomic species such as F, Cl, Br, and I, the change in the work function is directly proportional to the amount of charge transferred from the surface, thus relating to the difference in electronegativity of the adsorbate and silicon atoms. The change is a monotonic function of coverage in this case, and the work function increases with increasing electronegativity. Polar species such as $\text{TeH}$, $\text{SeH}$, $\text{SH}$, $\text{OH}$, $\text{NH}_2$, $\text{CH}_3$, and $\text{BH}_2$ do not follow this trend due to the interaction of their dipole with the induced electric field at the surface. In this case, the magnitude and sign of the surface dipole moment need to be considered in addition to the bond dipole to generally describe the change in work function. Compared to hydrogenated surfaces, there is slight increase in the work function of $\text{H:Si(111)}\text{-XH}$, where X = Te, Se, and S, whereas reduction is observed for surfaces covered with $\text{OH}$, $\text{CH}_3$, and $\text{NH}_2$.

Next, we study the hydrogen passivated Si(111) surface modified with alkyl chains of the general formula $\text{H:Si–(CH}_2\text{n–CH}_3$ and $\text{H:Si–X–(CH}_2\text{n–CH}_3$, where $\text{X = NH}$, O, S and $\text{n = (0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11)}$, at half coverage. For (X)–Hexyl and (X)–Dodecyl functionalization, we also examined various coverages up to full monolayer grafting in order to validate the result of half covered
surface and the linker effect on the coverage. We find that it is necessary to take into account the van der Waals interaction between the alkyl chains. The strongest binding is for the oxygen linker, followed by S, N, and C, irrespective of chain length. The result revealed that the sequence of the stability is independent of coverage; however, linkers other than carbon can shift the optimum coverage considerably and allow further packing density. For all linkers apart from sulfur, structural properties, in particular, surface-linker-chain angles, saturate to a single value once \( n > 3 \). For sulfur, we identify three regimes, namely, \( n = 0–3 \), \( n = 5–7 \), and \( n = 9–11 \), each with its own characteristic adsorption structures. Where possible, our computational results are shown to be consistent with the available experimental data and show how the fundamental structural properties of modified Si surfaces can be controlled by the choice of linking group and chain length.

Later we continue by examining the work function tuning of H:Si(111) over a range of 1.73 eV through adsorption of alkyl monolayers with general formula \(-[X_{\text{head-group}}]-(C_nH_{2n})-[X_{\text{tail-group}}]\), \( X = \text{O(H)}, \text{S(H)}, \text{NH}_2(2) \). The work function is practically converged at 4 carbons (8 for oxygen), for head-group functionalization. For tail-group functionalization and with both head- and tail-groups, there is an odd-even effect in the behavior of the work function, with peak-to-peak amplitudes of up to 1.7 eV in the oscillations. This behavior is explained through the orientation of the terminal-group's dipole. The shift in the work function is largest for NH2-linked and smallest for SH-linked chains and is rationalized in terms of interface dipoles. Our study reveals that the choice of the head- and/or tail-groups effectively changes the impact of the alkyl chain length on the work function tuning using self-assembled monolayers and this is an important advance in utilizing hybrid functionalized Si surfaces.

Bringing together the understanding gained from studying single type functionalization of H:Si(111) with different alkyl chains and bearing in mind how to utilize head-group, tail-group or both as well as monolayer coverage, in the final part of this Thesis we study functionalized H:Si(111) with binary SAMs. Aiming at enhancing work function adjustment together with SAM
stability and coverage we choose a range of terminations and linker-chains denoted as –X–(Alkyl) with X = CH\(_3\), O(H), S(H), NH\(_2\) and investigate the stability and work function of various binary components grafted onto H:Si(111) surface. Using binary functionalization with -[NH\(_2\)/O(H)/S(H)]- [Hexyl/Dodecyl] we show that work function can be tuned within the interval of 3.65-4.94 eV and furthermore, enhance the SAM’s stability. Although direct Si-C grafted SAMs are less favourable compared to their counterparts with O, N or S linkage, regardless of the ratio, binary functionalized alkyl monolayers with X-alkyl (X = NH, O) is always more stable than single type alkyl functionalization with the same coverage. Our results indicate that it is possible to go beyond the optimum coverage of pure alkyl functionalized SAMs (50%) by adding a linker with the correct choice of the linker. This is very important since dense packed monolayers have fewer defects and deliver higher efficiency. Our results indicate that binary anchoring can modify the charge injection and therefore bond stability while preserving the interface electronic structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Remarkable enhancement in functionality and/or cost appears most often when new materials are incorporated into existing technologies. For example, after years of research on materials compatibility replacing copper by aluminum in integrated circuits resulted in huge reduction of interconnect delay times and reliability improvement. Apart from significant impact on current devices newly identified materials can unveil novel technologies and applications. For their unique physical/chemical properties and ubiquitous electrical, optical and environmental applications, Field-Effect-based electronic, optoelectronic and biochemical hybrid devices are at the center of attention of many scientific communities and industrial technologies. These hybrid devices are conceptually
based on using molecular functionality to interface with traditional devices made of inorganic materials and modify the features (performance and functionality) of the target electronic devices.

Organic–inorganic hybrid materials represent a new class of materials which are able to combine desirable characteristics of both organic and inorganic building blocks within one combined system. While inorganic materials offer wide range of electronic properties (enabling the design of insulators, semiconductors, and metals), magnetic and dielectric transitions, substantial mechanical hardness, and thermal stability, on the other hand, organic molecules can provide high fluorescence efficiency, large polarizability, plastic mechanical properties, ease of processing, and structural diversity. Adjusting the electronic structure of materials within the nanometre scale can offer unique and potentially higher level of tunability of electronic and optical properties in hybrid materials that cannot be achieved separately from each of their organic and inorganic components.

Properties of materials such as metals or inorganic semiconductors are determined by their atomic structures. Since the final structure depends on total energetics and cannot be changed without a phase transition, manipulating materials properties is possible within certain boundaries, e.g., via doping and nanofabrication or by applying pressure and other external fields. An exciting option to consider is elevating the control over a solid’s surface to design materials and devices (based on interfaces) with desired features. Chemisorbed self-assembled organic monolayers on metal or semiconductor substrates can hinge the organic world to inorganic surfaces and create such a hybrid system (Figure 1.1).
Molecular structures on metals or semiconductors provide the possibility to benefit from the combined properties of solids (e.g., good electrical conductivity) and molecules (e.g., tuneable photon absorption). Covalent attachment between inorganic surfaces and organic monolayers is a unique path to achieve both surface passivation and induce any sort of bio- and/or chemical functionality into the device. Organic molecules with their numerous and adjustable properties, including size, shape, absorption spectrum, flexibility,
chemical affinity, and conductivity, offer a variety of possibilities to either tune the performance of a device or add new characteristics.

1.2 My thesis - Understand the interface, control the device

To realize this potential in applications, understanding and customized control of the electronic structures of device surfaces via chemical modifications is fundamental. As a scaffold in hybrid electronic devices, semiconductor surfaces have been a leading candidate. Modifying such surfaces offers a wide range of possibilities for tuning device functionality and enhancing performance.4-5 For example, organosilane SAMs with different end groups grafted on SiO₂ gate insulators cause different monolayer thicknesses and angles, which can be used to tune the mobility of the organic thin-film transistors as well as the threshold voltage (Figure 1.2).6 Also current-voltage measurements of Schottky diodes composed of p-doped silicon wafers functionalized with different length alkyl chains [Si–CₙH₂ₙ₊₁ (n = 10, 12, 16, 22)] shows that the effective barrier height (q∅eff) of the Schottky diodes is a function of monolayer thickness.7
One of the key parameters that determine the threshold voltage in a field effect transistor (FET) is the work function (WF) of the gate contact materials, whereas, surface reactivity and interface charge reorganization have a significant effect on the sensitivity of biosensors (Figure 1.3). The band edge profile at the surface also plays an important role in nanoscale optoelectronic devices (e.g. in schottky barrier tuning), light absorption and emission due to the strong dependence on electron affinity (EA) and ionization potential (IP). The type of chemical termination and its structural characteristics are primarily responsible for the charge reorganization at the interface and its significant effect on key device parameters. Structural properties include termination type, monolayer thickness, angle etc. and a better microscopic understanding of these properties is required before addressing the electrical characteristics of an interface.
Figure 1.3. Nanowire (NW) nanosensor for pH detection. (A) Schematic illustrating the FET-based NW nanosensors for pH sensing. (B) Real-time detection of the conductance for 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)-modified SiNW for pHs from 2 to 9. (C) Plot of the conductance versus pH; the red points are experimental data, and the dashed green line is linear fit through this data. (D) The conductance of unmodified SiNW (red) versus pH.$^{10}$

Silicon is the most widely used material in the electronics industry. There are an increasing number of applications, including hybrid electronics or sensors, where hybrid organic semiconductor structures assembled by grafting organic monolayers onto Si play a dominant role.$^{11, 15-18}$ Key to these applications is finding suitable combinations of organics$^{5}$ with Si that will display the desired electronic properties and this has limited their potential to date. Grafted SAMs of
organic molecules onto Si surfaces can modify the interfacial structure and tune the electronic properties,\textsuperscript{1, 19-20} in particular the WF.\textsuperscript{21-24} Studies of the surface work function offer significant information towards a microscopic understanding of the changes at interfaces. The work function is sensitive to surface chemistry and morphology, providing valuable insights to surface interactions and the reorganization of electronic charges caused by surface modifications.\textsuperscript{25} The WF tuning allows control over the charge injection\textsuperscript{26} and Schottky energy barrier\textsuperscript{27} in solar cells\textsuperscript{28} and light emitting diodes,\textsuperscript{29} the threshold voltage in a FET transistor\textsuperscript{30} or the sensitivity in a biosensor\textsuperscript{9-10, 31} constructed from these organic-semiconductor assemblies. In fact, interactions of atoms and molecules with metal surfaces and their effect on the work function have been at the center of attention for many years. However, there is still no comprehensive analysis which can explain and anticipate the work function variations due to different functionalization schemes on semiconductors. This is despite several experimental studies and the importance of interface engineering. From the theory perspective, multiple dipole decomposition analysis, charge re-organization at the interface and polarization due to different dipoles, electrostatic potential shift and levels alignment between Fermi level and SAMs states have been investigated.\textsuperscript{25, 28-29, 31, 33, 36-37, 47} However, as explained below further understanding of this mechanism in semiconductors is important in enabling the use of these structures in the aforementioned applications. This is exactly the topic of this Thesis. Taking a small step, we address functionalized silicon surfaces from microscopic principles and focus on the analysis of their electronic, (predominantly the work function) and structural properties.
1.3 An overview of previous studies

1.3.1 Metallic versus semiconductor surfaces

The underlying microscopic mechanism of WF tuning has been explored comprehensively for various metallic substrates such as gold\textsuperscript{32-46}, silver\textsuperscript{28-29, 35-36} and copper\textsuperscript{45, 47-49} functionalized with different monolayers that are primarily aromatic compounds\textsuperscript{33-34, 38, 41-42, 45, 50} and alkyl chains with different head and/or tail-groups.\textsuperscript{35, 37, 39-40, 43-44} Despite several studies\textsuperscript{4, 7, 21-22, 51} semiconductor surfaces such as silicon have not received significant attention in this regard. Silicon is still the most technologically important material in the electronic industry due to its versatile properties: high mobility, low band gap, easy doping and optical activity in visible, ultraviolet and infrared range. In this area, alkyl monolayers with sulfur and oxygen head groups on Si have been studied with regard to WF tuning.\textsuperscript{22} The WF tuning mechanism for metals is examined using approaches including Kelvin-probe measurements\textsuperscript{32, 50, 52} and photoelectron spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{41, 43, 53} Despite extensive study of metal substrates for functionalization purposes, semiconductor surfaces, which are fundamentally different, have not been given enough attention. The much larger screening length in semiconductor surfaces than metal surfaces creates an extended space charge layer.\textsuperscript{54} Unlike with metal substrates, the band edge demonstrates a richer behavior and band bending can be modified by the molecule that is attached to the semiconductor surface.\textsuperscript{51, 55-57} As a result the WF can vary significantly from linker to linker, and this tuneability is of course very important for electronic device applications. In fact if we separate the WF change at the (metal/semiconductor)-organic interface into two contributions, one from the intrinsic SAM dipole and the other from the bond dipole at the Metal-SAM or semiconductor-SAM junction, the former is independent of the substrate, but the latter is directly influenced by the chemistry of the surface. It has been shown that most SAMs create covalent bonds with semiconductors,\textsuperscript{58-59} whereas in the case of metals the bond is weaker than a covalent bond but stronger than van der Waals bonding.\textsuperscript{60-61} In the case of
silicon and gold substrates, this comparison is very trivial as Si-(S, C, O, N) bonds are all covalent so the created SAMs are immobile. However due to the weaker Au-S bond, thiolated-SAMs on gold are able to move from one site to another even at room temperature.\textsuperscript{25} This indicates that in semiconductors, the bond dipole is the key parameter for the magnitude of the WF change. However for gold, the intrinsic dipole of the SAM (by creating an image charge) dominates.

It must also be mentioned that even the intrinsic dipole of a SAM is not the same for different substrates as it is very much dependent on the geometry of the SAMs, which is primarily determined by the nature of the bond between the SAM and substrate. Therefore there is some competition between the intrinsic dipole and the SAM bonding to the substrate that can give the same WF change for two different materials (metal and semiconductor) functionalized with the same type of SAMs. However, the underlying mechanisms can be different. Therefore there is a need to examine the SAM-semiconductor systems in detail as the mechanisms developed for SAM-metal systems may not necessarily be determining the WF in the SAM-semiconductor systems.

1.3.2 Pi-conjugated versus aliphatic self-assembled monolayers

Although the WF of metal functionalized surfaces with thiolated pi-conjugated SAMs has been extensively studied, semiconductor surfaces functionalized with aliphatic alkyl chains are fundamentally different. Moreover, the SAMs of aliphatic chains that we investigate are dielectric in nature, due to the very large gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.\textsuperscript{62} The aromatic SAMs have delocalized orbitals allowing electron movement which, compared to the more localized orbitals in aliphatic SAMs, increases the possibility of instantaneous dipole formation. Regarding the previous discussion on substrate materials, this can affect the bond stability via charge injection at the interface and consequently the WF change mechanism.
This is not the case for semiconductor surfaces as they can create strong covalent bonds with various linkers (C, O, S, N etc.), thereby offering more flexibility.63

1.3.3 Head-group and/or Tail-group linkers

Although some studies have highlighted that the interfacial bonding between the Si surface and the organic chain is chiefly responsible for the alteration of the interface electronic properties,22, 51 these studies have primarily focussed on alkyl chains linked to the surface by carbon (Si-C).4, 7, 64-65 There are a few studies of alkyl chain modified Si in the literature,11 in which Si was modified with an alkyl chain with 10 and 18 carbons, linked to Si by C, O, S and the electronic structure was examined experimentally through different spectroscopic techniques, including X-ray and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy and this showed changes in the WF, compared to unmodified Si, of up to ~0.4 eV. In the metal functionalized surfaces the focus is on the SAM attachment via thiolated bonds. The modification of Si with alkyl chains that have different chain lengths, other linker (head)-groups such as nitrogen or oxygen and terminating (tail) groups such as -NH₂ or -SH has not been studied with respect to electronic properties. This is an area of great interest because surface tuning by chemistry variation (head-or tail groups) is an attractive approach to modify the interface electronic structure.66-69 Since sulfur and nitrogen radicals are very often used for different purposes in SAM technology such as creating fibre surfaces either for analyte interaction or further modification,70-78 it is therefore imperative to know how the modification of Si with alkyl chains with different head- and/or tail-groups as well as different alkyl chain lengths can be used to modify the WF of Si in a well understood manner.

1.4 Thesis overview

The work of this Thesis is structured as follows:
In the second Chapter, the methodological background applied through this study is explained along with a brief introduction to the computational methods and packages that have been employed.

In Chapter 3, we study the effect of different terminations on the electronic structure of a hydrogenated silicon surface. We identify the basic chemical trends for a selection of polar and non-polar species. For non-polar terminations the WF change is directly proportional to the amount of charge transfer and therefore the electronegativity of the attached species and is a monotonic function of the coverage. However, polar molecules do not follow this trend and the radical dipole as well as linker electronegativity must be considered at the same time to interpret the WF changes.

In the fourth Chapter, focusing on the structural properties we expand our study to functionalized silicon surfaces with alkyl monolayers of different length and coverage, and investigate various head-groups. We find that including vdw interaction is absolutely necessary as chain-chain interactions can effectively change the obtained structural and electronic results. Applying different head-groups can change the stability of the monolayer. Oxygen delivers the most stable monolayer followed by sulfur, nitrogen and carbon itself and this is independent of the chain length. Apart from sulfur, structural properties are converged for chains longer than three carbons. Adding linkers can enhance the coverage up to 75% however the stability ordering seems independent.

With the insights from chapters three and four, in Chapter 5 we study functionalized silicon surfaces at fixed coverage with various combinations of (head-group)-alkyl-(tail-group) linker chains. Depending on implement only head-group, only tail-group or both, we observe different dependence of WF on chain length. An oscillatory behavior in the WF is identified when tail-group is used. For chains only with head-group, the oscillations are less significant especially for chains
longer than eight carbons. Depending on the type of head- and/or tail-
groups the WF swings for odd and even number of carbons can vary
significantly. The oscillations are explained in terms of variation of
terminal-group dipole angle with respect to surface normal.

- In Chapter 6, we study a more complex case of binary functionalized
silicon surfaces for both fixed and varying ratio of the components,
drawing attention to the structural stability and coverage enhancement.
We find that mixed surface functionalization obtains a WF which is
within the interval of each linker’s WF. Control over the ratio of
individual linkers can increase the tuning. In the case of alkyl monolayer
functionalization, adding a monolayer with either oxygen or nitrogen can
enhance the stability and improve the coverage. The results still indicate
that full coverage of alkyl monolayers for chains longer than six carbons
is not possible.

- The recap of the overall results and perspective on future work in the
context of this study are presented in the final Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background and Methodologies

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Materials modelling from first-principles

There are many areas within the physical sciences and engineering where the key to scientific and technological progress is understanding and controlling the properties of matter at the level of individual atoms and molecules. This can be provided by the combination of methodological and algorithmic innovations and ever-increasing computer power which is delivering a simulation revolution in materials modelling, starting from the nanoscale up to bulk materials and devices.

Electronic structure calculations based on first-principle methods have become increasingly important in condensed matter physics, quantum chemistry and material science since they are an ideal tool to study and comprehend the atomic energy levels, molecular spectra and energy bands of solids and it also gives insights into all properties derived from electronic spectra and wavefunctions. The behavior of electrons in particular governs most of the properties of materials and quantum mechanics provides a reliable way to calculate what electrons and atomic nuclei do. This is true for both single atoms and assemblies of atoms in condensed matter, because quantum mechanics describes and explains chemical bonds. Hence, it is in principle possible to understand the
properties of any material based on fundamental physical laws and without using free parameters by solving the Schrödinger equation for the electrons in that material, that is, from first-principles.

In general, first-principles methods allow us to determine structural properties (e.g., angle, bond length etc.), reactivity (via calculating the free energy), electrical conductivity (via calculating density of states, band structures, $I-V$ characteristics, transmittance etc.), optical properties (e.g. by calculating dielectric function, photo adsorption spectra, optical indices) etc. of a material system only by giving basic structural information without any adjustable parameters. These can be investigated without ever synthesizing the material. This uniqueness of first-principle methods enables us to provide predictions regarding material properties and to estimate their use in potential applications.

For example, current-voltage simulations based on first-principles allow prediction of the performance of new materials in field-effect-transistors, sensors and photovoltaic cells. Technology computer aided design (TCAD) reduces substantially both the development time and the cost of new technologies. In addition to path-finding, first-principle methods are widely used as a complementary component of experimental investigations to interpret results.

In this Chapter we introduce the theoretical background to the computational methodologies applied later in the Thesis. The Chapter starts with posing the many-body problem and the necessity of adopted approximations. We continue with a brief overview of elementary quantum mechanical concepts before introducing DFT. This is followed by a bird’s eye view of the overall computational approach with particular emphasis on basis functions, pseudopotentials, the exchange-correlation term and the van der Waals correction that are applied in this study. The final section introduces the computational code that implements DFT for electronic structure simulation and material analysis as applied in this Thesis.
2.1.2 The many-body problem of electrons around nuclei

Material modelling from first-principles relies on simulating the physics and chemistry at the atomic scale using the quantum mechanical description. These systems increase in complexity with different types of atoms or molecules, in for example atomic clusters or quantum dots, and solids, including covalent, ionic, metallic, and molecular solids as well as layered structures, surfaces and quasi-crystals.

Dealing with any physical problem based on the accurate description of the quantum mechanics of the system components (microscopic point of view), in general involves having to solve the Schrödinger equation for a large number of interacting particles. Finding the wavefunction of such a system is a many-body problem and it is computationally a very challenging task. As we know from Quantum Mechanics, all information about any (many-body) system is in principle extractable from the quantum mechanical wavefunction of that system. For any material, this is represented as:

\[ \Psi_{MB} = \Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N | R_1, R_2, ..., R_N | t) \]  (eq. 2.1)

in which \( t \) is the time variable and the \( (r, R) \) are the electronic and nuclei coordinates respectively.

Apart from a few trivial cases such as a simple 2D square potential or a hydrogen atom, the Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly. This is due to the fact that even an independent many-body equation has \( 3N_e \) degrees of freedom for electrons and \( 3N_n \) for nuclei. Eventually, we need to involve some approximation to solve the problem although such an approximation is not often easy to find. The first technical move in any many-body problem is to reduce the degrees of freedom of the system under study and it is in fact what the Born-Oppenheimer approximation readily does.

**Born-Oppenheimer approximation** - Due to similar order of magnitude between the applied forces on electrons and nuclei, they have comparable momentum
values. However the massive weights of nuclei compared to electrons result in the kinetic energy of nuclei being much smaller than for electrons. This is the key concept of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Electrons are expected to have an instantaneous response to the movement of nuclei. At any nuclear configuration, the electrons are assumed to be in an instantaneous ground-state and then the total energy of the system is calculated within this condition. By variation over the nuclear positions, a multi-dimensional potential energy surface is defined. Accordingly, the motion of the nuclei then can be treated like classical particles moving in this potential.

Applying these insights into the many-body wavefunction, Born and Oppenheimer proposed to break it into its electronic and nuclear components:

$$\Psi_{MB} = \Psi_e \times \Psi_n. \quad (eq. \ 2.2)$$

As the first step, they solved the electronic Schrödinger equation to calculate $\Psi_e$ which only depends on electrons as variables. Within this process, the nuclei are assumed to be fixed at their initial configuration. The total electronic energy is then a summation over the following terms: inter-nuclear potential, electron kinetic energy, electron-electron interaction and electron-nuclear attraction. In the second step, the nuclear kinetic energy is added to the nuclear potential energy of the system and the nuclei’s wavefunction, $\Psi_n$, is calculated.

Many approaches have been developed so far to deal with the many-body problem of finding $\Psi_e$. These include mean-field based methods and extensions, Configuration Interaction (CI), Coupled Cluster (CC), Monte-Carlo based methods and Density Functional Theory (DFT). The DFT approach has been employed in this study due to its conceptual simplicity, computational efficiency and relative accuracy as explained in the next sections.
2.2 Density Functional Theory

2.2.1 Fundamentals

DFT is one of the most popular and straightforward methods of obtaining an approximate solution to the Schrödinger equation of an N-particle system among the various available methods so far and is applicable to many systems. It is now routine to apply DFT for calculating, for example, the binding energy of molecules or the band structure of solids. In fact this flexibility of the DFT is mainly due to its universal fundamental concepts and many ways to implement them. Although flexible, Density Functional Theory is based on a rigorous conceptual framework. Core elements of DFT are the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems and the Kohn-Sham system (and equations derived thereafter).

Since the electronic structure is the main focus of this thesis, assuming the non-relativistic situation for a single electron moving in the potential \( v(r) \), from Schrödinger’s equation the electronic wavefunction is calculated as (atomic units are used; \( \hbar = m_e = e = 1 \)):

\[
\left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + v(r) \right] \psi(r) = \epsilon \psi(r) \quad \text{(eq. 2.3)}
\]

The nuclear degrees of freedom (e.g., the crystal lattice in a solid) appear only in the form of a potential \( v(r) \) applied on the electrons as a result of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

If there is more than one electron (i.e., a many-body problem) then Schrödinger’s equation for the electronic part becomes:

\[
\left[ \sum_i^{N} \left( -\frac{1}{2} \nabla_i^2 + v(r_i) \right) + \sum_{i<j} U(r_i, r_j) \right] \Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N) = E \Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N) \quad \text{(eq. 2.4)}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of electrons and \( U(r_i, r_j) \) is the electron-electron interaction.* Considering a Coulombic system one has:

\[
\theta = \sum_{i<j} U(r_i, r_j) = \sum_{i<j} \frac{1}{|r_i-r_j|} \quad \text{(eq. 2.5)}
\]

*Please note the drop of the subscript ‘e’ as from this point we deal only with electrons unless stated otherwise.
Note that this is the same operator for any system of particles interacting via the Coulomb interaction, just as the kinetic energy operator,

$$\hat{T} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i \nabla_i^2 \text{ (eq. 2.6)}$$

is the same for any non-relativistic system. Whether the system is an atom, a molecule, or a solid thus depends only on the potential $v(\mathbf{r})$. Extracting measurable quantities from the usual quantum-mechanical approach to Schrödinger’s equation (SE) can be simply explained by the following sequence:

$$v(\mathbf{r}) \Rightarrow \Psi(\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_N) \Rightarrow \text{Observables} \text{ (eq. 2.7)}$$

i.e., one specifies the system by choosing $v(\mathbf{r})$, plugs it into Schrödinger’s equation, solves that equation for the wavefunction $\Psi$, and then calculates observables by taking expectation values of operators with this wavefunction.

One among the observables that are calculated in this way is the particle density:

$$n(\mathbf{r}) = N \int d^3\mathbf{r}_2 \int d^3\mathbf{r}_3 ... \int d^3\mathbf{r}_N \Psi^*(\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_N) \Psi(\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_N). \text{ (eq. 2.8)}$$

The particle density is the central quantity in DFT and allows for simplifications that make the many-body problem computationally tractable.

Unlike solving for the many-body electronic wavefunction, which is a function of $3N$ variables (the coordinates of all $N$ particles in the system), as in the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory or post-HF methods, in DFT everything is expressed as a function of the electron density, which is only a function of three variables $x$, $y$ and $z$. This includes the wavefunction:

$$\Psi = \Psi[n](\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_N) \text{ (eq. 2.9)}$$

indicating that $\Psi$ is a function of its $N$ spatial variables, but a functional of $n(\mathbf{r})$, i.e., a function of a function.

The basis of this mapping was provided by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. These theorems simply demonstrate that the density of any system is sufficient to derive all the ground-state properties of the system. For example, the ground state energy of a many-electron system is a functional of the density. Strictly speaking, if we know the electron density functional, then we know the total energy of the system. The ground-state wavefunction $\Psi_0$ must not only
reproduce the ground-state density, but also minimize the energy. For a given ground-state density \( n_0(r) \), we can write this requirement as

\[
E_{v,0} = \min_{\Psi = n_0} <\Psi|\hat{T} + \hat{U} + \hat{V}|\Psi> \quad \text{(eq. 2.10)}
\]

where \( E_{v,0} \) represents the ground-state energy in potential \( v(r) \). The previous equation tells us that for a given density \( n_0(r) \) the ground-state wavefunction \( \Psi_0 \) is that which reproduces this \( n_0(r) \) and minimizes the energy. For an arbitrary density \( n(r) \), we define the functional:

\[
E_v[n] = \min_{\Psi = n} <\Psi|\hat{T} + \hat{U} + \hat{V}|\Psi> \quad \text{(eq. 2.11)}
\]

If \( n \) is a density different from the ground-state density \( n_0 \) in potential \( v(r) \), then the \( \Psi \) that produce this \( n \) are different from the ground-state wavefunction \( \Psi_0 \), and based on the variational principle the minimum obtained from \( E_v[n] \) is higher than (or equal to) the ground-state energy \( E_{v,0} = E_{v[n_0]} \). Thus, the functional \( E_v[n] \) is minimized by the ground-state density \( n_0 \), and its value at the minimum is \( E_{v,0} \). The total-energy functional can be written as:

\[
E_v[n] = \min_{\Psi = n} <\Psi|\hat{T} + \hat{U}|\Psi> + \int d^3r \: n(r)v(r) = F[n] + V[n] \quad \text{(eq. 2.12)}
\]

where the internal-energy functional \( F[n] = \min_{\Psi = n} <\Psi|\hat{T} + \hat{U}|\Psi> \) is independent of the potential \( v(r) \), and thus determined only by the structure of the operators \( \hat{U} \) and \( \hat{T} \). This universality of the internal-energy functional allows us to define the ground-state wavefunction \( \Psi_0 \) as that antisymmetric \( N \)-particle function that delivers the minimum of \( F[n] \) and reproduces \( n_0 \). If the ground state is non-degenerate, this double requirement uniquely determines \( \Psi_0 \) in terms of \( n_0(r) \), without having to specify \( v(r) \) explicitly.

### 2.2.2 DFT as an effective single-body theory

There are plenty of ways of implementing density-functional theory. The first method is based on minimization of an explicit energy functional, which in fact is not normally very efficient. Kohn-Sham is the most widely used approach. It is based on mapping the complicated problem of a system of interacting electrons into that of a non-interacting electrons moving in an effective potential.
The success and popularity of this approach is partly due to the fact that it does not exclusively work in terms of the particle (or charge) density, but brings a special kind of wavefunction (single-particle orbitals) back into the game. As a result DFT then looks formally like a single-particle theory, although many-body effects are still included via the so-called exchange-correlation functional.

### 2.2.2.1 Deriving Kohn-Sham equations

Kohn and Sham separated $E[n]$ into the following parts:

$$E[n] = T[n] + U[n] + V[n] = T_s[[\phi_i[n]]] + U_H[n] + E_{xc}[n] + V[n] \quad (\text{eq. 2.13})$$

where $T_s$ indicates the kinetic energy of non-interacting particles, $U_H$ is the Hartree potential and $E_{xc}$ is the exchange-correlation energy, which will be explained later. Since $T_s$ is an orbital functional one cannot directly minimize the energy with respect to $n$. Kohn and Sham introduced an indirect minimization scheme. This scheme starts by writing the minimization as:

$$0 = \frac{\delta E[n]}{\delta n(r)} = \frac{\delta T_s[n]}{\delta n(r)} + \frac{\delta V[n]}{\delta n(r)} + \frac{\delta U_H[n]}{\delta n(r)} + \frac{\delta E_{xc}[n]}{\delta n(r)} = \frac{\delta T_s[n]}{\delta n(r)} + v(r) + v_H(r) + v_{xc}(r)$$

(eq. 2.14)

Assume now a system of non-interacting particles moving in the potential $v_s(r)$. For this system the minimization condition is simply:

$$0 = \frac{\delta E_s[n]}{\delta n(r)} = \frac{\delta T_s[n]}{\delta n(r)} + \frac{\delta V_s[n]}{\delta n(r)} + \frac{\delta E_{xc}[n]}{\delta n(r)} + v_s(r) \quad (\text{eq. 2.15})$$

since there are no Hartree and $xc$ terms in the absence of interactions. Comparing this with the preceding equation we find that both minimizations have the same solution $n_s(r) = n(r)$, if $v_s$ is chosen to be:

$$v_s(r) = v(r) + v_H(r) + v_{xc}(r). \quad (\text{eq. 2.16})$$

Consequently, one can calculate the density of the interacting (many-body) system in a potential $v(r)$, described by a many-body Schrödinger equation, by solving the equations of a non-interacting (single-body) system in potential $v_s(r)$. In particular, the Schrödinger equation of this auxiliary system,

$$[-\frac{1}{2}\nabla^2 + v_s(r)]\phi_i(r) = \epsilon_i\phi_i(r) \quad (\text{eq. 2.17})$$

gives orbitals that reproduce the density $n(r)$ of the original system:

$$n(r) = n_s(r) = \sum_i^N f_i |\phi_i(r)|^2 \quad (\text{eq. 2.18})$$
where \( f_i \) is the occupation of the \( i \)'th orbital. The above three equations are the famous Kohn-Sham (KS) equations. They replace the problem of minimizing \( E[n] \) by that of solving a non-interacting Schrödinger equation. Because both \( v_H \) and \( v_{xc} \) depend on \( n \), which depends on the \( \phi_i \), which in turn depends on \( v_s \), the problem of solving the KS equations is a nonlinear problem. The typical way of solving such problems is to start with an initial guess for \( n(r) \), calculate the corresponding \( v_s(r) \), and then solve the differential equation (2.17) for the \( \phi_i \). From these one calculates a new density, using (2.18), and starts again. The process is repeated until the convergence criterion is satisfied. The technical name for this procedure is ‘self-consistency cycle’. Different convergence criteria (such as convergence in the energy, the density, or some observable calculated from these) and various convergence-accelerating algorithms (such as mixing of old and new effective potentials) are commonly in use. Once one has a converged solution of \( n_0 \), then the total energy can be calculated from equation (2.13).

2.3 A practitioner’s guide to performing a DFT calculation

Based on which specific technical criteria are included while solving a typical DFT calculation, different approaches can be realized. This has led to a variety of modern DFT methods which are mainly categorized on the basis of the following options:

- Which basis set is used to expand the KS eigenfunctions? (planewaves and localized basis functions are the two most common choices)
- How core and valence electrons are treated in terms of interactions with the nuclei? A full-potential (all-electron) picture can be applied or a pseudopotential approach can be chosen, neglecting core orbitals.
- The choice of functionals to describe electron-electron interaction.
Obviously there are several cases where KS DFT does not provide a reasonable solution, such as strongly correlated electron systems or excited states. Methods such as many-body perturbation theory or dynamical mean field theory can enhance the DFT predictions where needed.

### 2.3.1 Basis functions

In practice, the numerical solution of the KS differential equation (2.17) normally proceeds by expanding the KS orbitals in a suitable set of basis functions and solving the resulting equation for the coefficients in this expansion and/or for the eigenvalues for which it has a solution. The construction of suitable basis functions is a major enterprise within electronic-structure theory. Planewaves, real-space grids and atom-centred orbitals are most commonly used.

In physics much is known about the construction of basis functions for solids due to decades of experience with band-structure calculations. This includes many calculations that predate the widespread use of DFT in physics. There is a fundamental difference between methods that work with fixed basis functions that do not depend on energy, and methods that employ energy dependent basis functions. Fixed basis functions are used e.g., in planewave expansions, tight-binding or linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximations, or the orthogonalized planewave (OPW) method. Examples for methods using energy-dependent functions are the augmented planewave (APW) or Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) approaches. This distinction became less clear-cut with the introduction of ‘linear methods’, in which energy-dependent basis functions are linearized (Taylor expanded) around some fixed reference energy. The most widely used methods for solving the Kohn-Sham equation in solid-state physics, linear muffin tin orbitals (LMTO) and linear augmented planewaves (LAPW), are of this latter type. Development of better basis functions is an ongoing task.
The situation is quite similar in chemistry. Due to decades of experience with Hartree-Fock and CI calculations much is known about the construction of basis functions that are suitable for molecules. Almost all of this continues to hold in DFT, a fact that has greatly contributed to the recent popularity of DFT in chemistry. Chemical basis functions are classified with respect to their behavior as a function of the radial coordinate into Slater type orbitals (STOs), which decay exponentially far from the origin, and Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs), which have a Gaussian behavior. STOs more closely resemble the true behavior of atomic wavefunctions, but GTOs are easier to handle numerically because the product of two GTOs located at different atoms is another GTO located in between, whereas the product of two STOs is not an STO. The so-called ‘contracted basis functions’, in which STO basis functions are re-expanded in a small number of GTOs, represent a compromise between the accuracy of STOs and the convenience of GTOs. The most common methods for solving the Kohn-Sham equations in quantum chemistry are of this type.

**Planewave.** Traditionally planewaves have been used in electronic structure calculations of crystalline solids where the underlying lattice provides periodicity to the Kohn-Sham wavefunction. To use these implementations in more general cases where periodicity does not apply (or exists only in certain directions), a repeating unit (supercell) can be set up with sufficient vacuum to make the interaction between repeated atoms, molecules or finite clusters negligible. In any case, the Kohn-Sham wavefunction can be expanded in planewaves

\[
\psi_i(r) = \sum_{K \leq G_{max}} c_{iG} e^{i(K+G) \cdot r} \quad \text{(eq. 2.19)}
\]

where \(K\) and \(G\) are planewaves and reciprocal lattice vector that satisfies the periodicity imposed to the supercell respectively. Systematic convergence can be achieved by increasing the number of planewaves, that is, increasing \(G_{max}\). To allow for that, one sets a single variational parameter, that is, the maximum kinetic energy \(E_{cut\text{off}} = \frac{1}{2} |G_{max}|^2\) of the planewaves. However, calculations with converged sets of planewaves are computational demanding.
**Atomic orbitals basis sets.** The method builds on expressing the Kohn-Sham wavefunction $\psi_i$ as a linear combination of atomic-like basis functions $\varphi_j$ located at the various atomic sites:

$$
\psi_i(r) = \sum_n \sum_{j=1}^k c_{ij} \varphi_j(r - r_n) \quad \text{(eq. 2.20)}
$$

where $n$ is the site index and $j$ includes the angular momentum $l$, magnetic quantum number $m$ and the multiplicity index $p$, namely, $j \rightarrow p, l, m$. The $\{\varphi_j\}$ basis is obtained by the eigenvectors of the Schrödinger equation for an atom in a slightly modified environment that accounts to some extent for the orbital relaxation when bonding.

### 2.3.2 Pseudopotential

A very popular approach to larger systems in DFT, in particular solids, is based on the concept of a pseudopotential (PP). The idea behind the PP is that chemical binding in molecules and solids is dominated by the outer (valence) electrons of each atom. The inner (core) electrons retain, to a good approximation, an atomic-like configuration, and their orbitals do not change much if the atom is put in a different environment. Hence, it is possible to approximately account for the core electrons in a solid or a large molecule by means of an atomic calculation, leaving only the valence density to be determined self-consistently for the system of interest.

In the original Kohn-Sham equation the effective potential $\nu_s(r) = \nu_{ext}(r) + \nu_H(r) + \nu_{xc}(r)$ is determined by the full electronic density $n(r)$, and the self-consistent solutions are single-particle orbitals reproducing this density. In the PP approach the Hartree and $xc$ terms in $\nu_s[n]$ are evaluated only for the valence density $n_v$, and the core electrons are accounted for by replacing the external potential $\nu_{ext}$ by a pseudopotential $\nu_{ext}^{PP}$. Hence $\nu_s^{PP}[n_v] = \nu_{ext}^{PP} + \nu_H[n_v] + \nu_{xc}[n_v]$. The PP $\nu_{ext}^{PP}$ is determined in two steps. First, one determines, in an auxiliary atomic calculation, an effective PP, $\nu_{s}^{PP}$, such that for a suitably chosen atomic reference configuration the single-particle orbitals resulting from $\nu_s^{PP}$ agree, outside a cut-off radius $r_c$ separating the core from the valence region,
with the valence orbitals obtained from the all-electron KS equation for the same atom. As a consequence, the valence densities $n_v^{\text{af}}$ obtained from the atomic KS and the atomic PP equation are the same. Next, one subtracts the atomic valence contributions $v_H[n_v^{\text{af}}]$ and $v_{xc}[n_v^{\text{af}}]$ from $v_s[n_v^{\text{af}}]$ to obtain the external potential $v_{\text{ext}}^{\text{PP}}$, which is then used in the molecular or solid-state calculation, together with $v_H[n_v]$ and $v_{xc}[n_v]$ taken at the proper valence densities for these systems. The pseudopotential approach is very convenient because it reduces the number of electrons treated explicitly, making it possible to perform density-functional calculations on systems with tens of thousands of electrons. Moreover, the pseudopotentials $v_{\text{ext}}^{\text{PP}}$ are much smoother than the bare nuclear potentials $v_{\text{ext}}$. Hence removes need for high frequency planewaves to describe high kinetic energy core electrons (lower $E_{\text{cutoff}}$). The remaining valence electrons are thus well described by planewave basis sets.

### 2.3.3 The Exchange-Correlation term

An accurate scheme for treating the kinetic-energy functional of interacting electrons, $T[n]$, is based on decomposing it into one part that represents the kinetic energy of non-interacting particles of density $n$, i.e., the quantity called above $T_s[n]$, and one that indicates the remainder, denoted $T_c[n]$ (the subscripts $s$ and $c$ stand for ‘single-particle’ and ‘correlation’, respectively):

$$T[n] = T_s[n] + T_c[n] \quad \text{(eq. 2.21)}$$

$T_s[n]$ is not known exactly as a functional of $n$ but it is easily expressed in terms of the single-particle orbitals, $\phi_i(r)$, of a non-interacting system with density $n$, as:

$$T_s[n] = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i^N \int d^3r \phi_i^*(r) \nabla^2 \phi_i(r) \quad \text{(eq 2.22)}$$

as for non-interacting particles the total kinetic energy is just the sum of the individual kinetic energies. Since all $\phi_i(r)$ are functionals of $n$, this expression for $T_s$ is an explicit orbital functional but an implicit density functional, $T_s[n] = T_s[\{\phi_i[n]\}]$, where the notation indicates that $T_s$ depends on the full set of
occupied orbitals $\phi_i$, each of which is a functional of $n$. We can now rewrite the exact energy functional as:


where by definition $E_{xc}$ contains the differences $T-T_s$ (i.e. $T_c$) and $U-U_H$. This definition shows that a significant part of the correlation energy $E_c$ is due to the difference $T_c$ between the non-interacting and the interacting kinetic energies. It is often decomposed as $E_{xc} = E_x + E_c$, where $E_x$ is due to the Pauli principle (exchange energy) and $E_c$ is due to correlations ($T_c$ is then a part of $E_c$).

A ladder of approximate functionals has been developed for the purpose of solving the many-electron Schrödinger equation (the KS equations). The way that exchange-correlation functionals are designed is to satisfy the most possible exact constraints.

The exchange-correlation term first was approximated by the Local Density Approximation (LDA) that will be explained in the next section. Within this approximation, at any small region, the exchange-correlation energy is described by the evaluated value for electronic gas of the same electron density. In other words, the modelled exchange-correlation hole is not the exact one. Instead, it is replaced by the hole taken from an electron gas with the same density as the local density around the electron. Although the exchange-correlation hole may not be represented exactly as its real shape, surprisingly, the overall effective charge is modelled very accurately. This basically demonstrates that the attractive potential felt by each electron is well described.

In practice LDA is shown to predict accurate results for a wide range of ionic, covalent and metallic materials, even though they do not have slowly varying or homogeneous electron densities.

An alternative, slightly more sophisticated approximation is the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) which estimates the contribution of each volume element to the exchange-correlation based upon the magnitude and gradient of the electron density within that element. The more mathematical details of LDA, GGA etc. are given in the following sections.
2.4 Local functionals: LDA & GGA

From both historical and practical point of view, the local density approximation (LDA) is the most important type of DFT approximation. To comprehend the concept of the LDA, remember first how the non-interacting kinetic energy $T_s[n]$ is treated in the Thomas-Fermi approximation: In a homogeneous system one knows that, per volume:

$$t_s^{\text{hom}}(n) = \frac{3h^2}{10m} [(3\pi^2)^{2/3} n^{5/3}] \quad \text{(eq. 2.23)}$$

where $n = \text{constant in space}$. In an inhomogeneous system, with $n = n(r)$, one approximates locally:

$$t_s(r) \approx t_s^{\text{hom}}(n(r)) = \frac{3h^2}{10m} [(3\pi^2)^{2/3} n^{5/3}] \quad \text{(eq. 2.24)}$$

and obtains the full kinetic energy by integration over all space:

$$T_s^{\text{LDA}}[n] = \int d^3r \, t_s^{\text{hom}}(n(r)) = \frac{3h^2}{10m} (3\pi^2)^{2/3} \int d^3r \, n(r)^{5/3} \quad \text{(eq. 2.25)}$$

For the kinetic energy, the approximation $T_s[n] \approx T_s^{\text{LDA}}[n]$ is much weaker compared to the exact treatment of $T_s$ in terms of orbitals, offered by the Kohn-Sham equations. However, the LDA concept appeared to be highly useful for another component of the total energy (eq 2.13), the exchange-correlation energy $E_{xc}[n]$. For the exchange energy, $E_x[n]$, the procedure is very simple, since the per volume exchange energy of the homogeneous electron liquid is known exactly as:

$$e_x^{\text{hom}}(n) = -\frac{3q^2}{4} (\frac{3}{\pi})^{1/3} n^{4/3} \quad \text{(eq. 2.26)}$$

So that:

$$E_x^{\text{LDA}}[n] = -\frac{3q^2}{4} (\frac{3}{\pi})^{1/3} \int d^3r \, n(r)^{4/3} \quad \text{(eq. 2.27)}$$

This is the LDA for $E_x$.

For the correlation energy $E_c[n]$ the situation is more complicated because $e_c^{\text{hom}}(n)$ is not known exactly: the determination of the correlation energy of a homogeneous interacting electron system (an electron liquid) is yet a difficult many-body problem on its own! Early approximate expressions for $e_c^{\text{hom}}(n)$ were based on applying perturbation theory (e.g. the random-phase
approximation) to this problem.\(^5\) Independently of the parametrization, the LDA for \(E_{xc}[n]\) formally consists in:

\[
E_{xc}[n] \approx E_{xc}^{LDA}[n] = \int d^3r \, e_{xc}^{hom}(n) \big|_{n \rightarrow n(r)} = \int d^3r \, e_{xc}^{hom}(n(r)) \tag{eq. 2.28}
\]

where \(e_{xc}^{hom} = e_x^{hom} + e_{c}^{hom}\). This approximation for \(E_{xc}[n]\) has proved amazingly successful, even when applied to systems that are quite different from the electron liquid that forms the reference system for the LDA. A partial explanation for this success of the LDA is systematic error cancellation: typically, LDA underestimates \(E_c\) but overestimates \(E_{xc}\), resulting in unexpectedly good values of \(E_{xc}\). This error cancellation is not accidental, but systematic, and caused by the fact that for any density the LDA \(xc\) hole satisfies the correct sum rule \(\int d^3r \, n_{xc}^{LDA}(r, r') = -1\) which is only possible if integrated errors in \(n_{xc}^{LDA}\) cancel with those of \(n_{c}^{LDA}\).

What real systems, such as atoms, molecules, clusters and solids, have in common, is that at the same time, they are both inhomogeneous (the electrons are exposed to spatially varying electric fields produced by the nuclei) and interacting (the electrons interact via the Coulomb interaction). The way density-functional theory, in the local-density approximation, deals with this inhomogeneous many-body problem is by decomposing it into two simpler (but still highly nontrivial) problems: the solution of a spatially homogeneous interacting problem (the homogeneous electron liquid) yields the uniform \(xc\) energy \(e_{xc}^{hom}(n)\), and the solution of a spatially inhomogeneous non-interacting problem (the inhomogeneous electron gas described by the KS equations) yields the particle density. Both steps are connected by the local-density potential,\(^6\) which shows how the \(xc\) energy of the uniform interacting system enters the equations for the inhomogeneous non-interacting system.

In the LDA one exploits knowledge of the density at point \(r\). Any real system is spatially inhomogeneous, i.e., it has a spatially varying density \(n(r)\), and it would clearly be useful to also include information on the rate of this variation in the functional. First attempts at doing these were the so-called ‘gradient-expansion approximations’ (GEA). In this class of approximation one tries to systematically calculate gradient-corrections of the form \(|\nabla n(r)|\), \(|\nabla n(r)|^2\),
\( \nabla^2 n(r) \), etc, to the LDA. A common example is the lowest-order gradient correction to the Thomas-Fermi approximation for \( T_s[n] \),

\[
T_s[n] \approx T_s^{WF}[n] = T_s^{LDA} \left[ \frac{\hbar^2}{8m^*} \int d^3r \frac{[\nabla n(r)]^2}{n(r)} \right]. \quad \text{(eq. 2.29)}
\]

This second term on the right-hand side is called the Weizsacker term.\(^7\)

Similarly, in

\[
E_x[n] \approx E_x^{G_{EA}(2)}[n] = E_x^{LDA}[n] - \frac{10q^2}{432\pi^2} \int d^3r \frac{[\nabla n(r)]^2}{n(r)^{4/3}} \quad \text{(eq. 2.30)}
\]

the second term on the right-hand side is the lowest-order gradient correction to \( E_x^{LDA}[n] \). Practically, including low-order gradient corrections almost makes no improvement on the LDA, even often making it worse. Also, higher-order corrections are increasingly difficult to calculate.

In this situation it was a significant advance when it was realized, in the early eighties, that instead of power-series-like systematic gradient expansions one could experiment with more general functions of \( n(r) \) and \( \nabla n(r) \), which need not proceed order by order. Such functionals, of the general form

\[
E_x^{GGA}[n] = \int d^3r \ f(n(r), \nabla n(r)) \quad \text{(2.31)}
\]

have become known as generalized-gradient approximations (GGAs).\(^8\) Different GGAs differ in the choice of the function \( f(n, \nabla n) \). Note that this makes different GGAs much more different from each other than the different parametrizations of the LDA: essentially there is only one correct expression for \( e_x^{hom}(n) \), and the various parametrizations of the LDA\(^9\) are merely different ways of writing it. On the other hand, depending on the method of construction employed for obtaining \( f(n, \nabla n) \) one can obtain very different GGAs. In particular, GGAs used in quantum chemistry typically proceed by fitting parameters to test sets of selected molecules. Then again, GGAs used in physics tend to emphasize exact constraints. Nowadays the most popular (and most reliable) GGAs are PBE (denoting the functional proposed in 1996 by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof\(^{11}\)) in physics, and BLYP (denoting the combination of Becke’s 1988 exchange functional\(^{12}\) with the 1988 correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr\(^{13}\)) in chemistry. Many other GGA-type functionals are also available, and new ones continue to appear.
Generally, current GGAs seem to give reliable results for all kinds of chemical bonds (covalent, ionic, metallic and hydrogen bonds). However, for van der Waals interactions, typical GGAs and LDAs fail.\textsuperscript{14} To describe these very weak interactions, several approaches have been developed within DFT (section 2.5).\textsuperscript{15-17} Overall, popularity of the GGAs in both physics and chemistry has led to substantial improvements as compared to LDA. Although ‘chemical accuracy’, as mentioned earlier, has not yet been achieved, it is not too far away.

So far various exchange-correlation functionals have been developed to improve the output of DFT calculations. In terms of accuracy enhancement in the exchange-correlation energy, a sequence of methods is proposed which is sometimes referred to as the ‘Jacob’s ladder’ of DFT. At the lowest step of this ladder, the contribution to the energy from a 3-D volume element in the space is determined by the local charge density in that volume. Higher levels include more complicated components constructed from the density or the KS orbitals in or around this volume element. The four important levels of Jacob’s ladder are: LDA, GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid functionals. The last of these mixes DFT and exact HF exchange functionals.

2.5 van der Waals interactions

Apart from forces owing to the covalent bond, the hydrogen bond, or electrostatic interaction of ions with one another in neutral or charged molecules, there is another type of force called van der Waals (vdW) forces which is the summation over attractive or repulsive forces between molecules. vdW interactions are also known as London dispersion interactions. From the quantum-mechanical point of view they arise when charge fluctuations in one part of an atomic system are electro-dynamically correlated with charge fluctuations in another. This creates an attractive vdW force in the system. Hence, the vdW force at one place is dependent on charge fluctuations at another area. As a result, vdW forces are nonlocal correlation effects.
To properly describe the van der Waals interactions, treatment of dynamic long-range correlation effects are required. The van der Waals force includes: (a) force between two permanent dipoles (Keesom force), (b) force between a permanent dipole and a corresponding induced dipole (Debye force) and (c) force between two instantaneously induced dipoles (London force).

London forces arise in non-polar molecules as a result the correlated movement of electrons in interacting molecules. The electrons in neighboring molecules move away as they repel each other. Consequently, electron density is redistributed in the vicinity of another molecule. This redistribution of electron density creates instantaneous dipoles that attract each other. Larger molecules have stronger London forces. An increase of the polarizability of a molecule will make the electron clouds more scattered.

van der Waals (vdW) interactions play an important role in the self-assembly processes of organic monolayers.\textsuperscript{18-20} In fact, the structure and stability of biomolecules, $\pi$-conjugated systems, molecular crystals, and adsorbed molecules on weakly reactive surfaces are strongly affected by vdW forces. Therefore, being aware of such an effect with its accurate theoretical description is primarily important when dealing with the systems such as solar cells, gas sensors and organic semiconductor devices, in which SAMs are included as an essential part.\textsuperscript{21} Due to the high technological interest in hybrid organic-inorganic systems, it is vital to improve the agreement between theory and experiment and vdW corrections have been shown to have an effective contribution to that objective.\textsuperscript{22-23}

The usefulness of density-functional theory (DFT) in describing structure, cohesion and other static properties of dense matter is now well established. The standard DFT approach these days involves the general-gradient approximation (GGA), which is in particular successful for describing valence bonds. In order to make DFT a practical tool applicable to the larger classes of matter, soft and condensed, it is very desirable to improve DFT by the inclusion of the vdW interactions.
2.5.1 van der Waals interactions in DFT

As we explained earlier, the practical DFT is based on approximations. The most common approaches, LDA and GGA, depend on the density in local and semilocal ways respectively. However, nonlocal interactions like vdW are not taken into account. Empirical and semi-empirical approaches based on the asymptotical form $-r^{-4}$ for insulating sheets and $-r^{-6}$ for atoms and molecules do exist that account for the vdW or London dispersion forces.\cite{15-17} However, using this method the predicted forces at the scale of the vdW bond length are significantly different from the correct values.

The procedure of the vdW-DF method can be generally described as:

$$E_{xc}[n] = E_{x}^{GGA}[n] + E_{c}^{new}[n].$$  \(\text{eq. 2.32}\)

The first term on the right hand side indicates an appropriate GGA exchange functional. The second term is constructed by a nonlocal correlation functional that includes an account of vdW forces. This is now an efficient and more accurate electron-structure scheme, which can be computed with planewave and real-space codes with a computational cost comparable with ordinary DFT-GGA. The correlation energy is then divided into short- and long-range pieces:

$$E_{c}^{new}[n] = E_{c}^{0}[n] + E_{c}^{nl}[n].$$  \(\text{eq. 2.33}\)

The short-range term, $E_{c}^{0}[n]$, is evaluated in LDA, however the longer-range part, $E_{c}^{nl}[n]$, depends nonlocally on the density. A simple dielectric function is used in the nonlocal piece. In principle, the latter contains the vdW terms and it is also much smaller in magnitude and positional sensitivity.

2.5.2 Higher-accuracy van der Waals density functional

First-principles approaches for treating vdW in DFT started in the form of asymptotic interaction between fragments and ultimately developed into vdW-DF for arbitrary geometries.\cite{24-25} Although successful in describing dispersion
and better than all non-empirical methods,\textsuperscript{26} this approach overestimates equilibrium separations\textsuperscript{24-26} and underestimates hydrogen-bond strength.\textsuperscript{27} A new version of the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF2) was proposed\textsuperscript{28} which employs the more accurate semilocal exchange functional PW86\textsuperscript{8} and also uses a large-\(N\) (\(N\) is number of electrons) asymptote gradient correction\textsuperscript{29} for the vdW kernel determination. By comparing the potential energy curve with accurate quantum chemistry (QC) results for 22 molecular duplexes, it is shown that vdW-DF2 makes significant improvements in equilibrium spacings between noncovalently bound complexes, as well as in binding energy, especially when hydrogen bonding plays a role. This approach, implemented in the Quantum Espresso package, was used in our study wherever vdW correction was included in the calculations.

The vdW-DF method shows promise to extend the broad successes of density-functional theory to new classes of matter.\textsuperscript{23} This is shown in several applications that cannot be done by any other nonempirical method.\textsuperscript{26} Calculations for molecular systems and crystalline solids with wavefunction (i.e. Hartree-Fock) compared to vdW-DF method show that the latter can be fruitfully applied to more extended systems, and provide more favorable results.\textsuperscript{24-28} The calculated adsorption energies of different systems can be tested with experimental values which usually are measured in desorption experiments. Comparisons with experiments in general indicate that the vdW-DF has improved the accuracy.\textsuperscript{23} Interfacial dipoles and bonding are also better explained with vdW-DF.\textsuperscript{23}

### 2.6 Computational package

Below a brief description follows of the computational tools I have used in my calculations.
2.6.1 Quantum Espresso

Quantum Espresso is an open source integrated suite of computer codes for geometrical optimizations of the atomic structure and electronic structure calculations.\textsuperscript{30} It is based on a planewave implementation of DFT. Pseudopotentials (both norm-conserving and ultrasoft) are employed to eliminate core states. Quantum Espresso builds onto newly-restructured electronic-structure codes (PWscf, PHONON, CP90, FPMD, and Wannier) that have been developed and tested by some of the original authors of novel electronic structure algorithms — from Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics to density-functional perturbation theory — and applied in the last twenty years by some of the leading materials modelling groups worldwide. Quantum Espresso can perform the following types of calculations:

1) Geometrical optimization

2) Band structure, projected density of states

3) Electron-phonon interactions

The most important input parameters in Quantum Espresso are the atomic geometries (number and types of atoms in the periodic cell, bravais-lattice index, crystallographic or lattice constants), the kinetic energy cutoff and the type of pseudopotentials.

Despite the high computational cost when applied to a large number of atoms, Quantum Espresso is an easy approach to use towards predicting the electronic properties of materials or a combined system. As Quantum Espresso uses planewave basis sets it is relatively an appropriate DFT tools for studying crystalline solids and their surfaces. Applying a broad range of pseudopotentials with different flavors of LDA and GGA and many post-processing codes, it can calculate the electronic properties of the system as well as geometry optimization and structural properties. In particular for our interest, Quantum Espresso is capable of calculating the electrostatic potential of a slab supercell in a desired direction and charge reorganization can be monitored at the interface.
Density of states (DOS) and partial DOS is also extractable in a sequence of self-consistent and non-self-consistent calculations which is useful for a local analysis of the electronic densities and chemical bond interpretations. It has various optional corrections to the standard DFT, such as including London forces via vdW-DF(2), which can be implemented for better description of long-range forces and low-density structures wherever needed.

2.7 References


Chapter 3

Chemical Trends in the Work Function of Modified Si(111) Surfaces: A DFT Study

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we apply density functional theory to extract the work function of silicon surfaces with various terminations and the induced charge reorganization. Our aim is to provide a detailed microscopic analysis and to understand several chemical trends that have been observed in a series of experimental studies. By measuring the work function for pure H:Si(111) and after sulfur exposure and CuInS$_2$ deposition at different thicknesses, Hunger et al.\textsuperscript{1} showed an increase in the work function at each stage respectively. Based on higher binding energy of the Si–S bond compared to the Si–Si bond, they proposed the formation of a surficial SiS$_2$ phase on Si(111)/(100) and therefore the epitaxial growth of CuInS$_2$ on these surfaces. Later, the same group investigated the chemical state, electronic properties, and geometric structure of methyl-terminated Si(111) surfaces prepared using a two-step chlorination/alkylation process, high-resolution synchrotron photoelectron spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffraction methods.\textsuperscript{2} The authors reported the possibility of full methyl-terminated surface which showed a decrease in the work function. Another group observed that chlorine termination of low-doped n-type Si(111) leads to an increase in conductance relative to the hydrogen-terminated surface.\textsuperscript{3} The authors attributed this enhancement to formation of a
two dimensional hole gas resulting from the strong electron withdrawing nature of the adsorbed chlorine. Based on the fact that electronic properties at the semiconductor–molecule interface can be altered by changing the nature of covalent attachment, Hacker examined the change in work function of the silicon surface after formation of Si–O–C, Si–C–C, and Si–S–C bonded alkyl monolayers, and separated charge transfer and dipolar contributions. A similar study was performed by Ashley et al. using different terminations. Also Kuo et al. used binary SAMs (self-assembled monolayers) with various ratios to modify the surface of Si to fine-tune the work function of Si to an arbitrary energy level. Most recently, Yan Li et al. presented a combined theoretical and experimental study of the band edge position of −H, −Cl, −Br, −CH₃, and −C₂H₅ terminated Si(111) surfaces. These authors found an increase in the WF for the −Br and −Cl terminated surface; the WF decreased for methyl- and −C₂H₅ terminations. They provided various theoretical methods to calculate WF and IP. Both were shown to be consistent with experimental data.

In what follows we present first-principles calculations of the work function of modified Si(111) surface with various terminating species. The unsaturated surface Si atoms form bonds with halogens, chalcogens and atoms from the second row of the periodic table. Due to the selected tether atoms relative to the hydrogenated surface, different charge reorganization, changes in electrical dipole moment of the interface as well as work function variations are observed and studied in detail. Surface terminations can be broadly divided into two general classes, that is, modifications by polar and nonpolar adsorbates. As may be expected for non-polar species, the change in the work function is readily interpreted by interface charge transfer and shows a monotonic behavior. For polar adsorbates, it is found that the electronegativity of the linker and the radical dipole moment of the precursor play a crucial role in the strength and direction of the changes in the work function. Coverage seems to have a minor effect to the work function in most cases.

The structure of the Chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 we discuss briefly the background and the methodology used for our first-principle calculations. The
main body of our study follows in Section 3.3 with the presentation of results and discussion. We conclude with few remarks in Section 3.4.

3.2 Background and methodology

The work function in metals is defined as the minimum energy required to extract one electron from the solid. In this context it is the energy difference between the ground state energy of the neutral crystal of N electrons, \( E_N \), and the energy of the new configuration which includes the N-1 electrons at ground state, \( E_{N-1} \), of the crystal and the removed electron at rest. The extracted electron has only electrostatic energy determined by the vacuum level, \( E_{\text{vac}} \), so \( WF = E_{N-1} + E_{\text{vac}} - E_N \). The change between \( E_N \) and \( E_{N-1} \) can be described thermodynamically in terms of the electrochemical potential as the derivative of free energy (\( F \)) with respect to N at constant volume and temperature, \( E_{N-1} - E_N = \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial N} \right)_{T,V} = \mu \). At low temperatures \( \mu \approx E_F \), thus the work function simplifies to:

\[
WF = E_{\text{vac}} - E_F \quad \text{(eq. 3.1)}
\]

where \( E_F \) is the Fermi energy. In a finite size crystal, \( E_{\text{vac}} \) is set by the final position of the electron, assuming that it is well away from the surface to avoid interaction with its image charge. There are a number of methods to experimentally measure the \( WF \). Generally they are divided into two main categories: absolute measurements (field emission, thermionic emission and photoemission) and relative measurements (Kelvin probe).
Figure 3.1. Electron acceleration across the interface for outward (left) and inward (right) surface dipoles.

Since the work function expresses the thermodynamic work of an electron moved from the material to a state at rest in the vacuum, it is expected that the $WF$ is quantitatively determined by the electrostatic dipole at the surface. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. Materials surfaces, even different facets of the same crystal, can have varying surface dipole moments as a consequence of different atomic packing. Also atoms or molecules adsorbed on the surface can alter the total dipole moment of the surface. Adsorbates on the surface effectively redistribute the charges through chemical bonds and if they have static dipole moment they modify the surface elementary dipoles. Consequently the presence of such adsorbates may result in large changes in the work function. In semiconductors, charge neutrality causes band bending at the surface and the $WF$ is interpreted as a contribution of three terms:

$$WF = \chi + eV_s + (E_C - E_F)_{bulk} \quad \text{(eq. 3.2)}$$

where $\chi$, $eV_s$ and $(E_C - E_F)$ represent the electron affinity, the band bending and the energy difference between the Fermi level and the conduction band minimum in the bulk, respectively. Electronic band diagrams for a clean surface and a surface with adsorbates are shown in Figure 3.2. Since both electron affinity and band bending are characteristic features of the surface, adsorbates-induced dipoles resulting from attaching atoms or molecules to the surface can only affect the first two terms in the above equation. Doping levels in the bulk of the semiconductor vary the third term inside the bracket.
Figure 3.2. A schematic of the electronic-band diagrams of a clean and modified semiconductor surface. (a) A clean surface with its work function, $WF$, electron affinity, $\chi$, band bending at the surface, $eV_s$, conduction band minimum, $E_C$, and valence band maximum, $E_V$, and vacuum level just outside the surface, $E_{vac}$. (b) Adsorbate-modified band diagram. Change in the band bending, $eV_s'$, and electron affinity, $\chi'$, are exaggerated in the figure. Charge transfer within the bonds induces dipoles at the surface, $\Delta \phi_{Dip}$, thus shifts the vacuum level, $E_{vac}'$, and varies the work function, $WF$.

Using the above definitions we use first principles methods in the Density Functional Theory (DFT) formulation to calculate the work function and separate contributions to its changes upon the various surface modifications.\textsuperscript{9-10} This approach has been an increasingly valuable tool for such studies,\textsuperscript{11-16} predicting changes for the adsorbate-induced substrate work function in agreement with experimental results.\textsuperscript{17-19} DFT studies of the WF without the inclusion of long-range dispersion forces found reasonable agreement with the experiment, even for physisorbed systems.\textsuperscript{18-20} In this chapter, only chemisorbed species are studied, hence, we do not include dispersion forces in identifying chemical trends.

Our DFT calculations are carried out using the PWSCF code of the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO distribution.\textsuperscript{21} The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPPs) is used in all cases. The kinetic-energy cutoff for the planewave basis of 55 Ry for the wave function and 525 Ry for the charge
density are well converged for all elements in the calculations. We consider thin slabs of silicon separated by twelve equivalent vacuum layers in supercell geometry. Brillouin-zone integrations are performed using a 10×10×1 (a denser mesh of 20×20×1 for the WF calculation and charge analysis) Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh for relax calculations. The fixed occupation technique was employed using ten additional bands to ensure energy convergence. The steps to extracting the necessary parameters to carry out the WF calculations are described below.

3.2.1 Work function calculation from first-principles

First we investigate the slab thickness effects on the precision of our calculations. We start with two layers thickness and proceed to 16 layers, and calculate distances between layers after relaxation. All surfaces are saturated by hydrogens. The work function for both relaxed and unrelaxed structure and the results are plotted in Figure 3.3. As we can see from Figure 3.3(a), convergence is achieved after a thickness of 14 layers. Nevertheless, even for 6-layer thickness deviation from the converged result is 0.5%. In Figure 3.3(b), the work function with varying thickness is shown for fully relaxed, unrelaxed and top layer relaxed. As we can see, there is a constant shift between relaxed and unrelaxed structures. Considering just top layer relaxation improves the precision more than 30%. Based on these observations we investigated several schemes that would allow speeding up our calculations by using only slabs with 6-layer thickness. As indicated in Figure 3.3(b), the schemes involved several approximations to slab relaxation and considerations about the Fermi energy. Considering relaxation of only the outermost layers (“top-down”: TD) yields the work function of the fully relaxed 6-layer slab. The remaining deviation from the converged result can be removed by replacing the Fermi energy of the 6-layer slab with the converged Fermi energy (bulk E_F). We have confirmed that this also applies to polar terminating species. This scheme allows us extracting
converged results with much thinner slabs and reduced time spent on atomic relaxations, that is, 6-layer thickness with top and bottom layer relaxations.

The basic steps of the procedure to find the work function of silicon surfaces are as follows:

1) Starting with a 6-layer thick slab a geometry optimization is performed at the outset (top, bottom layers and interfaces only as discussed above). The force acting on each atom is converged to less than 0.01 eV/Å. The rest of the four silicon layers (core layers) are fixed during geometry optimization.

2) After determining the electronic structure of the optimized geometry, the electrostatic potential is extracted from the converged Kohn-Sham equations using post-processing tools. The vacuum level is determined by calculating the macroscopic and planar averages of the electrostatic potential. The vacuum level is determined by the region outside the surface when the potential reaches a constant flat level. Due to periodic boundary conditions, a slab calculation with nonsymmetrical interfaces at each side will cause an artificial electric field. Dipole correction using a saw tooth electric field with zero amplitude along the non-periodic component of the slab has been implemented to remove the

Figure 3.3. (a) Percentage change of interlayer distance versus slab thickness ($\Delta d_{ij}$ is the distance between layers i and j normalized to the initial layer spacing $d_0$). (b) The work function of H:Si(111) with respect to slab thickness.
additional field.\textsuperscript{22} The same method was applied to extract radical dipoles. The induced surface dipole has been calculated by subtracting the radical dipole from the total dipole.

3) Finally the work function is determined after subtracting the bulk Fermi energy, calculated independently, from the vacuum level:

$$WF = E_{\text{vac}} - E_F \text{ (eq. 3.3)}$$

The structure of our hydrogenated slab supercell and the average electrostatic potential are plotted in Figure 3.4. For surface-modified slabs, we replace only the hydrogens of the top surface with selected terminations to achieve the specified concentration.

![Graph showing electrostatic potential](image)

Figure 3.4. Macroscopic and planar average of the electrostatic potential across the 6-layer thick slab.
3.3 Results and discussion

In order to understand how the work function depends on surface properties, we study various types of terminating species with 50% and 100% coverage assembled on a Si(111) surface. As it is depicted in Figure 3.5, there is a significant change in the work function for the considered variety of surface terminations (see table 3.2, 3.5 and 3.8 for tabulated $WF$ values along with $IP$ and $EA$ data). Our analysis attributes this to electron valency and electronegativity. We analyze the work function change for elements from group 16 (chalcogens) and 17 (halogens) of the periodic table and from the second period starting from boron. Surface termination species are sorted along the horizontal axis based on electronegativity of the tether/terminating atomic species, starting from the lowest value in each case. The work function for hydrogenated silicon surface is also shown for comparison. Below we discuss separately the work function trends for each classification.

3.3.1 Halogens

As seen in Figure 3.5(a), the work function increases with increasing halogen atom electronegativity; this trend is observed for each percentage separately. The increase is readily explained. Radical halogens (halides) do not have permanent dipole, therefore the work function is determined solely from the bond dipole. Each linker has a higher electronegativity compared to silicon, so they are chemisorbed with positive charge accumulation at the substrate (p-doped). This creates a dipole layer and the resultant field opposes electron acceleration towards outside the surface. Table 3.1 shows the Löwdin charge analysis for halogen modification. As the difference between the terminating atom electronegativity and the silicon atom increases more charge is withdrawn and consequently the bond dipole and surface potential are higher. Doubling the coverage has almost no effect on the local charge transfer at the adsorption sites to justify large work function change with coverage. However, the total charge
transfer at the interface is twice for full coverage compared to 50% adsorption and we attribute the sensitivity in the vacuum level to the decreased interaction between adsorbates as the covalent radius decreases from iodine to fluorine. This is exemplified in Figure 3.6(a) and (b) where the excess charge density of iodine and fluorine-terminated silicon surface compared to H:Si(111) is shown. Orbital overlap between neighboring iodine atoms (iodine has the largest diatomic distance among all investigated halogens) that is pronounced at full coverage, compensates the increased field strength due to charge injection into the substrate compared to half coverage and results in a slightly lower work function shift for fully iodine covered silicon surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>−I</th>
<th>−Br</th>
<th>−Cl</th>
<th>−F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆q_{tot}</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-7.07</td>
<td>-7.16</td>
<td>-7.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q_x</td>
<td>-7.07</td>
<td>-7.03</td>
<td>-7.16</td>
<td>-7.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several experimental results compare favorably with our predictions. For p-doped/n-doped H:Si(111), the work function of 4.35/4.17 eV was measured by Hacker. The p-doped value is surprisingly close to our obtained result for undoped H:Si(111), however, it is expected that the real value lies somewhere between 4.17 and 4.35 eV. In another work by Lopinski et al., chlorine termination of low-doped n-type Si(111) induces a large (1.2-1.5 eV) increase in the work function which is consistent with our calculated value for full coverage. Partial coverage of H:Si(111) with −C₆H₄−Br termination results in a work function around 5.13 eV.
Figure 3.5. Work function changes due to different surface termination for half and full coverage: (a) halogens, (b) chalcogens and (c) linkers from second row of the periodic table.

The increase is almost the same as in our calculations for the bromine covered surface. In recent experiments carried out for samples with two different doping levels, the reported $WF$ values follow the trends observed here; $WF$ is 4.16/4.24 eV for H−terminated surface, 4.32 for the $WF$ of Br−terminated surface, and 4.60 eV for Cl−terminated surface. Additionally, our calculated values for ionization potentials (see table 3.2) are in agreement with other theoretical and experimental studies.
Figure 3.6. Charge density difference, $\Delta n = (n_{\text{H:Si(111)} - M} - [n_{\text{H:Si(111)}} + n_{M}])$, for three different surface modifications (M): (a) and (b) are iodine and fluorine, non-polar adsorbates that increase the $WF$, (c) $\text{–SH}$, a polar species that increases the $WF$, and (d) $\text{–OH}$, a polar adsorbate that decreases the $WF$. The contours are drawn in linear scale from -0.01 to 0.01 $e/a_0^3$, with the increment of 0.002 $e/a_0^3$ and isosurfaces of ±0.005 $e/a_0^3$ are shown. The charge flows from blue to red regions.

Table 3.2. Work function, $WF$, electron affinity, $EA$ ($E_{\text{vac}}-E_C$), and ionization potential, $IP$ ($E_{\text{vac}}-E_V$), for halogen-modified H:Si(111) surfaces at half and full coverage. Values for H:Si(111) surface are tabulated for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$WF$ (eV)</td>
<td>$EA$ (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H:Si(111)</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{–I}$</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{–Br}$</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{–Cl}$</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{–F}$</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 Chalcogens

Using chalcogen tether atoms, we calculated the work function variation of H:Si(111)−XH surfaces where X = O, S, Se, Te. Figure 3.5(b) shows the $WF$ for two coverage. Compared to the halogen-terminated surfaces, the work function does not increase monotonically with increasing tether electronegativity. The difference is attributed to the non-zero dipole moment of the surface radicals and yields a more complex behavior. For example, Hacker observed that the Si–O–C surface bonding exhibited a lower work function than Si–C–C and Si–S–C. In this study, the Si(111)−CH$_3$ surface shows lower work function than −OH terminated surface and both are lower than the Si(111)−SH surface. Hunger et al. measured the work function of the H:Si(111) after sulfur exposure and they got the value of 4.85 eV which is close to our calculated value for −SH termination. In the same work, the value of 4.42 eV has been reported for the $WF$ of unmodified H:Si(111) surface. The charge transfer trend tabulated in Table 3.3 shows that the change in $WF$ does not follow the electronegativity trend for different chalcogen tethers. Similar to non-polar species, the local charge transfer is insensitive to surface coverage. Except than Te (note that Te results are less accurate due to the large covalent radius) there is positive charge accumulation on backbond silicon atoms which increases with linker electronegativity and almost doubles from 50% to 100% coverage.

To interpret the $WF$ results, we further analyzed the electronic structure and the various contributions to the dipole moments (see Table 3.4). The calculated dipole moment of radicals in isolation on its own cannot account for this behavior, however, the induced dipole (both sign and magnitude) offers an interpretation. In the case of oxygen, the −OH bond is strongly polarized and charges are shifted towards the oxygen atom which causes a large radical dipole moment. The bonding of −OH to the silicon substrate involves positive charge donation and the polarity of the bond causes an increase in the work function. At the same time $WF$ decreases by the induced dipole moment of −OH. Therefore, the change has two components: one from the induced dipole moment of −OH and one from the associated dipole moment of the Si−O bond. The total dipole is...
described by $p = p_0 + p(\text{OH})\cos\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is the angle between the OH–plane and the surface normal. The values of $\alpha$ for $-\text{OH}$, $-\text{SH}$, $-\text{SeH}$ and $-\text{TeH}$ for half (full) coverage are 59.93° (60.93°), 83.81° (80.73°), 86.9° (85.09°), and 89.84° (92.3°), respectively. As a result, the value of $\cos\alpha$ decreases as the covalent radius increases. The radical dipole moment along the surface normal vector $(p(\text{OH})\cos\alpha)$ also decreases. This explanation is consistent with the trends of work function observed in Figure 3.5(b). Note that the biggest change in $\alpha$ happens for $-\text{SH}$ and $-\text{TeH}$ which significantly alters the surface potential, hence the $WF$, by going from half to full coverage.

In the case of Te, the second component completely vanishes and the same situation occurs for Se. Considering $-\text{TeH}$ termination, the direction of the radical dipole changes by moving from half to full coverage. This behavior can explain the significant change in the work function from half to full coverage. The surface dipole supports this interpretation. Among all the species in this group, only oxygen (and tellurium at full coverage) show a decrease in the work function which is related to the surface dipole behavior. The dipole inversion between chalcogen species is evident in Figure 3.6(c) and 3.6(d).

Our results for chalcogen-terminated Si substrate are also consistent with experimental studies. Besides the previously mentioned agreement on thiolated surfaces, the work function value of 4.22 eV, measured by Hunger et al. in the case of H:Si(111) partially modified by $-\text{OH}$ group, compares favorably with our calculation. In the same work, the work function for the same structure partially modified with $-\text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{OCH}_3$ yielded a value of 4.06 eV.
Table 3.3. Löwdin charge analysis for chalcogen-modified Si(111) surface for half and full coverage. ∆q_{Si(1n)} indicates charge change for Si atoms in contact with chalcogen elements, and ∆q_{Si(2n)} corresponds to charge change averaged over neighboring atoms. ∆q_{tot} is the total charge difference after modification, and q_x is the local charge on the chalcogen species. q_x+q_H is the total charge on the −XH radical (X=Te, Se, S, O). The electron charge is used as unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>−OH</th>
<th>−SeH</th>
<th>−SH</th>
<th>−TeH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Dipole analysis and surface potential changes for chalcogen-modified H:Si(111) surface for half and full coverage. µ_R, µ_ind, µ_surf (µ_ind=µ_surf − µ_R) are the radical dipole, induced dipole and surface dipole in Debye, respectively. ∆V (eV) is the change in surface potential of the new surface compare to H:Si(111).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−OH</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−SH</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−SeH</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−TeH</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selenium adsorption on Si(111)7×7 surface increases the work function locally24-27 similar to our calculations from first-principles. There are no experimental data on tellurium-modified surface as some previous works predict a low adsorption of tellurium on Si(100).28 However, recent studies have claimed successful passivation of Si nanowires with tellurium,29 which was highlighted for being highly sensitive to ammonia and propylamine at room temperature.30
Table 3.5. Work function, $WF$, electron affinity, $EA$ ($E_{\text{vac}}-E_{C}$), and ionization potential, $IP$ ($E_{\text{vac}}-E_{V}$), for chalcogen-modified H:Si(111) surfaces at half and full coverage. Values for H:Si(111) surface are tabulated for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>50%</th>
<th></th>
<th>100%</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$WF$ (eV)</td>
<td>$EA$ (eV)</td>
<td>$IP$ (eV)</td>
<td>$WF$ (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H:Si(111)</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-TeH$</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-SeH$</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-SH$</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-OH$</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Second period

The previous investigations were carried out considering bonding to the Si surface with atoms belonging to the same group, i.e., the number of valence electrons is fixed. Now we consider tether atoms along the second row of the periodic table, from boron up to fluorine. As we can see in Figure 3.5(c), the work function follows the same non-monotonic behavior for the both coverage. As surface Si passivation through boron and fluorine bonds shows a $WF$ increase, the other tethers induce a decrease in the work function relative to the hydrogenated silicon surface. Full coverage gives slightly bigger decrease than half coverage.

As before, we explain the observed behavior using the analysis of the charge transfer and dipoles. The electronegativity of the tethers increases with increasing valency by a nearly fix step of 0.5 Pauling, thus explaining the charge withdrawal seen in Table 3.6. By comparing the change of surface dipole moments (see Table 3.7) with the work function changes across different species, we see that the negative surface dipole increases the work function while the inverse holds for a positive dipole. This trend is corroborated by the radical dipole changes. The dipole rearrangement in this case is exemplified in Figure 3.6 (d) by the plotted charge density difference between the oxygen-terminated silicon surface and H:Si(111).
Our values for methyl modifications are very close to experiment. The work function of the methyl-terminated surface was found to be 3.86 eV with a surface dipole of -0.4 eV. Our predictions are consistent with measurements performed by Kuo et al. which showed both the increase and decrease of the WF for sulfur and amine modified surfaces, respectively. It is worth noting that for Si(100) surface modified by $-\text{C}_6\text{H}_4-\text{NH}_2$, He et al. measured the WF in the range of 4.04-4.11 eV (for different doping types and concentration at low surface coverage) which is in line with our results for $-\text{NH}_2$ modification. Our analysis of the change in electron affinity for H:Si(111) and methylated Si(111) surface is also in good agreement with the experimental results. For example, Hunger et al. measured the value of 4.17 eV and 3.68 eV for the electron affinity of H:Si(111) surface and methylated Si(111) surface respectively. Our results for these surfaces show 0.55 eV shift in the electron affinity of the H:Si(111) after 50% methylation, which is comparable to the measured difference of 0.49 eV (see table 3.5 and 3.8 for complete table and other linkers).

Table 3.6. Löwdin charge analysis for half and full coverage for Si(111) surface modified with elements from second period. $\Delta q_{\text{Si}(1n)}$ indicates charge change for Si atoms in contact with the element, and $\Delta q_{\text{Si}(2n)}$ corresponds to charge change averaged over neighboring atoms. $\Delta q_{\text{tot}}$ is the total charge difference after modification, and $q_x$ is the local charge on the element. $q_x+q_H$ is the total charge on the $-\text{XH}$ radical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>$-\text{BH}_2$</th>
<th>$-\text{CH}_3$</th>
<th>$-\text{NH}_2$</th>
<th>$-\text{OH}$</th>
<th>$-\text{F}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{\text{Si}(1n)}$</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{\text{Si}(2n)}$</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{\text{tot}}$</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_x$</td>
<td>-3.21</td>
<td>-3.20</td>
<td>-4.74</td>
<td>-4.73</td>
<td>-5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_x+q_H$</td>
<td>-5.05</td>
<td>-5.05</td>
<td>-7.12</td>
<td>-7.15</td>
<td>-7.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3.7. Dipole analysis and surface potential changes for modified H:Si(111) surface using second period elements for bonding terminating species. $\mu_R$, $\mu_{ind}$, $\mu_{surf}$ ($\mu_{ind}=\mu_{surf}-\mu_R$) are the radical dipole, induced dipole and surface dipole in Debye, respectively. $\Delta V$ (eV) is the change in surface potential of the new surface compare to H:Si(111).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_R$</td>
<td>$\mu_{ind}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-BH_2$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-CH_3$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-NH_2$</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-OH$</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-F$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8. Work function, $WF$, electron affinity, $EA$ ($E_{vac}-E_C$), and ionization potential, $IP$ ($E_{vac}-E_V$), for H:Si(111) surfaces modified using tethers from the second row of the periodic table at half and full coverage. Values for H:Si(111) surface are tabulated for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$WF$ (eV)</td>
<td>$EA$ (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H:Si(111)</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-BH_2$</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-CH_3$</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-NH_2$</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-OH$</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-F$</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 Comparison with experiment

Compared to available experimental results, our simulations are not only consistent with the literature but offer important insights into the origin of changes in the WF upon modifying the termination of the Si (111) surface. For example the obtained value for the WF of bare H:Si(111) in this study, 4.35 eV, is consistent with the measured WF (determined from the secondary electron cutoffs obtained from ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) data) for p-doped/n-doped H:Si(111), 4.35/4.17 eV, where the value for undoped H:Si(111) lies in this interval. Measured WFs (calculated from the secondary electron cutoff energies) of the H:Si(111) before/after sulfur exposure in ref. 1 are
4.42/4.85 eV, in agreement with our calculated values for bare and –SH terminated Si(111). Another WF measurement (using Kelvin probe) on chlorinated n-type Si(111) revealed a large (1.2-1.5 eV) increase in the WF which is entirely consistent with our computed shift for a fully chlorinated silicon surface. Recent experiments on two samples with different doping levels showed WF (determined from UPS spectra) values as follows: 4.16/4.24 eV for H–terminated surface, 4.32 eV for Br–terminated surface, and 4.60 eV for Cl–terminated surface. This trend is completely in agreement with our findings. Another measurement for the WF of H:Si(111) partially modified by –OH groups gives a WF (determined from secondary electron onset in UPS spectra) of 4.22 eV which compares favorably with our work. Similar to our calculations, other studies showed that selenium adsorption on Si(111) surface increases the WF up to 0.5 eV.

The calculated WF shifts for the various terminations are tabulated in Table 3.9 using the H:Si(111) surface as reference. Trends are in agreement with available experimental data as described above. This gives us confidence regarding the computational method. Since surface passivation is an important part of the surface functionalization process, playing a key-role in controlling the reactivity and electronic properties of the surface, the results of this Chapter can help experimentalists to choose terminating species with detailed knowledge of how they modify surface properties. In particular, one can get direct insight of surface reactivity as the latter can be related to the shifts in the WF or the substantial charge transfer into/from the surface.
Table 3.9. WF shift compared to bare H:Si(111) surface at half and full coverage and comparison with available experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termination</th>
<th>Calculated $\Delta WF$ (eV); 50%</th>
<th>Calculated $\Delta WF$ (eV); 100%</th>
<th>Measured WF shift (eV)</th>
<th>Method (Reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{H}$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{I}$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{Br}$</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>UPS (Ref. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{Cl}$</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.44, 1.2-1.5</td>
<td>UPS (Ref. 7), Kelvin probe (Ref. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{F}$</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{TeH}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{SeH}$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>UPS (ref. 25-27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{SH}$</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.07/0.68</td>
<td>UPS (ref. 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{OH}$</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{BH}_2$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{CH}_3$</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\text{NH}_2$</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Concluding remarks

Calculations based on density functional theory have been carried out for modified silicon (111) surfaces. Several polar and non-polar adsorbates such as halogens, chalcogens and second row elements in the periodic table have been considered on a H:Si(111) surface. Our comprehensive study allows reasonable interpretation for chemical trends to be predicted from first-principles based on work function variation in each case. To explain the changes of the work function for different adsorbates at different coverage, we found radical dipole, bond dipole, the electronegativity and range of interatomic interaction of the tether atoms to be of profound importance.

A larger radical dipole component along the surface normal causes increased change in the work function with the sign of the $WF$ shift determined by the direction of the dipole. A bond dipole is formed by charge reorganization across the tether bond with the surface silicon. This creates the surface dipole layer which affects the electron acceleration towards the vacuum and the
corresponding work. The strength and the direction of the dipole field depend on
the amount and sign of charge transfer. The valency and electronegativity of the
linker specify the transferred charge as confirmed by our charge analysis. All
selected tethers have higher electronegativity than silicon. This results in
electron withdrawal from the silicon surface and the inward (bond) dipole field
is expected to increase the $WF$. This is the case for surface termination by
halogens for which a monotonic increase is predicted with increasing halogen
electronegativity. However for other adsorbates the radical dipole moment can
reduce or even negate this effect. With the exception of H:Si(111)–OH,
modification of H:Si(111)–XH via other chalcogen tethers, tends to increase the
work function, but to a lesser degree than halogen termination. Reduction
compared to the hydrogenated surface is observed for surfaces covered with –
CH₃ and –NH₂. The electronic profile may also depend on the surface coverage.
However, due to the covalent radius of the tether atoms there are no large
changes occurring on local charges on the surface Si atoms, therefore, the work
function shows overall weak dependence on coverage percentage. Finally,
halogens seem to increase the $WF$ more than other species, that is, with the
exception of iodine that has the largest size and the lowest electronegativity
among the studied halogens.
Controlling the structure of silicon surfaces, their chemical and physical
properties, is scientifically interesting and particularly important for technology.
Aiming at a microscopic understanding of the chemical trends, here we took a
first step of studying silicon surfaces modified with experimentally accessible
terminations. Our approach is able to predict from first-principles the $WF$ and
values very close to measurements have been obtained. Also all the identified
chemical trends are in good agreement with currently available experimental
data. This analysis forms a basis for efforts in creating surfaces by design.
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Chapter 4
Density Functional Theory with van der Waals Corrections Study of the Adsorption of Alkyl, Alkylthiol, Alkoxy, and Amino-Alkyl Chains on the H:Si(111) Surface

4.1. Introduction
In this Chapter we present a first-principles DFT study of a prototypical H:Si(111) surface functionalized with different length alkyl chains that are attached to the surface via four different linkers. We apply DFT, with the inclusion of the van der Waals interaction that is important for inter-chain interactions, to calculate the adsorption energy, structure and chain orientation of a systematic series of SAMs attached to the Si(111) surface, that we can denote as H:Si(111)–X–Alkyl. The SAMs vary in the nature of the linker, namely X = CH2, NH, O and S. These linkers are used in experiments for surface modification and we have previously demonstrated that they have a significant impact on the surface properties.1-2 In addition, these structures allow further functionalization.3-6 The chain length varies from C2 to C12 to provide a wide range of SAM structures which can be used to explain experimentally observed data on alkyl, alkoxy, aminoalkyl and thiolalkylated silicon surfaces.6-13 We
also predict the properties of new surface-linker-alkyl chain combinations, focusing on adsorption energies, layer thickness, and chain-surface angles. Organic functionalization of the silicon has been studied thoroughly in both theory and experiment. Alkyl monolayers have been always useful for this purpose allowing the surface functionality to be boosted by modifying the head (linker) group or tail group of the SAMs. Apart from carbon itself, O, N and S have been shown to be valuable linker groups. Modification of silicon surfaces using O, N or S alone also has been studied extensively.

Oxygen chemisorption on Si(111) surface has been previously studied. Reddy et al. showed the possibility of methoxy-passivation of the Si(111) surface [Si–OCH₃] and Haber et al. confirmed this surface passivation mode. Michalak et al. showed that methanol passivation could be one of the products of the reaction of the H:Si(111) surface with liquid methanol. Their theoretical study predicts the possibility to create full coverage of methoxy-passivated Si(111). However their experimental data shows that the maximum coverage is around 50%. Their later studies using FTIR spectroscopy as a function of solution temperature showed a coverage of ca. 30%. More recently they demonstrated that a ‘snap’ surface chemistry can be realized with the readily achieved interchange of Si–F, Si–OH and, more generally, Si–OR (R = alkyl species) species, without any attack of the silicon surface. Consequently, organic self-assembled monolayers and various oxide materials (for example, high-κ dielectrics) can be chemically grafted onto an atomically smooth surface. The theoretical results from Solares et al. for coverage were consistent with Michalak et al. They showed that the Si(111)–OCH₃ surface can, in principle, afford a route to achieve full termination of terrace atop Si sites on an unreconstructed Si(111) surface, offering 100% coverage of functional groups with minimal strain in the alkoxy overlayer. Relative to the Si(111)–CH₃ surface, the chemical and electrical properties of the Si(111)–OCH₃ surface should therefore reflect differences solely arising from changing the Si–C–R bonds into Si–OC–R bonds, as opposed to coverage, packing density, or other major chemical differences arising from residual Si–H bonds, at least on the
terraces of such functionalized surfaces. Using second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy Mitchell et al.\(^25\) showed the stability of decyloxy(–O–C\(_{10}\)H\(_{21}\))–terminated Si(111) in air. Other type of modifications, including different aromatic compounds have been investigated.\(^10\) Juarez et al.\(^6\) undertook a comprehensive theoretical investigation of the stability of high coverage structures of small organic and inorganic molecules (–CH\(_3\), –CCH, –CN, –CH\(_2\)CH\(_3\), –OCH\(_3\), –OH, –NH\(_2\), –NHOH, –ONH\(_2\)) bound to the Si(111) surface via Si–C, Si–N, and Si–O bonds. They investigated the effect of hydrogen bonding interactions between different layers on the structure and stability of OH– and NH\(_2–\)terminated monolayers. Their result showed that intermolecular repulsion is relatively small. However at full coverage on the Si(111) surface there is an intermolecular separation of 3.84 Å which is smaller than the van der Waals diameter of the molecules. They showed that subsurface (backbond) oxidation increases the strength of Si–C bond by 0.78 eV. They found the lowest activation barrier for Si–N bond breaking (0.34 eV) and Si-C bond breaking (0.58 eV). They showed that since the intermolecular repulsion is relatively small for all the molecules investigated a high packing density could be possible.

Hacker\(^26\) investigated various structural and electronic properties of H:Si(111) after formation of Si–O–C, Si–C–C, and Si–S–C bonded alkyl monolayers, and showed almost same contact angle for alkene and thiol functionalized H:Si(111), at 100°. A slightly bigger contact angle of 105° was found for the O linker. A similar study was performed by Ashley et al.\(^27\) where they investigated the contact potential difference, work function (WF), change in electron affinity and band bending of a range of phenylacetylene-based molecules (p–X–C\(_6\)H\(_4\)≡CH, where X = CF\(_3\), OCH\(_3\), and H) covalently bounded onto a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface using scanning Kelvin probe technique. To identify elementary reaction steps and their corresponding energy barriers using DFT Soria et al.\(^12\) investigated the reactivity of hydrogenated, chlorinated, and partially chlorinated Si(111) surfaces toward NH\(_3\), H\(_2\)O, H\(_2\)S, CH\(_3\)NH\(_2\), CH\(_2\)OH, and CH\(_3\)SH molecules. They found that these molecules have a reaction mechanism with
only one step and an activation barrier around 1.43–1.82 eV. Their activation energy values showed that the H:Si(111) surface is unreactive with these molecules at room temperature. Based on their results the order of reactivity is N > O > S in term of the headgroup, which shows that while molecular size is important, nucleophilicity also plays a key role.

A desorption energy of 2.04 eV was measured for NH\textsubscript{3} adsorbed on the Si(100) surface.\textsuperscript{28} Theoretical studies for NH\textsubscript{3} adsorbed on Si(100) predicted bond lengths of 1.75 Å for N–Si and 1.05 Å for N–H and a vertical angle of 10\degree for the Si–N–n (n is surface normal vector) angle.\textsuperscript{29} Sieval et al.\textsuperscript{4} developed a method to prepare high density (> 50%) amino-terminated monolayers on silicon surface and confirmed the reactivity of the amine group by further modification. There are other studies of amino terminated monolayers on silicon.\textsuperscript{30} NH\textsubscript{3} adsorption with high coverage was demonstrated\textsuperscript{31} on Si(111) and was studied both theoretically and experimentally.\textsuperscript{24, 32} Si–N linkages were formed on oxide-free single silicon crystals in the study by Tian et al.\textsuperscript{17} Patitsas et al.\textsuperscript{33} prepared thiophene-based monolayers covalently bonded to a Si(111) surface using a wet chemical approach. They suggested that covalent bonding of thiophenes to the Si surface followed by chemical or electrochemical polymerization would improve electron transport between organic layers and the semiconductor. Lou et al.\textsuperscript{13} have grown a 1–dodecylthiol (DDT) monolayer on a bare Si(111) surface through ultraviolet-assisted photochemical reaction and an average water contact angle of 57\degree was found.

Despite the significant body of work on this topic of Si surface functionalization with molecules\textsuperscript{15, 34} there are a number of questions that still require further investigation. In particular, there is the question of how structural properties are related to device performance. This can be driven by the type of linker group that anchors the molecule to the Si surface and the chain length. These factors will determine the stability, the coverage, the packing of the chains and ultimately key properties including the WF. To provide a detailed microscopic understanding of the effect of linker and chain length on the structural characteristics of molecule-modified semiconductor surfaces, we present in this
Chapter a first principles density functional theory (DFT), including van der Waals interactions, study of the H:Si(111) surface functionalized with alkyl monolayers and with three different linkers $X = -\text{NH} -, -\text{O} -, -\text{S} -$, i.e. amine-alkyl alkoxyal, and thiol-alkyl. These are grafted onto the H:Si(111) at half coverage, since this is accepted as the most stable coverage of alkyl monolayers (without linker) in the literature. Lacking sufficient experimental data for the other linkers, we worked with this coverage and found that the other alkyl-linker chains do bind to Si(111), even more strongly than alkyl chains linked via carbon. Fixing all calculations to this coverage allowed us to have a meaningful structural comparison between different linkers since the coverage is the same. To examine coverage effects we have calculated the adsorption energy of (X)-hexyl and (X)-dodecyl at H:Si(111) for four other coverages - 25%, 66%, 75% and 100%. This gives a sufficiently large data set for making a judgment about the most stable coverage for different linkers. We find that while the optimal coverage of the alkyl chains on the Si(111) surface is highly sensitive to the type of linker employed, the ordering of stability between linkers is not. The sulfur linker appears to show three regimes of stability as a function of chain length. For the case of alkyl modification there is saturation in the tilt angle but with the other linkers ($-\text{O} -, -\text{NH} -, -\text{S} -$) the tilt angle depends on chain length. This work provides a comprehensive picture of the key structural properties of alkyl functionalized H:Si(111).

This Chapter is organized as follows; In Section 4.2 details of the calculations and structure simulations are explained. Section 4.3 contains the main results of this Chapter. It starts with clarifying the role of van der Waals interactions on the adsorption energy and structural analysis, followed by structural and adsorption energy analysis of different linker-chains. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.4.
4.2. Computational details

First principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a valuable tool for studies of surface modifications of materials such as silicon using organic or inorganic species.\textsuperscript{11} Depending on the type of approximate exchange-correlation functional used, DFT can overestimate\textsuperscript{37} (mainly for LDA) or underestimate\textsuperscript{38} (mainly for GGA) binding energies. Although the binding energies do not coincide with the experiment they reproduce trends and correlate with changes on other properties.\textsuperscript{39-40} For example, using DFT-GGA with PW91 functional, Bocquet \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{40} studied the change in the WF of the Ag(111) surface due to physisorption of molecules such as ethylene, vinyl chloride and butadiene. They found optimized adsorption structures consistent with experiment\textsuperscript{41} and the trends in the WF changes were the same as experiment. However their calculated binding energies were very small ($0.03 < \text{BE} < 0.07$ eV) compared to experiment.\textsuperscript{41} They proposed that the WF changes due to adsorption could be used to calibrate the binding energies. In another theoretical work, Rusu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{42} investigated $-\text{CH}_3$ and $-\text{CF}_3$ terminated short-chain alkylthiolate monolayers on Au(111). They found that the adsorption energies of alkylthiolates on Au(111) depended on the DFT exchange-correlation functional used but that all functionals gave the same order of stability for the studied binding sites.

Our DFT calculations are carried out using the PWSCF code in the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO (QE) program suite.\textsuperscript{43} The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPPs) are used. The number of valence electrons is as follows: Si 4, C 4, N 5, S 5, O 6 and H 1. The kinetic-energy cutoff in the plane wave basis expansion of the valence electron wavefunctions is 35 Ry for the wave function and 400 Ry for the charge density; both are well converged for all elements in our calculations. After inclusion of the vdW-DF2 correction, optimization of the lattice constant yields a value of 3.87 Å for Si(111)-(1×1) which was used in all calculations with van der Waals correction.
We use a 6 atomic layer thick slab of the H terminated unreconstructed silicon (111) surface with appropriate surface supercell expansions for the coverages examined: 25% (2×2), 50% (2×1), 66% (3×1), 75% (2×2) and 100% (1×1). Regarding the fact that each (1×1) surface of the as-cleaved slab possesses one dangling bond on each side, which is either saturated with hydrogen or adsorbate linker (non-functionalized surface is always saturated with hydrogen), these choices of supercell enable us to simulate the target coverage with acceptable computational cost. Functionalized and non-functionalized surfaces are separated by nine equivalent vacuum layers. We performed an ionic relaxation of the top surface fixing the bottom hydrogen atom(s) until the forces on each individual atom are less than 0.01 eV/Å. Depending on the choice of supercell dimensions, Brillouin-zone integrations were performed using (8×8×1), (4×8×1), (3×8×1) and (4×4×1) Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh for ionic relaxations. The fixed occupation technique was employed using ten additional bands to ensure convergence of the electronic states. For local density of states (LDOS) and Löwdin charge analysis, four times denser k-grid and tetrahedron occupation
method was used. The adsorption energy of the molecule at the H:Si(111) surface is defined as:

\[
E_{\text{ads}} = [E(H:Si - \text{Molecule(s)}) + E(H_2)] - [E(\text{Molecule(s)}) + E(H:Si)],
\]

(eq. 4.1)

where \( E(\text{H:Si-Molecule(s)}) \) and \( E(H_2) \) are the total energies of the molecule(s) adsorbed at the surface and one, two or three (depending on simulated coverage) free \( H_2 \) molecule(s) (which forms since the molecule loses one, two or three \( H \) and the surface loses one, two or three terminating \( H \) upon adsorption). \( E(\text{Molecule(s)}) \) and \( E(H:Si) \) are the total energies of the free molecule(s) and the \( H \)-terminated \( \text{Si(111)} \) surface. With this definition, a negative adsorption energy indicates a stable molecule-surface binding configuration.

Since we consider alkyl chains adsorbed at a semiconductor surface, it is important to take account of the dispersion interactions that are not entirely included in the local PBE-GGA functional. In section 4.3, we will first show that including vdW interaction has a significant effect on the adsorption energies at the \( \text{Si(111)} \) surface. The vdW-DF functional term (DFT-D)\(^{44-45}\) is available in QE based on a previously developed method \(^{46-48}\) and it has been applied to many cases.\(^{49}\) Also a higher-accuracy van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF2) was recently released and shows a better agreement with accurate quantum chemical calculations on 22 diatomic molecules\(^{50}\); this however is used in all calculations (unless we are comparing the effect of vdW correction), including those for cut off energies convergence tests and lattice constant optimization.

To compare the effect of the vdW interaction we first calculated the adsorption energies of a series of alkyl chains at \( \text{Si(111)} \) both with and without including the vdW interaction at half coverage and these results are discussed in section 4.3.1.
4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1 Adsorption energies and structures with and without the van der Waals correction

Table 4.1 shows the effect of including the corrected vdW interaction on the adsorption energy and structural properties of a series of alkyl chains adsorbed at 50% coverage at the Si(111) surface (C₂, C₆ and C₁₂, linked to the surface by carbon). It is evident that the inclusion of the vdW interaction has a significant effect, in particular on the adsorption energies. We find that the $E_{\text{ads}}$ of ethyl, hexyl and dodecyl are all positive when no vdW term is included, indicating no interaction of the molecule with the surface. The inclusion of the vdW term results in the adsorption energies becoming overall less positive and they become negative for hexyl and dodecyl. The effect of the vdW interaction shows no significant dependence on the chain length. With vdW-DF2, the longer chains appear to bind more strongly, but this is a weak effect. The Si–C and C₁–C₂ distances are not affected by the inclusion of the vdW term. But the angles $\delta$ and $\omega$ (see Figure 4.1) are reduced and increased, respectively, when the vdW interaction is included. The change in these angles may indicate a stronger molecule-surface binding effect.

For the O, N and S linkers with a hexyl chain, the inclusion of the vdW interaction makes the adsorption energies significantly more negative, thus enhancing the molecule-surface interaction. Similar to the alkyl chains, there are some modifications to the angles $\delta$ and $\omega$ as read from table 4.2. Clearly the inclusion of the vdW interaction in these structures is needed to describe molecule-surface binding. To further explore the role of van der Waals forces in the interaction between chains and between chain and substrate, we performed further calculations and conclude that both interactions increase stability. More results are available in section 4.3.1.1.
Table 4.1. Calculated adsorption energy and structural parameters for Si(111) modified with -CnH2n+1 chains to assess the effect of the vdW-DF2 correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ethyl</th>
<th>Hexyl</th>
<th>Dodecyl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vdW</td>
<td>No-vdW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption Energy</td>
<td>0.09 eV</td>
<td>0.51 eV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ (°)</td>
<td>115.68</td>
<td>118.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dSi–C1 (Å)</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dC1–C2 (Å)</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Calculated adsorption energy and structural parameters for Si(111) modified with –OC6H13, –SC6H13, and –NHC6H13 chains to assess the effect of the vdW-DF2 correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alkoxy-Hexyl</th>
<th>Amino-Hexyl</th>
<th>Thiol-Hexyl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vdW</td>
<td>No-vdW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption Energy</td>
<td>-1.02 eV</td>
<td>-0.39 eV</td>
<td>-0.62 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ°</td>
<td>129.62</td>
<td>126.99</td>
<td>123.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω°</td>
<td>106.78</td>
<td>109.11</td>
<td>112.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dSi–N (Å)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dN–C1 (Å)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dSi–C1 (Å)</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1.1 Clarifying the role of vdW interaction

We did a few test calculations to find out more about van der Waals contributions to Chain-Chain vs Chain-Substrate interactions. For this purpose, we created a 3×3 supercell (9 dangling bonds saturated with H) and functionalized it with one hexyl per supercell (typical distance between chains of two neighboring supercells is about 11.52 Å) and next functionalized it with two hexyl per supercell. We allowed the structures to relax and then removed the silicon slab, saturated the linker carbon with hydrogen and calculated the total energy for each case. Chain-Chain interaction can be derived from here by calculating \( \Delta E = [E_{\text{tot}}(2 \times C_6) - 2 \times E_{\text{tot}}(C_6)] \). We did it for both PBE and PBE + (vdW-DF2) cases. The result is presented in the table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Chain-Chain interaction with and without including vdW-DF2 correction \( \Delta E = [E_{\text{tot}}(2 \times C_6) - 2 \times E_{\text{tot}}(C_6)] \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \Delta E ) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE + vdW</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also calculated the adsorption energy of hexyl chains as a result of 11% and 66% coverage. For 11% coverage, we can fairly consider the chain interacting only with the substrate, but for 66% (typical distances between chains of two neighboring supercells along \( x \) and \( y \) are about 3.84 Å and 7.68 Å respectively) chain-chain interaction is also involved. The results are shown in the table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Coverage effect on the adsorption energy, with and without including vdW-DF2 correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( E_{\text{ads}} ) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE + vdW-DF2</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results highlight some points:
(1) PBE approximation does not predict any chain-chain interaction (in fact it predicts more repulsive interactions). However adding the vdW term produces an attractive vdW force between chains that makes them more stable compared to single chain by -0.2 eV approximately.

(2) As discussed thoroughly in the section 4.3.1, vdW correction does predict a lower adsorption energy compared to PBE. Also considering the difference between $E_{\text{ads}}(\text{PBE})$ and $E_{\text{ads}}(\text{PBE+vdW})$ for 11% and 66% which is 0.7 and 1 eV respectively we conclude that chain-chain interaction makes adsorption more favorable. This is also supported by the observation that for longer alkyl chain length, the adsorption energy decreases, that is, stability increases as shown in Figure 4.3 below. (The fact that 66% coverage seems less stable than 11%, is a separate issue which is related to optimum coverage of alkyl functionalization as discussed in the section 4.3.1.1.)

### 4.3.2 Adsorption energies and structures of H-(X)-alkyl chains at the H:Si(111) surface (X = NH, O, S)

In this section, we discuss the adsorption energies and structures for the different SAMs adsorbed at the Si(111) surface. Table 4.5 shows the adsorption energies, important bond lengths and angles (defined in Figure 4.1) for the alkyl chains with the different linker groups adsorbed onto the Si(111) surface at half coverage. This coverage has been motivated by the fact that many of the experimental\textsuperscript{35} and theoretical works\textsuperscript{36} confirm that 50 % coverage is optimal for alkyl monolayers with different thicknesses on Si(111) surface.\textsuperscript{3, 36, 51} However we have no indication if the other linkers follow this result or not. Fixing all calculations to half coverage allows us to have a meaningful structural comparison between different linkers that all have the same coverage. At the end of this section, we examine two chains, (X)-hexyl and (X)-dodecyl absorbed on H:Si(111) at 25%, 66%, 75% and 100% coverage, which allows us to rationalize
why our detailed structural comparison based on 50% coverage is sufficient to understand the key properties of these systems.

4.3.2.1 Effect of Linker

First we compare the adsorption energies for the different atoms binding to the Si surface, that is C, O, N and S. Independent of chain length, the oxygen linker always makes the strongest bond to Si(111) among the linkers studied, with adsorption energies around 1 eV, compared to 0.6 – 0.9 eV for sulfur and 0.3 – 0.6 eV for N (see section 4.3.2.2 for a discussion on the length dependence). The Si-C bond shows the smallest adsorption energy, see table 4.5.

That oxygen makes the strongest bond to silicon could be understood, as a first approximation, from the electronegativity difference compared to silicon among the different linkers (electronegativity for each element: H = 2.2, Si = 1.90, C = 2.55, N = 3.04, O = 3.44 and S = 2.58). The sulfur linker shows the second strongest bond to the H:Si(111) surface, while the nitrogen linked chains show stronger binding than carbon but smaller binding energy values than sulfur and oxygen. However, the electronegativity picture seems to be unable to explain this stability ordering: $E_{\text{Alkoxyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Thiol-Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Amine-Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}}$.

The oxidation number of the linker may offer an interpretation. Sulfur and oxygen, with oxidation number -2, bind to one silicon from surface and one carbon from the alkyl chain (see Figure 4.2 (a) for the atomic structure of the molecule-surface systems for chain length up to 4 carbons). The valence electron density is shared along these two bonds and due to the electronegativity difference it accumulates closer to O and S. Looking at the Si–S and Si–O distances, table 4.5, the former is the longer, which would indicate a weaker bond between Si and S (although S and O have different atomic radii). However for nitrogen with one additional bond to hydrogen, as well as the bonds to carbon and the surface, and for carbon with two bonds to hydrogens and a bond to the next carbon in the chain, a weaker bond to the surface can be expected (however this might not be the only reason).
4.3.2.2 Chain length dependence of stability ordering

Figure 4.3 plots the adsorption energy against chain length for the Si surface modifiers, with the adsorption energies given in table 4.5. It is clear that with the exception of the sulfur linker, convergence in the adsorption energies for chains with four or more carbon atoms is found. Finally, the difference between the adsorption energies of the chains with different linkers is not affected by changing the chain length. Oxygen is always the most stable linker and direct bonding of the alkyl chain the least stable, that is, $E_{\text{Alkoxyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Thiol-Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Amine-Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}} < E_{\text{Alkyl}}^{\text{ads}}$. The adsorption energies for chains with the sulfur linker do not appear to follow this convergence. We find three regimes for the adsorption energy versus number of carbons; one regime for $n \leq 2$, second for $2 < n < 8$ and the third regime for $n > 8$. This is the result of different structural properties as discussed in the section 4.3.2.3.

Figure 4.2. (a) Optimized structures of Si(111)–(X)–C$_n$H$_{2n+1}$ (n = 0, 1, 2, 4) for (i) alkyl, (ii) X=NH, (iii) X=O and (iv) X=S. (b) Optimized structures of Si(111)–(X)–dodecyl, for (i) alkyl, (ii) X=NH, (iii) X=O and (iv) X=S from different views. Any apparent bending of the chains appears different from different perspectives.
Table 4.5. The computed adsorption energy, important bond lengths and angles (defined in Figure 4.1) for the four linkers with different alkyl chain lengths. Calculations are carried out including vdW-DF2 term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eads (eV)</th>
<th>α, β, γ (°)</th>
<th>δ (°)</th>
<th>ω (°)</th>
<th>θ (°)</th>
<th>dSi–C1 (Å)</th>
<th>dC1–C2 (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n=1 )</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>109.81, 110.11, 110.14</td>
<td>115.68</td>
<td>30.76</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=2 )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>107.5, 110.05, 113.8</td>
<td>113.29</td>
<td>114.09</td>
<td>46.78</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=4 )</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>108.27, 109.52, 113.4</td>
<td>108.99</td>
<td>118.66</td>
<td>38.05</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=6 )</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>108.61, 112.06, 112.1</td>
<td>108.59</td>
<td>119.05</td>
<td>36.31</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=8 )</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>108.42, 112.05, 112.4</td>
<td>108.36</td>
<td>119.42</td>
<td>36.62</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=10 )</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>108.8, 111.87, 112.33</td>
<td>108.88</td>
<td>117.34</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=12 )</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>108.8, 110.58, 111.67</td>
<td>108.88</td>
<td>117.34</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eads (eV)</th>
<th>α, β, γ (°)</th>
<th>δ (°)</th>
<th>ω (°)</th>
<th>θ (°)</th>
<th>dSi–N (Å)</th>
<th>dN–C1 (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n=0 )</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>107.51, 108.32, 113.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=1 )</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>105.56, 110.33, 113.86</td>
<td>122.62</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=2 )</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>104.96, 110.68, 114.05</td>
<td>123.94</td>
<td>111.01</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=4 )</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>104.92, 109.99, 114.57</td>
<td>123.87</td>
<td>111.62</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=6 )</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>106.93, 109.91, 112.69</td>
<td>123.35</td>
<td>112.14</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=8 )</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>106.94, 109.86, 112.79</td>
<td>122.92</td>
<td>112.33</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=10 )</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>103.91, 112.17, 113.31</td>
<td>128.78</td>
<td>112.43</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=12 )</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>103.01, 111.51, 114.66</td>
<td>128.94</td>
<td>111.99</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eads (eV)</th>
<th>α, β, γ (°)</th>
<th>δ (°)</th>
<th>ω (°)</th>
<th>θ (°)</th>
<th>dSi–O (Å)</th>
<th>dO–C1 (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n=0 )</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>105.13, 110.95, 112.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=1 )</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>103.37, 112.22, 112.69</td>
<td>124.63</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=2 )</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>105.52, 110.78, 112.35</td>
<td>123.48</td>
<td>110.81</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=4 )</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>104.63, 104.65, 120.16</td>
<td>133.58</td>
<td>110.45</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=6 )</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>101.27, 112.18, 113.88</td>
<td>129.62</td>
<td>106.78</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=8 )</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>109.40, 109.62, 110.76</td>
<td>113.67</td>
<td>113.50</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=10 )</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>101.55, 112.64, 113.16</td>
<td>128.17</td>
<td>107.13</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=12 )</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>104.42, 109.74, 113.51</td>
<td>127.99</td>
<td>108.40</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eads (eV)</th>
<th>α, β, γ (°)</th>
<th>δ (°)</th>
<th>ω (°)</th>
<th>θ (°)</th>
<th>dSi–S (Å)</th>
<th>dS–C1 (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n=0 )</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>108.5, 109.68, 109.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=1 )</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>102.26, 11.9, 114.89</td>
<td>105.06</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=2 )</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>102.76, 111.18, 115.32</td>
<td>104.24</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=4 )</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>104.21, 110.88, 114.81</td>
<td>100.23</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=6 )</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>102.98, 110.73, 115.15</td>
<td>102.56</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=8 )</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>104.28, 111.37, 114.37</td>
<td>100.06</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=10 )</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>103.41, 110.91, 114.83</td>
<td>101.86</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n=12 )</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>105.99, 110.87, 114.05</td>
<td>98.28</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now splitting the vdW effect into chain-chain and chain-interface interactions, the first term grows as the chain length grows, however the second term vanishes with distance from the surface with the factor of \( r^{-2} \). Apparently for chains with 4 carbons and more the term that affects mostly the adsorption energy is the chain-chain interaction. Looking at the adsorption energy formula \([E(H:Si-Molecule) + E(H_2)] - [E(Molecule) + E(H:Si)]\), the chain-chain interaction terms cancel with each other for long enough chains. However, it should be noted that the adsorption energy continues to decrease with increasing chain length if the vdW term is neglected in the \( E(Molecule) \).

Figure 4.3. Adsorption energy for the alkyl chain (n = 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) and linker combinations, O, N, S, studied in this work.

### 4.3.2.3 Structural Analysis

Analysis of the geometry shows that there is a convergence with respect to chain length of the Si–(A=C, N, O, S)–C angle (\( \delta \)) and the (A)–C–C angle (\( \omega \)) and for the angle of chain axis with respect to the horizontal surface in the case of alkyl
chains (angles are defined in Figure 4.1; see also Figure 4.4 for definition of “A” as the bridging atom). Figure 4.2 (b) shows the atomic structures for the 12 chain molecules adsorbed at the H:Si(111) surface, while Figure 4.4 and table 4.6 present distances used to characterize the tilting of the chains – a longer distance between C₁ and C₁₂ or between Si and C₁₂ indicates a more upright chain and *vice versa*. The structure of the C₁₂ chains (and similarly for C₈ and C₁₀) show a strong dependence on the nature of the linker. The long bond length between Si and S, the largest out of all the linkers, facilitates a wider range of the possible movements (tilt relative to the surface, torsion within the chain leading to greater conformational flexibility) as carbons are added to the chain and for n > 8. The dodecyl chain lies with an angle of 36° relative to the surface plane, whereas with the O and N linkers, the chains show a tilt that is more upright. This is borne out by the data in table 4.6, showing longer Si–C₁₂ and C₁–C₁₂ distances for the more upright chains. The dodecyl chain with the sulfur linker shows a different atomic structure in that there is a change in the torsion angle after the fourth carbon (present also in C₈ and C₁₀ chains). By looking at the molecular structure of the dodecylthiol in Figure 4.4, up until C₈, the second phase alkyl groups are interacting with the first phase groups (e.g. C₈ with C₄) but after this the second phase alkyl groups only interact with each other (e.g. C₁₀ with C₆), which is in part responsible for the change in the magnitude of the adsorption energy with chain length.

![Figure 4.4](image.png)

*Figure 4.4. Illustration of the parameters presented in table 4.6.*
Table 4.6. Thickness of different monolayers along z axis: \( d_z(C_{12}-C_1) \), \( d_z(C_{12}-A) \) and \( d_z(C_{12}-Si) \) as indicated in Figure 4.4 (A denotes the possible bridging atoms to Si surface, that is, C, N, O, S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dodecyl</th>
<th>NH–Dodecyl</th>
<th>OH–Dodecyl</th>
<th>SH–Dodecyl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_z(C_{12}-C_1) ) Å</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_z(C_{12}-A) ) Å</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_z(C_{12}-Si) ) Å</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>16.37</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>11.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have examined the geometry in the adsorbed chains, in particular lengths of important bonds such as the Si–A, A–C\(_1\) and C\(_1–C_2\) (for the alkyl chains the latter two correspond to the C\(_1–C_2\) and C\(_2–C_3\) bonds) for each structure. Table 4.5 shows these data for the case of each linker as the chain length increases. For a given linker, the results show that these bond distances are independent from increases in the chain length.

The bond lengths involving the linker such as Si–A and A–C and A–H (A = C, N, O, S) do show a notable dependence on the nature of the linker. The longest Si–A bond is found for sulfur with a distance of 2.2 Å. The next longest bond belongs to carbon which is 1.95 Å. Nitrogen and oxygen have the shortest Si–A bonds, at 1.77 Å and 1.68 Å respectively. This is in agreement with the electronegativity picture (O > N > S ~ C), but does not fully follow the trend in the adsorption energies. Considering the bond distances of the linker to the first carbon atom in the free molecule, the longest bond belongs to the S–C bond, at 1.9 Å. For the other linkers the A–C distance is around 1.5 Å, and is 0.1 Å longer for the C–C bond. The same trend is found for any H–A bonds present, and the H–C bond is again 0.1 Å longer than the remaining A–H bonds.

Si–Si bond lengths in the surface are slightly affected by the linkers, with changes ranging from -0.01 Å to +0.03 Å compared to the original Si–Si distance of 2.35 Å for the bare hydrogenated slab, with a stronger effect found for longer chains. The Si–Si distance shows the highest sensitivity with the alkyl functionalization. The first C–C distance is invariant at around 1.54 Å for all linkers; oxygen shows a small increase of 0.1 Å.

We defined important angles in Figure 4.1 to represent the important geometrical characteristics of the structures. The extracted data are shown in
We see that the minimum value of the angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ changes by a few degrees upon adding the first carbons to the linker but converges quickly upon lengthening the chains, in a similar fashion to the adsorption energies. In the case of carbon and sulfur linkers, the angle $\delta$ converges to a value close to the minimum of $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ after adding the third carbon. For oxygen and nitrogen $\delta$ is almost 20 degrees larger than the minimum of the angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ at saturation. No clear trend for the $\omega$ was observed although its value with respect to the linker shows a weaker dependence than the other angles. The angles of alkyl chains with respect to the surface normal show saturation at 36°, which is consistent with the experimental value for 1–dodecyl on H:Si(111).51

We have also used the structure of the C12 chain with the N linker as an input structure for the oxygen linker and vice versa to examine the effect of different chain structures on the structural properties. Upon full relaxation, the A–C12 chains relax back to their original structures shown in Figure 4.2 (b), indicating a preference for particular chain configurations that depend on the type of linker present in the adsorbed molecule; table 4.7 presents a comparison of energetic and structural data for this case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NH–Dodecyl</th>
<th>Exchange O with NH and relax</th>
<th>OH–Dodecyl</th>
<th>Exchange NH with O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha,\beta,\gamma$ (°)</td>
<td>103.01,111.51,114.66</td>
<td>103.42,111.40,114.21</td>
<td>104.42,109.74,113.51</td>
<td>102.33,111.73,113.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$ (°)</td>
<td>128.94</td>
<td>129.24</td>
<td>127.99</td>
<td>127.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$ (°)</td>
<td>111.99</td>
<td>109.60</td>
<td>108.40</td>
<td>107.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Si–A}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{A–C2}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{C–C}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7. A comparison of energetic and structural parameters for dodecyl chains with O and NH linkers. The original relaxed structures are presented in the columns headed NH-dodecyl and O-dodecyl. The column headed “Exchange O with NH and relax” signifies exchanging oxygen in the O-dodecyl structure with NH and relaxing. The data show a structure very similar to the originally relaxed structure. A similar interpretation holds for the column headed “Exchange NH with O and relax”. vdW-DF2 correction has been included in the calculations.
4.3.2.4 Adsorption Analysis

To understand the adsorption character of the linkers and compare their stability, we analyze the local density of states and local charge on the interface atoms (which is sufficient to describe the molecule-surface interaction), for H:Si(111) covered with 50% (X)-hexyl (X = NH, O, S) which is sufficient to explain the general adsorption phenomena that occur at all other chain lengths and coverages.

The Local Density of States projected to the interface atoms (LDOS), is depicted in Figure 4.5. There, the LDOS is plotted for the surface silicon bonded to “bridging” atom (A = C, N, O, S), the atom itself (A), the next nearest silicon neighbour to the bridging atom (Si-nnn) and the first carbon atom from the alkyl chain bonded to A (C1). From the LDOS plot, the LDOS of A has the largest variation in comparison with the other interface atoms in different panels, which helps to define the stability order. The three linkers have sharp and high intensity electronic states near the HOMO. On the other hand, A = C makes the direct carbon bond to surface silicon the least stable bond. For the two linkers (N, S), nitrogen and sulfur have a large weight and sharp LDOS peak at HOMO states very close to the gap. However, the sulfur linker follows this trend deeper into the valence states overlapping with the surface silicon LDOS. This implies that sulfur linkages would be more stable than those based on nitrogen. In the case of O, although there is quite low intensity of electronic states in the HOMO region close to the gap, the LDOS for valence states far from the gap is quite large over a broad spectrum. This results in significant overlap with the LDOS of the first and second neighbour silicons. Together with a quite sharp and high peak deep in the valence region, oxygen establishes itself as the most stable linker in terms of adsorption energy, even though very close to sulfur.

The results of our Löwdin charge analysis are tabulated in table 4.8. There is considerable change in the charge of top silicon at the surface and the attached linker. However the carbons of the alkyl chain, which are not in direct contact to the surface atoms, seem to be entirely insensitive to functionalization. Charge increments on second nearest silicon atoms that are neighbors to the linker
however fluctuate with attaching (X)-alkyl chains and show slightly bigger change for more electronegative bridging atoms (O and N). The situation is inverse for “A” itself, where a smaller increase occurs for O and N, though the effect is small. The biggest charge difference in general, happens for the directly bonded silicon. Considering the Si–A (A = C, N, O, S) bond, silicon always loses charge. The amount of charge reorganization on the silicon follows the sequence $\Delta q (O) > \Delta q (N) > \Delta q (C) > \Delta q (S)$. The withdrawn charge is shared between the slab and the molecule.

Figure 4.5. Local Density of States projected to the interface atoms (LDOS): surface silicon bonded to linker atom (A = C, N, O, S), linker atom itself (A), next nearest silicon neighbor to the linker atom (Si-nnn) and the first carbon atom from the alkyl chain bonded to linker (C1).

The charge analysis can also give us insights into the stability of the linkers. As we can see from the table 4.8, charge reorganization on the linker atoms is not entirely in the same order as the energetic stability (table 4.8). $\Delta q_A$ alone cannot account for the stability sequence since charge could be transferred from the
chain atoms rather than from silicon to the linker and a larger value does not always signify more stability. $\Delta q_{total}$ is therefore a more appropriate quantity (although the variation is small), and this is in agreement with the stability order. For the specific cases of sulfur and nitrogen our results predict a more stable adsorption of the thiol linker compared to amine. Since N has a higher electronegativity than S we may expect the inverse. Charge analysis may offer an explanation here. From table 4.8, we see that $\Delta q_N$ (0.05) is slightly less than $\Delta q_S$ (0.07). However due to the longer Si-S bond compared to Si-N (Table 4.5), the resultant dipole ($a\Delta q$) will be significantly larger for sulfur and therefore S will have a bond dipole comparable to N. Also from the LDOS plot for NH and S linkers (see Figure 4.6) it is clear that in both valence and conduction regions, sulfur has considerably higher density of states which can directly translate into higher stability.

What is quite obvious here in terms of the amount of reorganized charge is that oxygen and nitrogen stand over sulfur and carbon linkers. However we cannot come to a clear conclusion as the absolute charge values in some cases are so small (a fraction of electron charge). Also there is the fear of DFT-GGA error in charge evaluation. This along with LDOS analysis could be complementary and interpretative.
Figure 4.6. Interface DOS for N (red curve) and S (blue curve) linkers. Interface DOS is calculated as summation over Si(X), X, Si-nnn and C1 LDOSs.

Table 4.8. Löwdin charge analysis for H:Si(111)–(X)–Hexyl at 50% coverage: $\Delta q_{Si(1)} = [q_{Si(1)Slab-(X)-Hexyl} - q_{Si(1)Slab}]$ and $\Delta q_{Si(2)} = [q_{Si(2)Slab-(X)-Hexyl} - q_{Si(2)Slab}]$ stands for charge difference on first and second (averaged over 3 silicons) nearest silicon neighbors to $A = N, O, S$, respectively. $\Delta q_A = [q_{A(Slab-(X)-Hexyl)} - q_{A(Slab)}]$ represents the charge difference on the bridging atom after functionalization. $\Delta q_{C(1)}$ and $\Delta q_{C(2)}$ shows the charge difference on first and second nearest carbon w.r.t linker and $\Delta q_{Total}$ has been calculated as $((\Delta q_{Slab-(X)-Hexyl}) + \Delta q_{Molecule}) - (\Delta q_{Slab} + \Delta q_{Molecule})$. Negative charge difference represents electron withdrawal and positive values stand for electron gaining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hexyl</th>
<th>NH2–Hexyl</th>
<th>OH–Hexyl</th>
<th>SH–Hexyl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{Si(1)}$</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{Si(2)}$</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_A$</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
<td>+0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{C(1)}$</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{C(2)}$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta q_{Total}$</td>
<td>+0.56</td>
<td>+0.53</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>+0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2.5 Effect of Coverage

We discuss the effect of coverage on adsorption energy of (X)-hexyl and (X)-dodecyl at H:Si(111) for four other coverages - 25% (only hexyl), 66%, 75%,
100%. Together with 50% coverage we can predict the most stable coverage for different linkers.

The adsorption energies from vdW-DF2 have been calculated and are plotted in Figure 4.7. Apart from pure alkyl chains, it appears that 50% is not the most stable coverage for (X)-Alkyl functionalization but in fact around 75%. This would be worthy of experimental verification. The adsorption energy change is very significant for the case of oxygen linker at 75% compared to 50% coverage (about 2 eV more stable). LDOS comparison for interface atoms is made for H:Si-O-Hexyl at 50% and 75% coverage and the plot is available in Figure 4.8. Comparing 75% to 50%, considerable intensity increase in the oxygen linker LDOS at the valence region (around -4 eV) and surface silicons in the conduction region is seen.

Figure 4.7. Total adsorption energy for different coverage of (X)-Hexyl (25%, 50%, 66%, 75% and 100%) and (X)-Dodecyl (50%, 66%, 75% and 100%) at the H:Si(111) surface. (X = NH, O and S)
It is worth noting that chain with different linkers can have different optimum coverage because linkers with different van der Waals radii have a different steric effect and consequently, different angle of bonding at linker. For example among our linkers here (CH$_2$, NH, O and S), C has the biggest van der Waals radius compared to others which implies larger steric repulsion and less packing density.

However it is important to mention that the two major points that we discussed, i.e. the sequence of the stability and the saturation of the adsorption energy with respect to length are independent of the surface coverage (see Figure 4.7). This means that our detailed structural comparison which was based on 50% coverage is sufficient to understand the key properties of these systems.

Figure 4.8. Local Density of States projected to the interface atoms (LDOS) for H:Si(111) functionalized with 50% (lower panel) and 75% (top panel) O-Hexyl: surface silicon bonded to linker atom O, O linker itself, next nearest silicon neighbor to the O (Si-nnn) and the first carbon atom from the alkyl chain bonded to O (C1). The LDOSs for surface silicon (Si(H)) saturated with H, are also presented for comparison.
4.3.2.6 Comparison with Experiments

Wallart et al. studied alkyl and alkoxy monolayers directly grafted on atomically flat H-Si(111) surfaces using quantitative X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Their results provide direct evidence that Si-C and Si-O-C linkages are formed, respectively, after reaction with decene and decanol and show that the interface is free of oxide. They found that both kinds of monolayers are very dense, 48% for Si-C linkage and 42%-52% for Si-O-C, however the estimate of the latter coverage is more subject to hypothesis about contaminations and a possible limited oxidation. Without this assumption it shows coverage of 0.97 which is surprisingly high. Quantitative analysis of the satellite peaks in Si2p and C1s core level XPS spectra for both structures shows that the Si-O-C bond is slightly stronger. This is however in agreement with both our predictions of stability ordering for direct alkyl and O-alkyl monolayers attached to silicon surface as well as the possibility of increasing coverage up to 75%, by using oxygen linker instead of direct Si-C bond.

In the pioneer work of Linford and Chidsey the direct reaction of 1-octadecane and H:Si(111) resulted in 50% coverage with a tilt angle around 28-36° detected by IR spectroscopy. From polarized FTIR spectra of C12H25O-Si(111) and C18H37O-Si(111) monolayers for s- and p-polarization Zhu et al. measured an average tilt angle of 5-15° between the alkyl chain and surface normal. These measurements are in agreement with our calculated 36° tilt angle for alkyl functionalized surface and the up-right tendency of O-alkyl functionalization, respectively. X-ray reflectivity data give a packing density of 85% for n-C18H37O-monolayer on H:Si(111) surface. In another work by Effenberger et al. 1-octadecanal yielded surprisingly high coverage around 97% and tilt angle of 15° on H:Si(111), comparable with earlier experiment and also our predictions.

Harada et al. successfully fabricated aromatic SAMs covalently bonded to Si(111) surfaces through different anchor structures (Si–O–, Si–CH2–CH2–, and Si–CH═CH–). Current density–voltage measurements of Hg/aromatic SAM–Si(111) sandwiched structures revealed that the “Si(111)–O–Ph” (SAM
from phenol) show higher conductivity compared with the long-chain alkyl (C$_{12}$) SAM on Si(111). Our LDOS/charge analysis indicates a similar result for the oxygen linker in comparison with carbon evidenced by a bigger shift in conduction band states for O and a larger amount of charge transferred to the surface silicon in contact with the oxygen linker. Based on XPS results they also concluded that aromatic SAMs offer similar coverage (~0.5) to long alkyl chain SAMs (C$_{12}$).

In another recent study\textsuperscript{56} hydrolytic and thermal stability of 24 different kinds of monolayers on Si(111), Si(100), SiC, SiN, SiO$_2$, CrN, Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), Porous Aluminum Oxide (PAO), Au, and stainless steel surfaces were investigated. These surfaces were modified utilizing appropriate organic compounds having a constant alkyl chain length (C$_{18}$), but with different surface-reactive groups, such as 1-octadecene, 1-octadecyne, 1-octadecyltrichlorosilane, 1-octadecanethiol, 1-octadecylamine and 1-octadecylphosphonic acid. The covalently bound alkyne monolayers on Si(111), Si(100), and SiC were shown to be among the most stable monolayers under acidic and neutral conditions.

Using ultraviolet-assisted photochemical reaction, Lou et al.\textsuperscript{13} grew a 1-dodecanethiol (DDT) monolayer on a bare Si(111) surface. Their synchrotron radiation-based high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HRPES) results indicated almost fully covered Si(111) surface with DDT. This is generally in agreement with our result from this point of view that functionalization with linker increases the coverage. Further investigation was made using water contact angle measurement. The initial tilt angle of 54.8°±1.8° increased up to 101.5°±1.5° during the reaction and then decreased. The average value of 57° was taken as the tilt angle. Although our relaxed calculation for DDT on Si(111) predicted a twisted chain with non-recognizable angle, it is approximately in agreement with this measurement from the structural point of view (our relaxed structure of dodecanethiol shows a twisted chain, approximately between 45 and 65 degree with respect to the surface normal). Using near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) they
evaluated the monolayer thickness to be around 15 Å. Our calculation yields the thickness of ~11.5 Å. The Si-S bond length equals 2.14 Å and S-C is 1.81 Å as included in the formula of another work\(^57\). Both are very close to our calculated bond lengths.

Overall our predicted structural properties for a functionalized silicon (111) surface with linker-alkyl chains are consistent with available experimental results. This indicates that insights from first principle studies such as this work can help to further understand the mechanism of changes in functionalized silicon surfaces at the microscopic level and motivate future experiments. Functionalized surfaces have a broad range of application in bio/opto-electronic devices in which monolayers’ stability and dense packing is one of the primary concerns. The predicted improvement in stability by using different linker species rather than carbon in contact with silicon which was shown in this Chapter, offers a new approach to achieve the goal of enhanced stability and dense packing. The role of the linker in inducing various structural effects predicted in this work is also important while dealing with opto-electronic devices, where we showed that for the same length of the alkyl there is a significant difference in thickness for monolayer with sulfur and carbon linkers compared to oxygen and nitrogen head-groups. This can significantly affect optical indices and adsorption spectra in those devices. More importantly, the potential for higher coverages as a result of grafting monolayers via linkers other than carbon, that we systematically investigated for the first time, may motivate the experimentalist to consider it in the future for device design.

4.4 Concluding remarks

With the aim to understand the role played by the nature of the linker and the chain length on the adsorption structures and stabilities of H:Si(111) modified with molecular chains with the general formula H:Si–(X)–(CH\(_2\))\(_n\)–CH\(_3\), where X = NH, O, S and n = (0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11), we presented a density functional theory (DFT) study of these assemblies, with the following conclusions:
(1) It is absolutely necessary to take into account the van der Waals interaction between the alkyl chains in order to describe correctly the interaction of a layer of these molecules with the H:Si(111) surface;

(2) The strongest binding is for the oxygen linker, followed by sulfur and nitrogen irrespective of chain length. Direct binding of the alkyl chains to silicon is the least stable. This ordering can be explained by analyzing the bridging bond distances, the electronegativity of the bridging atoms and silicon, and their oxidation state;

(3) For all bridging atoms apart from sulfur structural properties, such as surface-(linker)-chain angles, are converged once n > 3. For sulfur, there are three regimes, namely n = 0 – 3, n = 5 – 7 and n = 9 – 11, with characteristic adsorption structures.

(4) Including a linker between the alkyl chain and the Si surface influences the optimum surface coverage. Our results predict that NH, O and S linkers allow more packing density up to 75% coverage. However the sequence of the stability order seems to be independent of the coverage.

Where experimental data are available, our results are shown to be consistent with measurements and we demonstrate how the fundamental structural properties of modified Si surfaces can be controlled by the choice of linking group and chain length.

4.5 References
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Chapter 5

Role of the Head- and/or Tail-groups on Controlling the Work Function of SAM-Functionalized H:Si(111) Surface

5.1 Introduction

Although some studies have highlighted that the interfacial bonding between the Si surface and the organic chain is chiefly responsible for the alteration of the interface electronic properties,\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\) these studies have primarily focussed on alkyl chains linked to the surface by carbon (Si-C).\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^6\) There are few studies of other chains in the literature, such as ref. 11 in which Si was modified with an alkyl chain with 10 and 18 carbons, linked to Si by C, O, S and the electronic structure was discussed experimentally through different spectroscopic techniques, including X-ray and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy and this showed changes in the WF, compared to unmodified Si, of up to \(\sim0.4\) eV. In the metal functionalized surfaces the focus is on the SAM attachment via thiolated bonds. The modification of Si with alkyl chains that have different chain lengths, other linker (head)-groups such as nitrogen or oxygen and terminating (tail) groups such as \(-\text{NH}_2\) or \(-\text{SH}\) has not been studied with respect to electronic properties. This is an area of great interest because surface tuning by chemistry variation (head or tail groups) is an attractive approach to modify the interface electronic structure.\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^10\) Although sulfur and nitrogen radicals are very often used for
different purposes in SAM technology such as creating fibre surfaces either for analyte interaction or further modification,\textsuperscript{11-19} it is therefore imperative to understand how the modification of Si with alkyl chains with different head- and/or tail-groups as well as different alkyl chain lengths can be used to modify the WF of Si in a well understood manner. Achieving this understanding is the subject of the present Chapter.

In Chapter 3,\textsuperscript{20} using density functional theory we provided a microscopic explanation on how simple surface modifications of the H-terminated Si(111) surface can change the surface WF in different ways by adsorption of terminal-groups such as -BH\textsubscript{2}, -CH\textsubscript{3}, -NH\textsubscript{2}, -OH, chalcogenides and halides. Subsequently in Chapter 4, we studied the adsorption and structural properties of alkyl chains assembled on H:Si(111) via different head-groups at three different coverages showing also that vdW interactions are required to properly describe Si surfaces functionalized by alkyl-based SAMs.\textsuperscript{21} Using the same first-principles framework we now show how the presence of different head- and/or tail-groups plays a dominant role in determining the WF of H:Si(111) surface modified with alkyl chains up to 14 carbons. The possibility to tune the WF of H:Si(111) using different chemical groups at either extreme of the alkyl chain is studied and described based on electronic and structural changes at the interface.

After introducing the computational details in Section 5.2, the main results of the Chapter follow in Section 5.3. The Chapter concludes with some remarks.

### 5.2 Computational Details

We use Density Functional Theory (DFT) with inclusion of vdW interactions to model modified H:Si(111) and calculate the WF; this allows us to separate the various contributions to the change in WF after surface modification.\textsuperscript{22} DFT produces trends in the adsorbate-modified substrate WF in qualitative agreement with experiment.\textsuperscript{23-25} We perform periodic supercell calculations using a plane wave basis set within the PWSCF code of the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO distribution,\textsuperscript{26} with the PBE gradient corrected functional.\textsuperscript{27} The electron-ion
interaction is described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPPs) with the following number of valence electrons for each element: Si:4, C:4, N:5, O:6, S:6 and a one electron potential for hydrogen. The kinetic-energy cutoff for the plane wave basis was 35 Ry for the wave function and 400 Ry for the charge density. Starting from bulk lattice constant (5.43 Å), we built a six layer slab of silicon (111), with two dangling bonds on each surface separated by nine equivalent vacuum layers (i.e., unreconstructed (2×1) surface supercell expansion that allows us to simulate 50% coverage\textsuperscript{21}).

The dangling bonds are saturated with hydrogen on both surfaces. Full ionic relaxation with the bottom hydrogens fixed was performed until the forces on all atoms were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The Brillouin-zone was sampled using a (4×8×1) Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling mesh with zero offset. The fixed occupation technique was employed using ten additional bands to ensure convergence of the electronic states. A dipole correction\textsuperscript{28} as well as the semi-empirical dispersion term (DFT-D)\textsuperscript{29-30} including vdW interactions,\textsuperscript{31-35} was used as in Chapter 4, where we showed that including the vdW interaction is required to describe even qualitatively the adsorption properties of these structures.\textsuperscript{21}

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

The general structure of H:Si(111) modified with -[X\text{head-group}]-\text{Alkyl}[X\text{tail-group}] adsorbates is presented in Figure 5.1 with the example of X = NH\textsubscript{2}; as a head-group (-NH-decane, left panel: bonds to Si surface with loss of H), as a tail-group (-decane-NH\textsubscript{2}, middle panel: at non-bonding end of chain) and as both head- and tail-groups (-NH-decane-NH\textsubscript{2}, right panel) allowing us to study the effect of the surface modifiers and extract trends in the change of the H:Si(111) WF. Figure 5.2 (page 101) shows the computed WF of modified H:Si(111) as a function of chain length for the case of -[X]-Alkyl functionalization with X = NH, O and S head-groups. In Figure 5.3 (page 104) we present the effect of tail-group functionalization (-\text{CH\textsubscript{2}}\textsubscript{n} -[X]), focusing on sulfur and nitrogen, on the
The combined effect of head- and tail-groups on the WF is shown in Figure 5.6 (page 109).

**Figure 5.1.** Schematic of dipole contributions for different fragments of the adsorbate (adsorbate radical, alkyl chain, head-group and terminal-group), for the case of nitrogen as head- and/or tail-groups. Black-dashed rectangles indicate the area in which the total (middle panel) and bond (left panel) dipole moments are involved.

### 5.3.1 The effect of the Head-Group on the alkyl- and (O, S, NH)-alkyl-modified H:Si(111) work function

First we discuss the effect of the head-group on the work function (WF). The computed WF of the unmodified H:Si(111) surface is 4.55 eV. From Figure 5.2 and similar to Chapter 3 and our previous work\(^{20}\) modifying the surface with the head-group atoms, without any alkyl chains, decreases the WF for N, C, and O and increases for S; the origin of this was discussed in terms of radical dipole, bond dipole, the electronegativity and interatomic distance of the adsorbed species.\(^{24, 36-39}\) The radical dipole component along the surface normal causes a shift in the WF and the direction of the shift is determined by the sign of radical dipole moment of the adsorbate. On the other hand, the bond dipole which arises from charge reorganization at the silicon-linker (head-group) bond creates a dipole layer which affects the electron acceleration toward the vacuum and
subsequently the WF. The direction and amount of the charge that transfers at the interface directly affects the sign and strength of the surface dipole layer. This can be determined by the valency and electronegativity of the head-group and for this simple case chemical concepts are sufficient to explain the changes.

Figure 5.2. WF changes due to variation in the length of the alkyl chain for \([-X]-\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n+1}\) [\(X = \text{O, S, NH}\)] at half coverage. The black dashed line represents the work function of bare H:Si(111).

When alkyl chains are adsorbed (i.e. direct Si-C), we see that irrespective of the nature of the head-group, the WF always decreases compared to the unmodified surface. The nitrogen head-group shows the largest decrease in the WF compared to H:Si(111), irrespective of chain length. However, the largest single WF change is upon adsorption of \(-\text{NH}_2\) (\(-1\) eV) and with addition of alkyl chains, this head-group then shows the smallest shift in the WF (\(-0.1\) eV) as a function of chain length among all the linker-chain structures, potentially limiting the ability to tune the WF over a wide range. The \(-\text{O-}, \ -\text{CH}_2-\) and \(-\text{S-}\) linked chains show larger variations in WF\(^{20}\) of up to 0.9 eV (for sulfur),
allowing a relatively large range over which the WF can be tuned simply by changing the chemistry. It is worth noting that while the sign of the work function shift compared to the bare surface is the same as that found in theoretical\textsuperscript{23, 40-44} and experimental\textsuperscript{45-47} studies for organic monolayers on metallic substrates, the magnitudes differ significantly. Also the measured effective WF shift for thiolalkyl chains of different lengths on a gold substrate is qualitatively in agreement with our saturation picture in Figure 5.2.\textsuperscript{46}

The result of Ref. 11 is consistent with our results in Figure 5.2 since in that study C\textsubscript{10} monolayers attached by sulfur, oxygen and carbon linkers show similar surface dipoles and work functions as the C\textsubscript{18} monolayers, which reveals that surface chemistry dominates over electronic effects for long chains. Here we extend these studies by examining in detail the effects of the alkyl chain length (C\textsubscript{1}-C\textsubscript{16}) and nitrogen linker group.

It is clear that the WF is most sensitive to chain length for the shortest alkyl chains and despite the small variations of ca. 0.1 eV and 0.2 eV for the carbon and oxygen head-groups respectively that gives an apparent odd-even effect, it otherwise tends to saturate for chains with n > 6 carbons. The reason that the WF is sensitive to chain length for short alkyls is that the adsorbed monolayer undergoes a considerable change in structural properties by adding -(CH\textsubscript{2})- units to the alkyl chain. In general the -[X]-Alkyl chain gains considerable freedom to move by increasing the number of carbons for short alkyls (n < 5)\textsuperscript{21} and consequently this affects the radical dipole moment (see table 5.1). But once the head-group’s structure is converged (i.e., remains unchanged by adding -(CH\textsubscript{2})-units) and the direction of radical dipole moment’s vector has no significant change, the WF appears to saturate.

In understanding the shifts in the WF of modified H:Si(111) due to the head-groups, the total dipole moment, bond dipole and radical dipole have been analyzed.\textsuperscript{23-24, 36-39} Considering sulfur as the head-group, the total dipole moment due to sulfur functionalization changes sign from negative to positive when the alkyl chain is added (see table 5.1). This switches the direction of the change in the WF compared to having only sulfur termination considered, that is, the WF
becomes smaller compared to the bare surface instead of being larger for just -SH functionalization. Sulfur also shows the smallest dipole moment of all head-groups irrespective of chain length which results in the smallest change in the WF relative to H:Si(111). The largest dipole moment is for adsorbed -NH₂ and -NH-Alkyl chains which is consistent with the largest shift in the WF compared to the bare H:Si(111) surface. But the change in dipole on adding alkyls to the head-group is smallest for -NH-Alkyls, consistent with the smallest WF change amongst the linkers studied. The radical dipole also shows the same behavior as the total dipole: for chain lengths \(0 \leq n \leq 4\), N > O > C > S and for chain lengths \(n > 4\), O < N < C < S. The bond dipole and the electronegativity do not appear, however, to correlate with the change in WF.

Table 5.1. Total dipole moment (Debye) along z (as indicated in schematic of Figure 5.1) for different length \(-[X]-Alkyl\) chains. \(n\) shows the number of carbons in the alkyl fragment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=0)</th>
<th>(n=1)</th>
<th>(n=2)</th>
<th>(n=3)</th>
<th>(n=4)</th>
<th>(n=5)</th>
<th>(n=6)</th>
<th>(n=10)</th>
<th>(n=12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-[\text{C}<em>n\text{H}</em>{2n+1}])</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-[\text{NH}]-[\text{C}<em>n\text{H}</em>{2n+1}])</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-[\text{O}]-[\text{C}<em>n\text{H}</em>{2n+1}])</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-[\text{S}]-[\text{C}<em>n\text{H}</em>{2n+1}])</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 The effect of the Tail-Group on the alkyl-modified H:Si(111) work function

We now consider adsorption of alkyl chains with -NH₂ and -SH tail-groups, which have been used by experimentalists in preparation of different SAMs that facilitate further functionalization. 11-19 Figure 5.3 shows the WF versus number of carbons in the chain and Figure 5.4 shows the atomic structure of the H:Si(111)-C\(_n\)H\(_{2n}\)-NH₂ systems studied. Interestingly the WF behaves completely differently compared to the case where only head-groups are present. Both tail-groups show large odd-even oscillations with respect to the number of carbons in the chains. The WF converges (to oscillating values) for odd and even number
of carbons at $n \geq 9$ for nitrogen and at $n \geq 7$ for sulfur. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the WF with respect to $n$ at saturation is 1.3 eV and 1.7 eV for sulfur and nitrogen tail-groups with a maximum 0.7 eV and 1.5 eV downward shift from H:Si(111) WF, respectively. For an even number of carbons there is a 0.5 eV difference between alkyls with -NH$_2$ and -SH tail-groups and this is 0.9 eV for the case of odd number of carbons. Compared to the -NH- and -S- head-groups the WF order remains unchanged with the largest change overall resulting from -NH$_2$ (tail-group) functionalization.

Figure 5.3. (a) WF changes due to variation in the length of the alkyl chain for -C$_n$H$_{2n}$-SH and -C$_n$H$_{2n}$-NH$_2$. (b) The cosine variation of the angle between -[CH$_2$-NH$_2$] or -[CH$_2$-SH] dipole vectors with the z-axis. The black dashed line in (a) indicates the work function of bare H:Si(111).
Odd-even effects on the structural and electronic properties of SAMs have been reported before\(^{48}\) particularly for alkyl chains grafted on gold and silver\(^{49-53}\). There are no od-even results on silicon surfaces to our knowledge. In fact, the oscillations observed here for the modified semiconductor are nearly ten times larger than for modified metal surfaces, with magnitudes up to 1.7 eV. Hence, this effect can be a valuable option in tuning the various electronic devices based on silicon-organic interfaces which are currently studied intensively\(^{54-58}\).

To fully understand oscillatory behavior of the WF in Figure 5.3, we consider the WF definition and analyze the contributions of the dipoles allocated to different fragments of the SAM, based on ideal molecular monolayer picture which has previously been derived for an infinite, defect-free, two-dimensional periodic array of molecules\(^{37, 40, 59-63}\). For a molecular fragment (Figure 5.1) considered as a point dipole (Figure 5.5, a) with electric dipole moment \(\vec{D} = (qd)\hat{r}\) where the opposite charges \((\pm q)\) are separated by distance \(d\) from each other, the electric potential \((V)\) at any arbitrary point \((r)\) and far from the center of the dipole (Figure 5.5, b) can be formulated as\(^{64}\):

\[
V = \frac{D \cdot \hat{r}}{r^3} \quad (eq. 5.1)
\]
Based on superposition principle, the individual fragments potentials will sum up to give the total potential. The average potential outside the monolayer quickly converges to the vacuum level \( V_{\text{vac}} \) and this is essential for the determination of the WF: \(^{20}\)

\[
WF = V_{\text{vac}} - E_f \quad \text{(eq. 5.2)}
\]

Considering the WF equation and bearing in mind that the Fermi energy is a bulk property, we expect that changes in the vacuum potential directly translate into changes in the WF. Now assuming our surface lies in the \( x-y \) plane and we attach an infinite 2D periodic array of monolayers with finite length, the lateral component of the generated field cancels out due to symmetry and a constant potential is expected. Therefore the average potential which decays to the vacuum level far from the surface is mainly affected by the \( z \)-component of each single-point dipole. Therefore:

\[
V_{\text{vac}} \propto \frac{D \cos \theta}{r^2} \quad \text{(eq. 5.3)}
\]

Since \( D_z = D \cos \theta \) (See Figure 5.1) and this equation highlights the dependence of the vacuum potential on each dipole component along the surface normal, with insignificant effect from inner dipoles in a thick monolayer. Considering the superposition principle, an adsorbed alkyl chain with head- and/or tail-groups affects the surface by the contribution of multiple dipoles (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.5. (a) Schematic of a molecular fragment as point dipoles, (b) the electrostatic potential for an individual fragment somewhere far from the center of the dipole and (c) the dipole component along surface normal with definition of the angle between them.
Thus the numerator can be written as the summation over dipoles of different fragments (i) along the surface normal:

\[ D \cos \theta = \sum_i D_i \cos(\theta_i) \] (eq. 5.4)

Therefore the terminal-group (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.5 c) is the only dipole that can have an effect when a -(CH\_2)- unit is added. It should be noted that in a densely packed monolayer the situation is much more complicated than this simple picture we used here to qualitatively explain the oscillations in the WF as a result of chain length. In fact, molecular polarizability, molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate interaction along with structural changes all must be considered for deriving a more accurate formula.\textsuperscript{22, 37, 42-43, 63, 65-69} Deriving an exact formula which includes these effects is beyond our scope, however, this simplified approach gives a qualitative account of the origin of the oscillations, as follows.

Figure 5.3 (b) shows the cosine variation of the angle (\( \theta \)) between the z-axis and the -(CH\_2-NH\_2) (-[CH\_2-SH]) dipole vector (\( \theta \) is indicated in the middle panel of Figure 5.1). The WF oscillations match the \( \cos \theta \) variation for both tail-groups. Therefore, we attribute the odd-even effect to the varying dipole alignment of the -(CH\_2-CH\_3) terminal-group as a result of adding carbons to the alkyl chain. The value of \( \cos \theta \) is the same to within 0.01 for -NH\_2 and -SH tail-groups for even number of carbons and has a shift of about 0.17 for the odd numbers (Figure 5.3, b). This implies a larger component of -(CH\_2-NH\_2) dipole moment at odd number of carbons and explains the larger WF shift in Figure 5.3.

Another interesting observation here is that the magnitude of the WF for H:Si(111) functionalized with alkyl-nitrogen is lower than the WF value for alkyl-sulfur functionalized surface. This sequence is the same as when sulfur and nitrogen was used as head-groups only. The stronger bond-dipole\textsuperscript{20} in the case of head-group explains the bigger downward shift for nitrogen. However, in the case of tail-group both have similar effect in that regard by having Si-C bond at the silicon-chain interface. The terminal-group dipole then determines the magnitude and direction of the WF shift. Table 5.2 presents the z-component of
the terminal-group dipole for the nitrogen and sulfur tail-groups and different length of the alkyl chain up to ten carbons. The data explain both the WF sequence for nitrogen and sulfur (due to larger dipole moment for -Alkyl-NH$_2$ functionalization) and odd-even effects as a result of adding -(CH$_2$)- units to the chain. Also it is worth noting that WF oscillations for the sulfur tail-group at saturation have a symmetrical behavior around that of the bare H:Si(111) surface, which might be potentially applicable as an alternative switch.

Table 5.2: Terminal-Group dipole component (in Debye units) along z (as indicated in schematic of Figure 5.1) for -Alkyl-[X] (X= NH$_2$, SH) chains. n shows the number of carbons in the alkyl fragment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-(C$<em>n$H$</em>{2n}$)-[NH$_2$]</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C$<em>n$H$</em>{2n}$)-[SH]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3 The effect of the Head- and Tail-Groups [\(\text{-NH-C}_n\text{H}_{2n}\text{-NH}_2\)] on the alkyl-modified H:Si(111) work function

We also examined the case when both head- and tail-groups are present. We calculated the WF (Figure 5.6 a) and decomposed the dipole contributions for different fragments (total, bond, head- and terminal-group) of \(\text{-NH-C}_n\text{H}_{2n}\text{-NH}_2\), adsorbed on H:Si(111) (Figure 5.8).

In the Figure 5.6 (a) the WF is compared with the WFs of \(-\text{NH-C}_n\text{H}_{2n+1}\) and \(-\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n}\text{-NH}_2\) functionalization: The WF is plotted as a function of total and radical dipole moments for each case and this shows that the WF is exactly a linear function of the total dipole moment in all cases (Figure 5.6 b). This extends to the radical dipole within reasonable approximation (with a near-linear fit for radical dipoles). This is fully consistent with the Helmholtz-equation$^{70}$ used commonly to determine experimentally the molecular tilt angle and the surface coverage based on calculated radical dipoles.$^{71-72}$
Figure 5.6 (a) compares the WF versus number of carbons in the alkyl chain for -NH- head-group, -NH₂ tail-group and -NH/-NH₂ head/tail-groups. For the same reason as before, the odd-even effect is still present in the case of head and tail-groups implementation. However for short chains (n < 6) the oscillations can be thought of as being ‘out of phase’ between -NH-CₙH₂ₙ-NH₂ and -CₙH₂ₙ-NH₂ functionalization. After a transition length between n=7 and n=10 both functionalizations show in-phase oscillations with even carbon chains exhibiting the larger WF.

![Figure 5.6](image)

Figure 5.6. (a) WF plotted as a function of number of carbons in the alkyl chain and (b) total/radical dipole moments for H:Si(111)-[NH]-CₙH₂ₙ-[NH₂] (The dashed lines stand for linear fit to the radical dipole points).
OH- and COOH-terminated alkanethiol SAMs have been successfully created on a gold substrate and for alkyl functionalization on gold with both head- and tail-group present, three regimes are distinguishable in term of dipole interaction between head and tail: strong dipole coupling for \( n \leq 4 \), intermediate coupling for \( 5 \leq n \leq 13 \) and weak coupling for \( n \geq 14 \). These three regimes have not been reported for silicon functionalized surfaces to the best of our knowledge. What is visible from Figure 5.6 (a) for head- and tail-group functionalization is the clear distinction between regimes at \( n=5 \) and \( n=10 \). The oscillatory behavior for only tail-group functionalization seems to follow closer the regimes identified for the gold functionalized surface, although we do not have data for \( n > 14 \).

For the same length of the alkyl chains with odd number of carbons at saturation, when both head- and tail-groups are present, the WF is 0.2 eV lower than when only the tail-group is present (Figure 5.6 (a)). This is the constructive effect of the bond dipole Si-N which causes further decrease of the WF and allows a WF reduction of up to 1.73 eV compared to the bare hydrogenated silicon surface. In addition, there is a significant reduction in peak-to-peak amplitude of the WF oscillations (1.43 eV) in comparison with the tail-group case (1.7 eV). This is attributed to the smaller oscillation of the terminal-group dipole angle with respect to z-axis \((\theta)\) for odd-even variation. This will cause a smaller dipole component change along the surface normal and consequently smaller WF change interval. We expect that 1.73 eV is the maximum tuning we can get from the combination of the studied species as tail- and/or head-groups. Apart from the possibility of further tuning, as we showed earlier, a correct choice of the head-group can guarantee the structure stability and creation of a densely packed monolayer.

In order to understand further the effect of head- and tail-groups on the WF, we decomposed the -NH-Alkyl-NH\(_2\) chain into several fragments as shown in Figure 5.1 and we calculated the dipole moments of each part, separately. Subtracting the calculated radical dipole from the total dipole moment also yields the bond dipole which is determined by the bond strength between the
head-group and surface silicon. Figure 5.8 shows the calculated data for nitrogen-based head and tail-groups. It is clear that the total dipole, radical dipole and terminal-group dipole have similar oscillatory behavior to the work function; a higher dipole causes a lower WF and the inverse is true. The head-group and alkyl chain dipoles are well converged at long chain length. Together with the insignificant role of the carbon bond dipole, this explains why having only the head-group causes saturation of the WF for long \((n > 6)\) chains. Three different phases are distinguishable in the WF’s behavior; in the \(n=1-5\) it oscillates similar to the case of tail-group but in opposite phase, region \(n=6-9\) which marks a change in phase and \(n=10-14\) in which odd-even oscillations are the same as the nitrogen tail-group. Structural changes in the transition region are mainly responsible for the change in behavior to that of the tail-group mode as the alkyl chain grows (see Figure 5.7).

![Figure 5.7. Structural variation -NH-C\(_n\)H\(_{2n}\)-NH\(_2\) for 4 \(\leq n \leq\) 11. The dashed ellipsoids with the same color represent the same structural orientation of the tail-group.](image)

![Figure 5.8. Dipole moments of different fragments versus length of the alkyl chain for -NH-C\(_n\)H\(_{2n}\)-NH\(_2\).](image)
5.3.4 Comparison with experiment
To the best of our knowledge, the investigations in this Chapter, especially the effect of tail and head/tail-group combinations on the WF of H:Si(111), has not been studied before and we have not found relevant experimental results to compare with. In one of the few related experimental works\textsuperscript{11} only the effect of linker on the WF of silicon (111) was studied and the results revealed that C\textsubscript{10} monolayers attached by sulfur, oxygen and carbon linkers show similar surface dipole moments and WFs as the C\textsubscript{18} monolayers with the same linker respectively. This indicates the domination of surface chemistry over electronic effects at long alkyl chain length. This is however consistent with our findings in section 5.3.1 that WF converges for various linkers for alkyl chains longer than 8 carbons.

Oscillations in structural and electronic properties of SAMs have been seen before,\textsuperscript{48} to date for alkyl chains attached to gold and silver\textsuperscript{49-53} and to our knowledge this has not been reported for silicon surfaces. For example, alkanethiol SAMs with OH- and COOH- terminal groups have been created on a gold surface.\textsuperscript{73} Following this study and using the same head- and tail-group it was shown that there are three regimes distinguishable in terms of dipole interaction between head and tail: strong dipole coupling regime for \( n \leq 4 \), intermediate coupling regime for \( 5 \leq n \leq 13 \) and weak coupling regime for \( n \geq 14 \).\textsuperscript{42-43} For functionalized silicon surfaces, such regimes have not been reported. Our results for nitrogen as both head- and tail-group shows that there is a clear distinction between regimes at \( n=5 \) and \( n=10 \). Although we do not have data for \( n > 14 \), odd-even oscillations for only tail-group functionalization appears to be more consistent with the identified regimes from the previously mentioned study on gold.

The computed oscillations for the modified H:Si(111) in this study are one order of magnitude larger (up to 1.7 eV) than on the metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{50} Therefore, this large tuning interval can be a valuable option in modifying various silicon-organic based devices.\textsuperscript{54-58} For example, to get higher sensitivity in FET-based nanowire sensors it is important to keep the threshold voltage around zero, as
close as possible. It is shown that alkyl monolayers are capable of modifying the threshold voltage and including this large odd-even tuning interval predicted here can substantially improve our control of the threshold voltage or sensor sensitivity in the next generation of organic-inorganic devices. Considering the large predicted peak-to-peak amplitude of oscillations this can also be implemented in the future as an alternative molecular switch with application in nanosensors or as an option for reaction monitoring and control of the monolayer thickness.

5.4. Concluding remarks

In summary, our results show that the WF of the H:Si(111) surface can be modified by up to 1.73 eV by adsorption of organic chains with judicious choice of head groups for strong surface binding and tail-groups for WF modulation. No matter which combination of head- or tail-groups is used, for short chains the WF depends on chain length with pronounced effects arising from the choice of head and tail groups as well as displaying a weak odd-even effect. With different head-groups the WF converges quickly showing no significant odd-even effects at long chain lengths and the WF shifts compared to bare H:Si(111) are determined by the head-group.

For functionalization with different tail-groups or with both head and tail-groups a strong oscillatory behavior of the work function is observed, with WF changes of up 1.73 eV compared to bare H:Si(111). For the types of functionalized alkyl chains employed experimentally, namely with 12 or more carbons in the alkyl chain and terminated with -SH and -NH₂, the WF change is dominated by the nature of the tail-group. The number of carbons in the alkyl chain plays a role in controlling the WF through the odd-even effect.

Thus SAMs of high stability with maximum tunability in the WF can be achieved by functionalizing with both head and tail-groups, in which the head-group determines the stability of the SAM and the tail-group is able to induce large shifts in the surface WF. In addition, the WF can also be controlled by
exploiting the odd-even effect in long alkyl chains. These results give important microscopic insights into work function tuning of H:Si(111) by modification with functionalized alkyl chains.

5.5. References


Chapter 6

Binary Functionalization

6.1 Introduction

So far we have studied the effect of functionalization on the H:Si(111) surface with different linkers between the surface and SAM structure, focusing on the electronic and structural properties. We showed that different surface terminations can induce a variety of effects. Alkyl chain attachment to Si through Si-[N, O, S] linkers rather than the usual Si-C bond can be used to control the WF tuning of the SAM-Si system as well as the stability of the SAM. Therefore, depending on the nature of the linking atom, different structural characteristics are possible. We also analyzed the optimum coverage which exhibits a strong dependence on the nature of the linker. From this, we propose the possibility to gain finer control in WF adjustment and an improvement in SAM stability and coverage density by using a mixture of functionalizations. The optimum choice of components, based on their performance in functionalization with a single linker, can assist in realizing this idea.

From the literature, we start from the possibility that the shift of the WF from different linking atoms will be an average of the individual WFs and study how this is affected by coverage. A higher density of the grafted monolayers, as a result of enhanced stability, means more ordered SAMs and consequently fewer defects. This will therefore improve the efficiency of the solid-molecule systems by eliminating the negative impact of the defects and create a uniform interface. Binary functionalization can also prepare a platform for secondary
functionalization which is important in terms of fabricating those structures with desired functionalities. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic view of this idea. One should notice that mixed functionalization needs to be distinguished from binary functionalization. The former indicates two or more separate components that create spatially patterned distributed islands, each consisting of one type of termination surrounded by a matrix of a second type of functionalization. However binary functionalization consists of only two types of components and ideally homogeneous-like SAMs extended up to the nanoscale. The latter is the focus of this Chapter.

Figure 6.1. Conceptual demonstration of binary functionalization and its potential abilities: Single functionalization of each component has an absolute value of the surface WF with an optimum SAM coverage. See (a) and (b). With the careful choice of components, a mixed monolayer (c) may accommodate a higher coverage of SAMs as a result of attractive dipole interaction between each individual linker and as a result, stability enhancement of the final SAMs. Higher coverage is favorable since it helps reducing the defects by saturation of the adsorption sites and delivers a uniform space charge layer at the interface. In addition, binary functionalization makes it possible to tune the WF within the interval of the WF of single functionalization and controlling the coverage of each SAM can further increase the tuning. Keeping the option of secondary functionalization via tail-groups open is also another advantage of the mixed monolayers.

Similar to functionalization for single type of SAM, as we discussed in previous chapters, it has been shown that surface tuning via binary functionalization on the molecular level also impacts nanoscopic surface ordering properties and thus the macroscopic phenomena of particle accumulation behaviour such as
adhesion and wettability. The possibility of mixing functionalities in defined proportions for precise adjustment of surface properties has been realized before; however compared to their fabrication and characterization, potential applications have not been discussed. To date gold has been the most popular choice of inorganic solid in hybrid devices. Most of the binary SAMs use Au-S anchoring and this is due to the ease of fabrication and relatively simple substrate-adsorbate interaction, so that only the intrinsic dipole of the adsorbate layer needs to be counted. However the mechanism of the electronic structure changes at the interface of the solid-SAMs is different for metals and semiconductors. Therefore semiconductor-SAMs require a detailed analysis. We propose that applying more than one anchoring chemistry can boost the WF tuning in a controllable manner and just as importantly secure the monolayer stability. Considering the ability of silicon to create strong covalent bonds with many potential linkers, this gives us more options compared to gold surfaces which have known problems in surface bonding with linkers other than sulfur. Silicon, as the most widely used material in semiconductor technology and the building block of electronic devices, is the most promising solid substrate for mixed functionalization. Tuning and controlling surface properties in FET-based devices at the nanoscale is vital since it directly influences the device performance and binary functionalization is an interesting approach to achieve further flexibility compared to the effect of a single type surface functionalization. In addition, it could help in establishing a platform for enhanced biosensors and efficient optoelectronics.

6.1.1 Motivation for binary functionalization

While single-component SAM functionalization is capable of tuning certain properties such as WF or wettability, applying a mixed monolayer with two different components allows a range of surface properties to be tuned in a continuous-like manner simply by adjusting the composition in the mixed monolayer. It has been shown that, for example, the wetting characteristics of
gold surfaces are tunable by mixed monolayers which contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components.\textsuperscript{24} In another work, the use of different ratio of two types of SAMs, such as \textit{n}-alkanephosphonic and fluorinated phosphonic acid which are known to decrease and increase the WF respectively, can tune the WF of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) over a range of 5-5.75 eV while the bare ITO WF in that study was \textasciitilde5.65 eV.\textsuperscript{25} Chen et al. showed that wetting and WF can be modified at the same time by using a mixed functionalization of fluorinated alkanethiol and a carboxyl-terminated alkanethiol of various chain lengths on a silver substrate. Their investigation revealed that while changing the composition ratio can yield an interval of 4.3-5.3 eV in the WF, adjusting wettability is dependent on the relative chain length of the individual components.\textsuperscript{26} Applying two types of carboranethiol isomer SAMs Jaemyung et al.\textsuperscript{19} showed that the WF of gold and silver can be systematically tuned over a wide range of \textasciitilde0.8 eV with no sizeable change in the surface energy, which provides control of dipole moments without introducing any additional chemical functionalities. Another study by Yong et al.\textsuperscript{20} of a gold substrate in an organic-field-effect-transistor (OFETs) structure with an emphasis on regulating charge injection by use of mixed SAMs of \textit{1}-decanethiol (1DT) and perfluorodecanethiol (PFDT) at different ratios achieved an interval of 4.4-5.6 eV in the WF. The ratios of 1DT:PFDT were chosen like 10:0, 8:2, 5:5, 3:7, 2:8, 1:9 and 0:10 which resulted the WF values of 5.0, 4.5, 4.7, 5.0, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.7 eV respectively.

Mixed functionalization commenced mainly in the early 1980s when organic functionalized silicon-based compounds were fabricated and characterized.\textsuperscript{27-33} Soon attention was drawn toward functionalized gold surfaces mainly with mixed thiolated SAMs, by variation of the SAM’s mixture, head group, tail group or chain length.\textsuperscript{34-41} The most common methods to prepare such a monolayer were either substrate exposure to a multi component solution (usually two components) or exchanging the terminal groups (in definite proportions based on need) of an initially fabricated single-type SAM, which was also called
sequential adsorption (more detailed report on various methods for preparing binary SAMs can be found here42). This popular method was based on competitive chemisorption. Via these approaches many binary monolayers such as aryl / alkyl28, 45-46, alkyl / alkyl27, 29-31, fluoroalkyl / alkyl47-49, ester / alkyl32, haloalkyl / alkyl32, phthalimidoalkyl / alkyl50 and diphenylphosphino / alkyl28 have been successfully fabricated on various types of silicon and silicon-dioxide substrates using organosilane mixtures. Uniformity of the mixed monolayer is however an important issue as it directly affects the adjustment purpose. Contact angle measurement, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and ellipsometric thickness measurements have been used as the main tools for the purpose of characterizing fabricated SAMs.51-52

Exploring the details of composition and phase separation of the monolayers was one of the main concerns in early works. A mixture of SAMs was presumed to create macroscopic islands; however later studies showed the phase separation up to nanoscale level for various binary n-alkanethiols with long and short chains. In general, the distribution of each component in the mixed SAM can be distinguished as phase-separated or homogeneously mixed, even at the nanoscale. This is determined by the type of functional group, chain length and the fabrication process. Apart from indications of phase separation up to the microscopic level, the study of combination of short and long alkyl chain functionalization suggested the stability order as long-long> short-short> long-short. This clearly demonstrates the key role of mixed functionalization in determining the stability of the SAMs on metals. It has also been proven that mixed monolayers are suitable for DNA deposition and are therefore very important for biological and health studies. In one interesting application Frederix et al. studied a biosensor interface consisting of mixed SAMs of thiols with carboxylic and hydroxyl or poly(ethylene glycol) on gold. Their analysis based on surface plasmon resonance measurements showed that these mixed SAMs improve the sensitivity, stability, and selectivity in comparison with those of commercially available affinity biosensor interfaces.
In terms of electronic structure tuning, binary monolayers of n-alkanethiol (HDT) together with the fluorinated analogue (FDT) attached to silver surface is shown to tune the WF in a continuous-like manner over a wide range of 4.1-5.8 eV, simply by varying the ratio of the components. The extreme of the WFs derive from single-type functionalization of n-alkanethiol and n-flourinated-alkanethiol, while the WF of the silver surface was 4.67 eV after measurement. The ratios of FDT:HDT were selected as 1:0, 4:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 0:1 which gave values of 5.83, 5.53, 5.25, 4.89, 4.65, 4.40, 4.10 eV for the WF. The same experiment for a gold surface resulted in a WF 4.4-5.9 eV interval which was described as being near-linear with respect to component’s ratio variation. In order to test the effect of binary functionalization on Fermi-level-pinning and consequently charge injection, they designed a hole-only diode with the Ag/SAM/HTLs/Ag (HTLs:hole-transporting layers) and investigated the I-V characteristics of the device subject to different composition of the binary SAM and hole-transporting layers (HTLs). The maximum current among all investigated ratios of FDT:HDT were obtained for Ag modified with a ratio of 2:1 indicating an efficiency improvement by applying binary SAMs compared to the single functionalization.

A similar study with alkanethiol SAMs deposited on gold with two different terminal groups, carboxylic acid and amine, also reported a linear dependence between composition and the surface WF which varies within the boundary values of single component functionalization. Furthermore, it has been shown that both incomplete SAMs and substituting functional groups can produce tuneable net dipole moment and consequently tailor the WF, but this was highly dependent on controlling the reaction. Whereas mixed functionalization can afford even finer electronic tuneability on both metal and semiconductor substrates, its reproducible structure and characteristics as a result of being independent of reaction evolution is another extra advantage of co-deposition.

Applying various characterization methods such as water contact-angle measurements, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy Tong et al. investigated binary mixed SAMs of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS, NH$_2$(CH$_2$)$_3$Si(OCH$_2$CH$_3$)$_3$) and octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS, CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_{17}$Si(OCH$_3$)$_3$) on a silicon oxide surface. Their study revealed substantial structural and electronic effects in the binary functionalization. As a result APS induced a conformation disordering in the ODS molecules at the binary level. The mixed-SAM modified surface was positively charged at pH < 5 and negatively charged at pH > 7. Similar investigation of Au nanoparticles modified by SAMs with mixed carboxylic acid and amine functional groups was done by Lin et al. Their experimental analysis showed the possibility of tailoring surface potential and the iso-electric point (IEP) of the nanoparticles by the ratio of these functional groups. This would achieve an IEP interval between 3.2 and 7.3, the extremes defined by amine and carboxylic acid functional groups. Based on electrostatic interactions, molecules can adsorb/desorb simply by pH variation around this tunable IEP and therefore immobilization can be enhanced.

O’Leary et al. formed mixed methyl/allyl monolayers via two-step halogenation/alkylation reaction process on Si(111) surfaces. Their investigation concludes that there is the possibility to keep the favourable properties of the CH$_3$−Si(111) such as effective passivation and the rich electrical properties, while incorporating a significant fraction of functional groups to allow secondary functionalization with high total surface coverages and low surface recombination velocities. Later by applying mixed monolayer techniques on H:Si(111) functionalized with methyl and thieryl groups they showed how sequential secondary functionalization can produce high-quality surfaces for tethering small molecules to silicon photodecides and minimizes the residual electronic traps.

Up to the device level Johansson et al. studied the open-circuit potentials of p-Si/((MV$^{2+}$/MV$^+$)(aq)) junctions with Si(111) surfaces functionalized with H$^-$, CH$_3$$^-$, CH$_2$CHCH$_2$$^-$, or mixed CH$_3$$^-$/CH$_2$CHCH$_2$$^-$ monolayers while the solution pH was varied from 2.5 to 11. They found out that the pH sensitivity of
the open-circuit potentials, and therefore the band-edge positions, was not correlated with the total fraction of Si atop sites terminated by Si–C bonds. Metal-semiconductor junctions between Hg and CH₃-, CH₂CHCH₂-, or mixed CH₃-/CH₂CHCH₂-terminated n-Si(111) surfaces created rectifying Hg/Si Schottky junctions and yielded mutually similar barrier-heights (∼0.9 V). This suggests that the magnitude and direction of the surface dipoles on all of these functionalized surfaces is similar. Later, hybrid Schottky junction solar cell based on methyl/allyl groups terminated silicon nanowire arrays (SiNWs) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate) with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 10.2% was demonstrated by Zhang et al.²² where they showed that devices based on methyl/allyl passivated SiNWs exhibit improved stable electrical output over those based on either methyl or allyl passivated ones. In one of the recent studies Barnea-Nehoshtan et al.²³ applied silane-based binary molecular monolayers on a pentacene/SiC junction and showed that it could be a pathway to decoupling the interface energetics and the morphology of the ingredient phases. In particular, their investigation revealed how use of binary alkyl-silane monolayers with buried dipoles preserves the dipole of the free functionalized surface via the deposition of the organic overlayer, and improves the tunability of the open circuit voltage in a hybrid organic/inorganic solar cell.

Considering the tuneable character of aliphatic SAMs grafted on the substrate and electrical conduction properties of aromatic conjugated molecules, applying a mixture of aliphatic-aromatic binary SAMs was also taken into account. In a study by Smith et al.⁷⁴ they highlighted the homogeneity of the surface, nanoscale phase separation and high tunability of the compositions in a mixed fabricated aromatic-aliphatic trichlorinated SAM. Later Patrone et al.⁷⁵ fabricated mixed aliphatic/aromatic trichlorosilane molecules on silicon covered by its native oxide and studied the phase separation.

Computational studies on the subject of binary functionalization however are less prominent. In one of the early works, Rissner et al.⁷⁶ by the aid of DFT investigated biphenylthiolate-based SAMs adsorbed on the Au(111) surface to
explain the properties of binary adsorbed SAMs with -NH$_2$ and -CN tail-groups. Their investigation along with other computational studies on single-type functionalization on gold$^{77-90}$ conclude that there is a sizable difference between the electronic structure of binary SAMs compared to the single-component functionalized surface, which they attributed to electrostatic interaction between the sublattices of the mixed-SAM components. Qualitative analysis of band-alignment and variation in the work function by altering each component’s ratio showed different dependence in comparison with the coverage effect in single-type SAMs. This was associated with the absence of depolarization in binary SAMs and consequently was responsible for the linear behaviour of the work function and band alignment with respect to variation of the component’s ratio. In another work by Kuo et al.$^{11}$ a combined theoretical and experimental study of binary siloxane-anchored SAMs with various ratios of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) and 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) allowed fine-tuning of the WF to desired values. They conclude that the WF of silicon modified with these binary SAMs shows linear behaviour with changes in chemical composition, which allows gradual tuning between extremes of single type functionalization (up to ~1.6 eV). They focused on two functional tail-groups namely amine and thiol, however, in our work we investigate the effect of binary functionalization with different linkers and length of the alkyl chain. Furthermore, we emphasize the stability and coverage enhancement by applying suitable combination of the binary components.

### 6.1.2 Our approach

With this background, we investigate binary functionalization of the silicon (111) surface with alkyl monolayers with different anchoring chemistry (C, O, N, S) to examine if they offer further flexibility for tuning WF and stability. To this end, first we recall from Chapter 5 that alkyl SAMs assembled via nitrogen linker cause the biggest shift in the WF of bare H:Si(111) among all our considered linking atoms. This is followed by oxygen, carbon and finally sulfur.
Thus, as the first step we fix the total coverage to 50% and study mixed functionalization of H:Si(111) surface with the NH$_2$, OH and SH terminations, each at 25% coverage. We use different length of alkyl chains namely hexyl and dodecyl. Combination of H:Si-X termination plus H:Si-X-hexyl functionalization will also be considered (X = NH, O, S).

Alkyl functionalization with linking atom other than carbon shows enhanced stability compared to Si-C bonding. In addition, direct alkyl-silicon attachment is not able to accommodate coverages more than 50%, as mentioned in Chapter 4 which has also been shown from both theory and experiment. However alkyl functionalization through a direct Si-C bond has been widely used and there are many established methods to create such a surface. Therefore, instead of creating alkyl-functionalized surface with a different linking atom to obtain higher coverages, which is not straight forward in terms of experimental preparation, increasing the Si-alkyl coverage by adding a few percent of X-alkyl (X = O, S, NH) to the Si-alkyl system can be a more convenient approach. Coverage enhancement is important in surface functionalization as a more densely-packed monolayer is closer to an ordered crystal and is more controllable in terms of characteristics.

The properties at the surface can still be comparable to the uniform Si-alkyl functionalized surface but the new linking atom can help accommodate more alkyl chains through direct Si-C bonds. This can be further investigated while we decompose the lateral interactions between binary linking groups as follows: (i) van der Waals interaction as a result of correlated charge fluctuations. However this is less significant for covalently attached monolayers. (ii) Dipole interactions either due to permanent (radical) dipoles and/or bond dipoles. Regarding the repulsion/attraction for parallel/antiparallel dipoles, obtaining the desired properties is highly dependent on the correct choice of the binary components. (iii) Overlapping orbitals of neighbouring components can have a significant share in lateral interactions depending on how dense the monolayer is packed. (iv) The substrate-mediated interaction has two origins: (a) Charge reorganization at the interface (accumulation/depletion) as a result of strong
covalent bonding between surface atoms and the adsorbate which can penetrate a few Å into the substrate. This creates an indirect interaction between neighbouring adsorbates that depends on the types of components, either repulsive or attractive. (b) The adsorbate’s strong covalent bond with the substrate can induce strain at the surface. Therefore depending on the elastic properties of the substrate, a similar interaction to (a) can occur. The substrate mediated effect (indirect) is normally less strong than the direct dipole-dipole interaction. A qualitative local density of states analysis can clarify the contribution of each and this is suitable for future work.

6.2 Results and discussion

6.2.1 Binary functionalization at fixed coverage—Tuning the WF

A schematic of the supercell for different coverages is shown in Figure 6.2. The coverage was first fixed to 50% and the (2×2) cell (red-dashed parallelogram) applied in all cases in which two out of the four terminating hydrogens are replaced with the new terminations or linker-chains.

Similar to Chapter 3, there are three single terminations, namely SH, OH, NH₂ and we study combinations of NH₂ with OH or SH; NH₂ causes the biggest shift in the work function of these linkers. The WF and adsorption energy were calculated for each system. This is also done for two alkyl chain lengths, hexyl and dodecyl, with the above mentioned linkers on H:Si(111). The results are shown in Figure 6.3 in which the horizontal axis represents the linker-(chain) while the vertical axis shows the corresponding WF (a, b, c) and adsorption energy (d, e, f) of the simulated structures.
Figure 6.2. (a) Supercell definition for simulate different coverages: Si(111)-1×3 with three adsorption sites was applied for total coverage of 66.6% (33.3% of each component). Si(111)-2×2 cell with four adsorption sites was used to simulate total coverage of 50% (25% for each component) and 75% (25% plus 50% and vice versa). Si(111)-2×3 cell with six adsorption sites implemented to simulate 83.33% (66.7% alkyl plus 16.7% another component) and full coverage (83.33% alkyl plus 16.7% other component) (b) Half covered binary SAMs with –NH–Hexyl–S–Hexyl (left) and –NH–Hexyl–O–Hexyl (right) simulated using a H:Si(111)-2×2 cell after geometry optimization. Different coloured spheres stand for following atoms: Si = orange, H = white, C = grey, N = blue, O = red and S = yellow.

Work function behaviour: The top panel of Figure 6.3 (a, b, c) shows that the WF of binary functionalized species, with 25% coverage of each, lies between the individual linker WF values at half coverage. The additive nature of the dipole moments has been shown for an individual linker-chain-terminal in previous studies which directly influences the WF shift. Considering that 50% -X termination causes a shift of $\delta_X$ in the WF of bare H:Si(111) surface and 50% -Y results in a shift of $\delta_Y$, this additive picture suggests that mixed functionalization of (25%X+25%Y) results in a shift of approximately ($\delta_X + \delta_Y$)/2 in the WF, which qualitatively explains the average-like behaviour of the resulting WF from binary functionalization, compared with a single linker. Since
the electronic properties at the interface are largely determined by the nature of the silicon-linker bond, this average-like behaviour of the WF is unchanged by adding alkyl chains. Recalling results from Chapter 5, applying different tail-group or increasing the coverage might completely change this linear picture. The coverage effect will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 6.3. (a, b, c) Work function and (d, e, f) Total adsorption energy for binary functionalized linker-(Chain)s (shades of yellow) at fixed coverage (50%); single functionalization (at 50% coverage) is also presented for comparison (shades of green). The horizontal purple line in (a) represents the WF of bare H:Si(111). [(X-) + (Y-)]-alkyl illustrates binary mixture of X-alkyl and Y-alkyl, here at 25% coverage of each.

**Adsorption energy:** The trend in adsorption energy seems to be more complicated than that of the WF when mixed functionalization is applied. For the case of termination groups without alkyl chain, the adsorption energy for the binary case is close to the value of the single termination that is the most stable...
and is also slightly stronger. For example, as it can be seen in Figure 6.3 (d), the adsorption energy of \([\text{(NH}_2\text{-)} + \text{(OH}_\text{-)}]\) binary functionalized surface \(E_{\text{ads}} = -0.8 \text{ eV}\) is close to the component with most stability, \(\text{OH} \ (E_{\text{ads}} = -0.72 \text{ eV})\), while being more stable.

Adding the alkyl chain to the linker, the (NH-S)-Hexyl monolayer behaves similarly to the binary linker-termination in that the adsorption energy is slightly enhanced over S-Hexyl. However (NH-O)-Hexyl seems to follow an average-like behaviour and for the longer chain (Dodecyl), this picture is seen for both linker combinations.

As we discussed before, adsorption energy is affected by linker electronegativity and therefore by charge transfer at the interface of the H:Si-[linker-(chain)]. Compared to Chapter 3, here we also include vdW-DF2 correction into the DFT-PBE calculations for further enhancing the accuracy, especially for long alkyl chains. In terms of electronegativity we know that the sequence is \(\text{Si} < \text{S} < \text{N} < \text{O}\). However while the H:Si(111) surface is terminated by -NH\text{2}, -OH, -SH or a mixture of the terminations, the single molecule electronegativity picture is not enough for assessing the stability. In this case, the charge transfer could be completely distorted by the surface effects, attached hydrogens for saturation of the dangling bonds or by an alkyl chain which is attached through an Si-X(H)-C bond (X = S, O, N). Structural properties appear to play a dominant role on adsorption energy as the chain length is increased. The nature of the linker can have a strong effect on the orientation of the chain and consequently on the adsorption energy. The optimized structure of H:Si-(NH-O/S)-hexyl/dodecyl at half coverage is provided in Figure 6.4. The binary monolayers with the shorter alkyl chain, hexyl (a), seem less distorted. However the longer chain, dodecyl (b), shows more bending/twisting. This indicates that, while the Si-Linker interaction seems to be the main factor in determining the WF shift for short chain alkyls and follows an average-like trend, the chain-chain interaction can strongly affects adsorption energy picture for the long alkyl chains. This was also described in more details in Chapter 4.
6.2.2 Binary functionalization for different coverage—Stability and packing

In the previous section we investigated the effect of binary functionalization for combinations of -linker-(chains) with NH₂, SH and OH linkers and two lengths of alkyl chains -C₆H₁₃ and -C₁₂H₂₅ at a total coverage of 50% and compared the result with single functionalization at half coverage. In this section we want to see if variation of the coverage in mixed-functionalization allows extra control to further tune the WF values within the extremes of single linker-chain functionalization and increase coverage on the surface. For this purpose, we use alkyl chains with fixed length up to six carbons that attached through direct Si-C bonds combined with Si-NH-C or Si-O-C.
We start with 25% coverage of each linker, then 33%. Next we consider Si-C at 50% and Si-(NH/O)-hexyl at 25% of each. Fixing the Si-(NH/O)-hexyl to 16.66% we further test 33%, 66.66% and 83.33% Si-hexyl coverages. The latter case indicates full coverage of H:Si(111) surface.

Looking at Figure 6.5 (a,b) we realize that compared to pure Si-C linker, the WF for the case of Si-C/Si-N is lower and with Si-C/Si-O the WF is larger at the same overall coverage.

For adsorption energy, the pure Si-C layer at all coverages is less stable than in combination with another linker. Figure 6.3 (d, e, f) also shows that adding the oxygen linker makes the structure more stable compared to adding nitrogen. However Figure 6.3 (a, b, c) indicates the ability of nitrogen to induce bigger shifts in the WF (for most cases) compared to oxygen. Both findings are in agreement with our previous results for single type functionalization.

Regardless of the precision of the predicted values via DFT, these results clearly show the effect of binary functionalization with N or O linkers in enhancing the stability of these layers on the H:Si(111) surface relative to pure Si-C linked alkyl layers. Furthermore, given that the WF for oxygen linkers combined with Si-C is close to that for pure alkylation (in most cases), this indicates the possibility of using O linkers for enhancing stability while preserving the original electronic properties of the Si-Alkyl SAMs.
Figure 6.5. (a) Work function and (b) Total adsorption energy for binary functionalized linker-(Chain)s for different ratio of (Si-C/Si-X)-hexyl at half coverage [X= NH, O]. Inset in (a) shows expanded view for the 33%C-33%X-Hexyl to highlight the ordering of N, O, C linkers.

Figure 6.6. Optimized Binary SAMs of O-Hexyl/Hexyl with different ratio of each component, 25%, 33%, 50%, 66% for hexyl and 25%, 33%, 25%, 16.66% for O-Hexyl respectively, presented at two different views along x and xy plane.
6.3 Concluding remarks and future outlook

Bringing together the understanding gained from studying single type functionalization of H:Si(111) with different alkyl chains and bearing in mind how utilizing head-group, tail-group or both as well as monolayer coverage affects the electronic and structural properties, we studied in this Chapter functionalized H:Si(111) with binary SAMs. Aiming for enhanced WF adjustment together with SAM stability and coverage, we chose a range of terminations and linker-chains denoted as \(-X-\text{(Alkyl)}\) with \(X = \text{CH}_3, \text{O(H)}, \text{S(H)}, \text{NH}_2\) and investigated the stability and WF of various binary components grafted onto the H:Si(111) surface.

In the first part we fixed the total coverage to 50% and applied different terminations of linker-alkyl chains with the same alkyl length (each at 25% coverage) and calculated the WF and adsorption energy. We compared the results with the corresponding single type functionalization for each component at 50% coverage. The result clearly shows the possibility to obtain further WF tuning, with WF values within the extremes of single functionalization. For binary mixtures of linkers, the WF is nearly the average value of the single type functionalization. However this picture seems to be distorted by chain-chain interactions when alkyl chains are included, especially for chains with more than six carbons.

In the second part, we studied hexyl monolayers with direct Si-C bonds to H:Si(111) combined with either \(-\text{NH-}\text{hexyl}\) or \(-\text{O-}\text{hexyl}\). This is a model of H:Si-C-alkyl mixed with small amount of second linker, H:Si-(NH/O)-alkyl. We have shown that irrespective of the ratio, the binary monolayer is always more stable compared to pure alkyl functionalization. The results also indicate that even using a small percentage of other linkers in combination with alkyl SAM
allows coverages larger than 50%, which is the optimum coverage for the case of pure alkyl monolayers.

In summary:

1) Using binary functionalization with two different terminations or linker-chains (linkers were chosen out of NH, O, S and two lengths of chain hexyl and dodecyl were used) we showed that WF can be further tuned within the interval of single type functionalization.

2) Binary functionalization can enhance the SAM stability. Although adsorption of direct Si-C grafted SAMs is less favourable compared to their counterparts with O, N or S linkage, regardless of the ratio, binary functionalized alkyl monolayers with X-alkyl (X = NH, O) is always more stable than single type Si-C alkyl functionalization with the same coverage.

3) Our results indicate that it is possible to go beyond the optimum coverage of pure alkyl functionalized SAMs (50%) by adding a linker with the correct choice of the linker. This is very important since dense packed monolayers have fewer defects and deliver higher efficiency.

The results obtained here from studies of binary functionalization on Si (111) are consistent with binary functionalization behaviour on metals and semiconductors in that functionalization with two types of chain can tune the WF. However, we have not found any relevant experimental results for binary functionalized surfaces with different linkers which are the focus of this Chapter. In Chapter 4, we showed that single type functionalization with linkers other than carbon can increase the stability and monolayer coverage. With this background we showed in this Chapter that binary functionalized silicon (111) surface with different ratios of Si-C bonds combined with Si-(N/O) is able to enhance the stability of the monolayer over that with pure Si-alkyl chains. We know that direct Si-alkyl monolayers are suffering from poor stability and low coverage over Si-linker-alkyl SAMs (with linkers such as S, O and N) but still the most known monolayer among different types of organic SAMs with established preparation methods. Considering the latter fact, the strategy that is proposed here for the
first time, can help experimentalists to improve the stability and increase the coverage of alkyl functionalization.
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Chapter 7
Final Remarks and Perspectives

7.1 Summary of results and conclusion

With the ultimate aim of microscopic understanding of the functionalized H:Si(111) surface from both electronic and structural point of view, DFT-based calculations have been carried out. Building our knowledge step-by-step, a series of investigations were performed on a range of terminating species, different alkyl chain lengths, variety of head- and/or tail-group and binary mixture of the linker-chains. Results were shown to be consistent with available relevant measurements.

Applying several polar and non-polar experimentally accessible adsorbates such as halogens (F, Cl, Br, I), chalcogens (O, S, Se, Te) and second row elements (B, C, N, O, F) in the periodic table we studied the modified H:Si(111) surface as the starting step. We have shown that different chemical trends apply to each category of terminations. Our comprehensive and predictive study of the work function variation from first-principles provides reasonable interpretation to the results. Radical dipole, bond dipole, the electronegativity and range of interatomic interaction of the tether atoms primarily contribute to explaining the changes of the work function for different adsorbates at different coverage.

Also in agreement with electrostatic rules, our results indicate that a larger radical dipole component along the surface normal induces a bigger shift in the work function. The direction of the dipole in this case determines the sign of the
WF shift. Another form of dipole, namely the bond dipole, is also created by charge reorganization across the tether bond with the surface silicon. Therefore, a dipole field is formed at the surface whose strength and direction is governed by the amount and sign of the charge transferred across the surface. This generates the surface dipole layer which affects the electron acceleration towards the vacuum and the corresponding work function (WF).

Based on our charge analysis results, the number of valence electrons and electronegativity of the linker control the transferred charges. All of our selected tethers have higher electronegativity compared to silicon which results in electron withdrawal from the silicon surface and the inward (bond) dipole field is expected to increase the WF. This is however true for the case of surface termination with halogens in which a near-linear behaviour is predicted with respect to halogen’s electronegativity. For other adsorbates with nonzero radical dipole moment along the surface normal, it can reduce or even reverse this effect. Excluding H:Si(111)–OH, modification of H:Si(111) by other chalcogen tethers tends to increase the work function, but to a lesser degree compared to halogen terminated surfaces. Also for the surfaces covered with –CH₃ and –NH₂ terminations, the WF reduced compared to the hydrogenated silicon surface. The electronic profile may also depend on the surface coverage. However, due to the covalent radius of the tether atoms, there are no large changes occurring in local charges on the surface Si atoms and therefore the work function shows an overall weak dependence on coverage percentage. Considering general changes in the WF, halogens seem to create bigger shifts compared to other species. This is with the exception of iodine, which can be rationalized once we realize that it has the largest size and the lowest electronegativity among the studied halogens.

Surface passivation is an important part of the surface functionalization process, playing a key-role in controlling the reactivity and electronic properties of the surface. Our obtained results here on passivating H:Si(111) with different terminations can help experimentalists to choose proper terminating species with the knowledge of how each terminating atom modifies the surface properties. Also one can get more insight of how reactive a surface might be by using each
termination as reactivity can be related to the shifts in the WF or substantial charge transfer into/from the surface.

At the second step, in order to understand the role played by the nature of the linker and the chain length on the adsorption structures and stabilities of H:Si(111) modified with molecular chains with the general formula H:Si–(X)–(CH₂)n–CH₃, where X = NH, O, S and n = (0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11), we presented a systematic DFT study of these assemblies. Due to the importance of the long-range interaction in the low-charge density systems such as self-assembled monolayers, we applied the van der Waals correction to our DFT calculation which is implemented as vdW-DF(2) in the quantum espresso package. Through various adsorption calculations and structural analysis with and without including vdW correction for different lengths of alkyl chains attached to silicon, first we showed the absolute necessity of taking into account the van der Waals interaction between the alkyl chains. Our comprehensive investigation on this matter emphasizes how strongly vdW interactions can affect the structural properties and consequently the electronic profile.

Irrespective of chain length, oxygen delivers the strongest binding energy followed by sulfur and nitrogen. Direct binding of the alkyl chains to silicon is the least stable. This ordering was rationalized through analyzing the bridging bond distances, the electronegativity of the bridging atoms and silicon, and their oxidation state. For all bridging atoms apart from sulfur, structural properties, such as surface-(linker)-chain angles, are converged once n > 3. For sulfur, there are three regimes, namely n = 0 – 3, n = 5 – 7 and n = 9 – 11, which were attributed to substantial changes in adsorption structures. Attaching the alkyl chain to the Si surface via linkers other than carbon influences the optimum surface coverage. We have shown that NH, O and S linkers allow more packing density up to 75% coverage. However the sequence of the stability order seems to be independent of the coverage.

Functionalized surfaces have a broad range of application in bio/opto-electronic devices in which monolayers’ stability and dense packing is one of the primary concerns. The predicted improvement in stability by using different linker
species rather than carbon in contact with silicon which was shown here, offers a new approach to achieve the goal of enhanced stability and dense packing. The role of the linker in inducing various structural effects predicted in this part is also important while dealing with opto-electronic devices, where we showed that for the same length of the alkyl there is a significant difference in thickness for monolayer with sulfur and carbon linkers compared to oxygen and nitrogen head-groups. This can significantly affect optical indices and adsorption spectra in those devices. More importantly, the potential for higher coverages as a result of grafting monolayers via linkers other than carbon, that we systematically investigated for the first time, may convince the experimentalist to consider it in the future for device design.

As a more expanded study compared to previous investigations and in the light of obtained insights, for the third step, we considered three classes of monolayers with the general formula of \(-X–Alkyl, –Alkyl–X\) and \(-X–Alkyl–X\) (\(X = C, O, N, S\)) grafted on the H:Si(111) surface at half coverage. Our comprehensive DFT-vdW analysis achieved interesting results. Overall we have shown that the WF of the H:Si(111) surface can be modified by up to 1.73 eV by adsorption of alkyl chains with judicious choice of head groups for strong surface binding and tail-groups for WF modulation. Irrespective of which head- or tail-groups are combined, for short chains the WF depends on chain length with amplified effects arising from the choice of head and tail groups alongside showing weak odd-even effect. With different head-groups the WF converges quickly displaying no significant odd-even effects at long chain lengths. The WF shift compared to bare H:Si(111) in this case is dominated by the nature of the used head-group.

For functionalization with different tail-groups or with both head and tail-groups a strong oscillatory behavior of the work function is observed, with WF changes of up 1.73 eV compared to bare H:Si(111). For functionalization by alkyl chains with 12 or more carbons that is often applied by experimentalists, and terminated with \(-SH\) and \(-NH_2\), the WF shift is dominated by the used tail-group. The odd-even effect due to the number of carbons in the alkyl chain plays a significant
role in controlling the WF. Hence highly stable SAMs with substantial tunability in the WF can be obtained by functionalizing with both head and tail-groups. While the head-group determines the stability of the SAM, the tail-group is able to induce large shifts in the surface WF. Furthermore, the WF can also be controlled by utilizing the odd-even effect in monolayers with long alkyl chains. This large tuning interval can be a valuable option in modifying various silicon-organic based devices. For example, to get higher sensitivity in FET-based nanowire sensors it is important to keep the threshold voltage around zero, as close as possible. It is shown that alkyl monolayers are capable of modifying the threshold voltage and including this large odd-even tuning interval predicted here can substantially improve our control of the threshold voltage or sensor sensitivity in the next generation of organic-inorganic devices. Considering the large predicted peak-to-peak amplitude of oscillations this can also be implemented in the future as an alternative molecular switch with application in nanosensors or as an option for reaction monitoring and control of the monolayer thickness.

Gathering all understandings from a single type of functionalization of different alkyl chain lengths and bearing in mind how utilizing head-group, tail-group or both as well as monolayer coverage affects the electronic and structural properties, at the final step of this Thesis we functionalized the H:Si(111) with binary mixtures of component SAMs. Aiming at increasing WF adjustment along with SAM stability and coverage, we chose a range of terminations and linker-chains –X–(alkyl) with X = CH₃, O(H), S(H), NH₂) and investigated the stability and WF of various binary components grafted onto the H:Si(111) surface.

At the first part we fixed the total coverage up to 50% and applied terminations and linker-chains with the same alkyl length each by 25% and calculated the WF and adsorption energy. We compared the results with the corresponding single type functionalization of each component at 50% coverage. The results clearly show a possibility to obtain further WF tuning with the values within the extremes of single type functionalization. For the binary mixture the WF is
roughly the average value of the single type functionalization. However this picture seems to be distorted by chain-chain interactions when longer alkyl chains are applied, especially for chains with more than six carbons. At the second part, we applied different ratios of hexyl monolayers directly attached to H:Si(111) combined with either –NH–hexyl or –O–hexyl, where the hexyl portion dominates mostly. We have shown that irrespective of ratio, the binary layer is always more stable compared to pure alkyl functionalization. The results also indicates that even using a small percentage of linker-chain combined with alkyl SAM allows coverage more than 50% which was shown to be the optimum coverage for the case of alkyl monolayers.

Bearing in mind that direct Si-alkyl monolayers are suffering from poor stability and low coverage over Si-linker-alkyl SAMs (with linkers such as S, O and N) but are still the most studied monolayers among different types of organic SAMs with established preparation methods, the strategy of binary functionalization with different linkers that is proposed here for the first time, can be utilised by experimentalists to improve the stability and increase the coverage of alkyl functionalization.

Controlling the structure of silicon surfaces, their chemical and physical and structural properties, is scientifically interesting and particularly important for technology. Overall the results presented here provide important microscopic insights into work function tuning of H:Si(111) by modification with functionalized alkyl chains and structural behavior. This analysis forms a basis for efforts in creating surfaces by design.

7.2 Future perspectives

There are still quite a few approaches to the mechanism of adjusting (both electronically and structurally) the interface and further insights to be obtained from future investigations. Possibilities include:

- Study of dielectric properties of the silicon surface by applying SAMs with different head and/or tail groups. Regarding the insulating nature of
aliphatic SAMs, this is potentially important for addressing dielectric materials in hybrid devices.

- Pi-conjugated SAMs and their combination with aliphatic counterparts (as secondary functionalization for example) is another interesting research topic. In this case, commonly used SAMs in experiments might be a good option to start.

- Considering that real devices use p/n-doped silicon substrates, including that in the simulation may further improve the comparison with the experiment and provide more options in design. Also investigations of more complex substrates, such as Si/SiO$_2$ or reconstructed substrates or structures with defects, will improve the realism of the model.

Figure 7.1. H:Si(111) 2D surface on the left and H:SiNWs along [110] crystallography direction on the right. For a thick NW and far from the edges, the (111) facets are comparable with their 2D counterpart.

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) as a new class of quantum size materials have also proven to be very interesting for technology applications such as nanowire sensors and optical devices. In principle their general physical/chemical
properties can be extracted from their two dimensional analogue (2D surfaces). Therefore the overall results obtained from the functionalized H:Si(111) surface are transferable to SiNW surfaces. However, quantum confinement can make a substantial distinction between 2D and 1D structures and this is highly dependent on the NW diameter. Also in such NW-based devices, more than one surface is involved at a time and due to high surface-to-volume ratio, surface termination/functionalization can completely change the characteristics compared to 2D surfaces.

Therefore, these NW structures need to be studied independently and the comparison of the results with 2D surfaces will further improve our understanding and give us new insights.

Overall we propose that further work on this subject can be done as below:

- A detailed study of structural and electronic properties for a range of NW diameters (and cross-sections) functionalized with those linker-chains that show desired results in the surface studies and comparison with 2D. Determine the estimated diameter that both structures show the same properties. Investigate the symmetrical effect in multi facet functionalization. Establish a way to define the total WF for a multi-facet structure such as NW.

- Optical and dielectric properties of the functionalized NWs and finding how they can be controlled by SAMs. This can highly enhance the rational design of an efficient hybrid miniaturized optoelectronic device or sensor.

- Implementing all the obtained information and coupling ab-initio calculations to a larger scale simulation method, one could directly study the real device. Perhaps circuit-implantation (making circuits by grafting molecular layers on the surface) by molecular assembly will change our thinking in ways we have not imagined.